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This is a report of a project designed to, support a "learning circle" of unions and NGOs to
consider a range of models and approaches to labelling or product certification systems and
corporate codes of conduct in the promotion of fair trade, sustainable development and core
labour rights. Ini particular, Rugmark and the establishment of Rugmark Canada were primary
areas of concern of the project. The over 20 participanting organisations in the three meetings
held under this project, included UNICEF Canada, Canadian Labour Congress, Oxfam, Fair
TradeMark Canada and Labour Behind the Label Coalition/Maquila Solidarity Network. The
report includes notes ftom the three meetings held under this project, agenda documents produced
by the staff of Steelworkers Humanity Fund dealing with, for instance, the debate over rugmark,
and research papers on varlous topics relating to labelling, such as child labour. Some of the case
studies presented at the meetings include Rugmark, the apparel industry partnership agreement,
the Wear Fair Charter, the Forest Stewardship Council, The report does flot conclude with a set
of policy recommendations, but identifies issue-areas regarding this topic as well as advances
discussion on criteria and information needed for evaluating labels and certification systems.
These issues include the role of NGOs and human rights groups, the relationship between labelling
systems and government responsibility, the requirements of effective monitoring, the financing of
codes and labelling systemsi, the impact of labels/codes on workers and civil society, and the
problem of uncoordinated labels and codes.
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Projeet Description

The "Business of Change" project was designed to support a '4learning circle" of unions and
NGOs to consider a range of models and approaches to labelling or product certification systems
and corporate codes of conduct in the promotion of fair trade, sustainable development and core
labour rights. Attention was to be given in particular to an evaluation of the effectiveness of the
Rugmark label for carpçts.

The project was designed as a two-year process, because of the recommendation of the
parlianientary sub-comrnîttee on child labour that Rugmark be established ini Canada on a pilot
basis for two years and then evaluated. The proposai to the John Holmes Fund for the first year's
funding provided for an interini report at the end of the first year.

A report on income and expenditures for the first year of the project (September to March) is
attached.

Process

Three meetings were held between November and March 1998 (detailed notes on the meetings
are enclosed in Appendix I). Numbers of participants ranged from 14 to 27 represeniting 20
participating orgaizations- children's, church, human rights, international development, social
mnvestment and union.

The organizations which participated in one or more meetings were: Canadian Anti-Slavery
Group; Canadian Council for International Cooperation; Canadian Labour Congress; Canadian
Lawyers Association for International Human Rights; CAW Social Justice Fund; Fair TradeMark
Canada; Forest Stewardship Council, Canadian National Initiative; Free the Children; Inter
Pares; International Centre on Human Rights and Democratic Development; Labour Behind the
Label Coalition / Maquila Solidarity Network; Oxfam; Pueblito; Social Investment Organization;
Steelworkers Hunianity Fund; Taskforce on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility; Ten
Days for Global Justice; UNICEF Canada; and the United Chureh of Canada (Division of World
Outreach).

Participants included both those actively engaged in the promotion of specific codes or labels,
and others less directly involved or uncertain about thec usefulness of these niechanisms.





-Forest Stewardship Council
- Labour Behind the Label Coalition and the WearFair Charter, Canada;
- Rugmark
- Fair TradeMark Canada I Transfair

In addition, information was provided to participants on a broader range of labels/codes through
the circulation of papers prepared by the ILO and others. In particular, documentation was
provided on:

- Ethical Trading Initiative, U.K.
- El Salvador Monitoring Group for implementation of The GAP's code
- Guatemala and Nicaragua - codes of ethics
- International Code of Practice for Canadian Business
- Social Accountabîlity 8000 (Council on Economic Priorities, U.S.)

Reports on Rugmark and the process -of establishing Rugmark Canada:

The funding for an office to license and market Rugmark in Canada was not in place until March
1998, so our interim. report's evaluation of Rugmark does flot yct reflect experience ini Canada.
However, we reviewed previous research, commaissioned a paper, and scheduled two major
discussions of Rugmark:

- Pharis Harvey of the International Labour Rights Fund (U.S.), a supporter of Rugmark
initiatives in India, Nepal and Palcistan , made a presentation at the November meeting.
(Sec the November minutes, pages 3-6, ini Appendix I),
- Devarajan Geetha, a critic of Rugmark, made a presentation at the March meeting,
based on the paper we cominissioned. (Sec the March minutes, pages 7-12, ini Appendix
I.) Geetha works with the Human Rights Research and Advocacy Centre, which in turf
supports the work of the Coalition Against Child Labour (India);
- Existing research on Rugmark was circulated to members of the Learning Circle, and
staff prepared a bibliography and an analysis of a critique of Rugmark by Canadian
j ournalist, John Stackhouse which had appeared in the Globe and Mail (Appendix II).

Discussion of roles for Canadian NGOs, unions, corporations, and
goverilments in relation to the development of labels / codes:

Through discussion of case studies, we identified many of the issues for companies, NOs and
governrnents involved in addressing social issues through codes of conduct and labelling
systems. We did not attempt to conclude this staSp of the project with a set of recommendations.
WVhile there was considerable agreement within the group on some of the issues, there was flot
total consensus. Details of the discussion of criteria for evaluating codes are provided in the
minutes: November, pages 10-13; February, pages 11-12; March, pages 3-4 and 12-17.



Major and recurring concernsl issues were:

Will promotion of codes and labels encourage people to think of these mechanisms as
solutions to problenis, and to neglect other critical avenues for poverty alleviation,
protection of human rights and promotion of sustainable development? Or do codes and
labels function as "signal flares" which engage consumers and companies in effective
responses to problenis in linuited areas, and at the sanie tume illuminate and encourage
action on the underlying causes of denial of labour rights or child labour? What
educational resources are required, and who will provide them, so that consumers and
comparues move beyond a "clean hards" approach to labels, and engage more fully in
the issues as citizens?

* Will market-based approaches reinforce attitudes that governxrents car't do arything in
the face of capital mobility, and that the only realm, we have for action is as consumners?
What is or could be the relationship between codes / labelling systems and government
responsibility? Is it reasonable to hope that codes cari or will "provoke the state rather
thar replace the state"? Are there ways ir which governments could provide incentives
and penalties to encourage the development of codes and the use of labels?

* What are the requirements of effective monitoring, so that codes of conduct and labelling
systems are not only make clainis which consumers and the public can trust to be
credible, but also contribute to the empowerment of workers and other organlizations of
civil society? What is the role of professional. auditing finms on the one hand, and hurnan

rights groups and other NOOs on the other? What is the role of unions in relation to codes
and labelliniz svstems. ez~ what is their role in'monitoring?; might unions in some cases



involves a premiuni paid ultimately by the consumer- for what products witl people pay
extra? What is the experience with environrnental and organic labels? What kind of
financial support is needed to develop codes and fair tràde labelling systems-should
goverients be expected. to contribute?

What is the relation of the labelling system to the dominant economy; does it Ishould it
support an alternative system? (e.g. fair trade labels provide support to cooperatives, and
the Forest Stewardship Council supports an alternative way of managing forests).

Preparatioli of a report on key issues with respect to codes of conduct and
social labelling systems:

The Learning Circle agreed that staff for the project would prepare a report on issues with respect
to codes and labels, without attempting to represent any consensus position of the Learning
Circle. Following the final meeting of the project in March 1998, there were developments which
indicated that governmental I corporate/ NGO I union agreement may be reached to establish a
national task force on sweatshop and child labour, with a major component of its work being the
consideration of the role of codes of conduct and labels in the production of retail goods.

Because of this development, our report has been written with the needs of such a task force in
mind. Our report, "Review of Codes of Conduct and Labels Relevant for a Proposed Canadian
Task Force on Sweatshop and Child Labour," is enclosed. To increase the possibility that it
might be of ongoing use to a task force and to others, we went to considerable effort to produce
not only the body of the report, but also the code documents, in electronic form. We envisage that
we might bc asked to repackage the report in binders, so that sections of the report can be
updated, and information on new developments added.

The Learning Circle also agreed that in the second year of the project, the group would work
together on educational projects with respect to labels and codes, and on the development of a
broader forum (including the private sector and governmnent) for discussion. If a national task
force is established, one possibility is that the Learning Circle will function as a reference group.
for civil society participants.
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THE BUSINESS 0F CHANGE LEARNING CIRCLE

Notes on the Meeting of November 7, 1997, Toronto

Present: CAW Social Justice Fund, Ken Luckhardt; Canadian Council for International
Cooperation, Gauri Sreenivasan; Canadian Labour Congress, Steve Benedict; Canadian Lawyers
Association for International Human Rights (CLAIHR), Veena Verma; Fair TradeMark Canada, Bob
Thomson; Free the Children, Jean-François Laberge & Tanya Roberts Davis; Labour Behind the
Label Coalition, Bob Jeffcott; Oxfam, Tina Conlon; Pueblito, Dave Purdy; Rugmark Foundation -

USA, and International Labor Rights Fund (ILRF), Pharis Harvey; Social Investmnent Organization,
Bob Walker; Steelworkers Humanity Fund , Gerry Barr & Moira Hutchinson; Taskforce on the
Churches and Corporate Responsibility (TCCR), James Sullivan; Ten Days for Global Justice,
Dennis Howlett

Regrets- Bridgehead Trading, Howard Esbin; Canadian Anti Slavery Group, Kathleen Ruff; Inter
Pares, Peter Gillespie; UNICEF Canada, Cathy Guthrie

Chair: Gerry Barr; Notes / staff: Moira Hutchinson

REVIEW 0F OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the 3-part project (Rugmark Canada office, learning circle, and education
project) were developed ini the meeting of April 15. A request for funding was submitted to the
John Holmes Fund for the Learning Circle (background document 1). The terrns of the funding
require that we produce concrete policy options for govemrment, business, unions and NGOs. We
envisage a two-year process, and have funding for the first year, at which time we will produce
an intei report.

An application for funding for Rugmark Canada bas been submitted to the Child Labour
Challenge Fund, and a decision will be made shortly. A separate meeting of those supporting the

establishment of Rugmark Canada followed the conclusion of the Learning Circle meeting. -

A lead agency for the education project has flot yet been 'identified. There is a possible source of
funding in CIDA. If any member of the Learning Circle is interested, speak to Gerry or Moira.
The education project should probably be timed to begin afier the Learning Circle and Rugmark
Canada are well under way.



- Bob Thomson works with Fair TradeMark Canada, the Canadian affiliate of Fairtrade Labelfing

Organization International. Fair TradeMark Canada is the lead member of the Rugmark Canada

coalition which is working to establish a Rugmark Canada office.

- James Sullivan, a staff person with TCCR, is Vice-Chair of the International Board of the

Forest Stewardship Cowicil (ESC) and Chair of the FSC Canadian Initiative. He bas also

participated in discussions with the Canadian Standards Association and the International

Organization for Standardization (IS0).
- Jean-François Laberge leads Free the Children - Ottawa. Free the Children has donc much of

the promnotional and educational work of Rugmark ini Canada to date.

- Tanya Roberts Davis is an activist with Free the Children in Toronto.

- lina Cordon works with Oxfarn on Canadian programs. Oxfam is currently involved in

discussions of an international code of conduct on food security.
- B'ob Walker is Executive Director of the Social Investment Organization which encourages the

use of investment tools to encourage corporate social responsibhity, and through that work

monitors codes of conduct and labels.
- Veena Verma is an associate of the CLAIHRý, which cooperated in the publication by

ICCHRDD of Craig Forcese's research on Canadian corporate codes of conduct. The second

volume of Craig's study will be published this month. CLAIHR is also developing a project on

labour rights, focusing on export processing zones.

- Derinis Howlett reported that Ten Days for Global Justice, a coalition of Canadian churches, is

promoting fair trade mechanisms, with a focus this year on Fair TradeMark Canada. In the
- -. .....k l'C% 1< 1 o



educatioflal bookiet on child labour. The international union organization, the ICFTU, has been

active in cooperation with the international trade secretariats in negotiations regarding labour
conditions and child labour in the textiles, food, warehousing and diarnond sectors. The ICFTU's
current strategy is to focus on products which have intensive production in a geographic area,

and which are therefore more easily monitored, c.g. dianiond polishing in Northern India and
flowers in Columbia.

-Gerry Barr is the Executive Director of the Steelworkers Humanity fund. The SHF is the lead
agency for the Learning Circle.

-Moira Hutchinson does project work on labour riglits and development assistance for the
Steelworkers' Humanity Fund, and will provide staff support to the Lcarning Circle.

CASE STUDY: RUGMARK

Pharis Harvey reviewed developments in the Rugmark prograin. The following notes are not

minutes, but an attemapt to sunmarize key points in his presentation and the discussion.

-The program, took 10 ycars to develop, wîth carpets sold in Europe only in the last 2 years, and
very recently in the US. In the US, there has been considerable industry hostility, but broad
awareness aniong consumers because of a 3-year programme of education through the Child

Labour Coalition. However, awareness is not as great in the affluent population that can buy
hand-knotted carpets.
- India, Nepal, Germany, the Netherlands and the US have formed Rugmark International. A
program las begun recently in Pakistan, with a retired official of the government of Pakistan

returning from the US to run tic prograni. Success secmns possible as flic prograni now lias the
support of ail thc political parties.
- The programs vary because of Uic different modes of carpet production in each country. In

India, production is small-scale (l to 10 looms) in villages, with only a few large factories, so it
is casier for carpet production to shift to other areas. I Nepal, production is concentrated in Uic

Katbniandu Valley, in larger establishments, casier to monitor. In Pakistan, only some of the
production takes place under contract, so thc exporter doesn't know where the carpet was
produced. The industry says that 75% of carpets are sold on Uic open market; it is probably closer

to 25%. The approacli, therefore, is to establish child labour-free villages rather than Iooms.

)fthe prograni bas been improved since Rugmarlc began in India.
,red rehabilitation proj eots is raised through Uic 1 % Ievy on
-re was very little funding. However, Uic lack of provision for



schools are for children who may need several years of special education to enable their

integration into regular schools. There is also a program of education about the carpet industry

for parents from the scheduled caste and tribal peoples in Bihar state. Reference was also made to

a school in Rajasthan established with money raised by Free the Children. The school was

established there ln response to some shifting of carpet production to more remote areas.

Nepal: Rugmark in Nepal has been able to learn from the experience in India, and benefits as

well from the support of the Nepalese governuient. Rugmark was able to establish a

rehabilitation I schooling system (with the help of UNICEF and the AAFLI) right from the

beginning. There are two schools and a rehabilitation centre; a "graduate" vocational training

centre is being developed. Production is mostly for Germany. There are flot such intractable

bonding problems as there are in India (although there is some bonded labour). For some

children, however, jobs lu carpet factories seem to be a "way station" on the way from their

villages into brothels in Calcutta and Bombay, The extent of industry support was initially high,

with 70% of the carpet production represented by licensee applicants, but a smaller percentage

(35-40%) are actually producing carpets under license. Also, industry payment of fees is a

problem.

Pakistan: There is a new, goverment-related child care founidation with which Rugmark will

work if it develops real programs.

There was discussion of the issue of loss of faniily income: how does Rugmark compare with the

-- ~ ,.~..~~itfne-tnitp.q ini Rangladesh? Pharis clarified that in Bangladesh, there



submit purchase orders to the Foundation for inspection. In India, there had been 23,000 loom
inspections as of September 1, 1997 and about 18,000 looms are in the Rugmark program;
therefore ail have been visited at Ieast once. About 700,000 carpets have been labelled.
Inspectors, ini pairs which change daily, receive their orders each morning. The lack of advance
notice reduces the possibility of a warning to an inspection site, An empty loomn is considered a
loom vacated by a child.

The inspectors.also file reports with the rehabilitation side of the programn concerning children
found involved in carpet production. As of September, 1,000 children from 600 looms had been
identified. 0f these, 80% were local, flot bonded labourers.

To guard against false labelling,. every carpet is tracked in terms of where it was made, who
exported it, the purchase order, etc. There have been no reports of falsely labelled carpets.

Cometing bes

The Kaleen label is required for every carpet from India, with a .25% non-voluntary fee which is
to be used for educational programs. The prograrn makes no comniitment to end child labour and
there is no verification program.

Other contries

China is the largest importer of carpets to the US (and to Canada as well?). Many are made in
Tibet and Xinijiang. It is possible that the Nepalese could establish an inspectorate with selected
Chinese exporters producing in Tibet.

1. Focused vs. comprehensive labels

Do we need to work for fewer but broader labels so as to reduce consumer confusion? Reference
was made to a new knitwear label in Tamil Nadu relating to child labour. There are various other
labels and codes being announced. There is sometimes confusion about wbat labels represent.
For exaznple, there is sometimes confusion of Pair TradeMark with organic labelling. On the
other banc!, applying a label to one product and showing that it can have positive results may be
the best strategy for raising consumer awareness and support for a broader labelling prograni.

2. Labels ini relation to poverty alleviation

How can we evaluate labels ini relation to-strategies for povcrty alleviation more broadly? Is
information 'available about the ability of the labelling programs to integrate children into other
livelihoods? Is there a différence in this regard between the coffee labelling program, with its
emphasis on a just mode of production, and a program which empbasizes the absence of child
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labour?

The Rugmark program is too young to be able to, draw conclusions based on following the resuits

for the children affected over the longer terni. In Nepal, the second phase of the prograni will

establish vocational training programns. In Pakistan, because of the nature of the carpet industry

there, Rugmark would like to be able to provide training for small entrepreneurs ini marketing

and other skills, to, enable them to seil in the broader market. This question of longer-term

employment prospects needs to be part of the agenda of groups that support Rugmark.

3. Labels and corporate marketing

Is there a danger that companies will adopt "no child labour" as a trendy marketing strategy, j ust

as ".low fat" is ofien a marketing strategy unrelated to whether food is healthy. Will it be casier

for companies to label products that way than with a "fair trade" label?

4. Links between labelling I code interventions and other initiatives

It would be a niistake to sec an approacli such as Rugmark as being broad enough to respond to

the whole child employment issue. Itlias functioned to raise the alarm so that, for example, the

experience of working with the Rugmark concept lias been useful in raisîng the issue of chuld

labour criteria for World Bank boans. Rugmark functions as a "signal flare".

5. Defiitions of exploited child labour

At one extreme, industry may try to limit the definition to situations where there is a contract for

bonded labour. At the other extreme, all child labour cmi be defmced as being "forced" if it is in a

situation whcre the governnent doesn't enforce minimum wages or where chiîdren don't enjoy

flic protections of being defined as employees.

6. Labels I codes and support for producers

Are some labchling I code systemns more likely to be on the side of flic producers than others? For

exaniple, if independent certification systems are in the hands of corporate auditing firms like

Ernest and Young, instcad of NGOs, how does this affect their usefulness to producers?

Also, we nced to look at whether there could be greater and creative ovcrlap between the

producer groups involved ini fair trade labclling prograzns, and flic producers that are partners of

Canadian NOOs ini other projects and progranis. This applies, for example, both to Fair

TradeMark and to Rugmark.



CASE STUDY: APPAREL INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

paris Harvey presented an overview of the process leading to the interim "no sweat" agreement

of April 1997.

In 1996, President Clinton called a meeting of representatives from the footwear and apparel
industry; and labour, NGOs and consumer groups in response to growing concern about
sweatshops i the US (with inadequate inspection systems) and abroad (following media
attention generated, by the work of Charles Kernaghan and the National Labor Committee in
relation to Honduras). Industry participants were those who market their company naines, have
contractors around the world,, and fear the link of their naines with bad practices. In September
1996, a "partnership" was established, to develop proposais for action. It lias been meeting every
2 to 3 weeks since and is made up of corporations (now numbering 8), 2 trade unions, a
consumrer group, 10CR (churcli based corporate responsibility group), and 3 hunian riglits
organizations, including the International Labor Rights Fund.

The announcement in April 1997 included the principles to govern a workplace code of conduct
and independent external monitors, and a comznitment to form an association. The process since
has focused on questions such as the governance of the association, procedures for independent
monitoring, funding, and whether the agreement should result ini a label for footwear and apparel
meeting the requisite conditions.

The industry participants are: Liz Claiborne, Nike, Phillips-Van Heusen, Reebok, L.L. Bean, and
Tweeds. Notable non-participants include The GAP, àhich managed to get a good naine for
itself out of its agreement to independent monitoring of one factory; and Levi Strauss, which
pioneered the concept of taking responsibility for sourcing contracts but insists on self-
certification.

Govemnance issues include the issue of weighted, voting. A possible approacli is to require a
majority vote li each of the industry, union and NGO sectors for important issues such as code
changes and changes li governance, and possibly also for expulsion of members; and on less
important issues to require a majority vote, but with at least one vote ftom each of the sectors.

Mn
The principles of monitoring involve the issue of the relation between company monitors afld
external monitors, relations of these with the workers, and the consultative relations of each with
local labour, human rights, religious and other groups.
- What level of consultation is expected and howcan secure communication be ensured between
workers and monitors? If the external monitor is a company sucli as Ernest & Young, cari it be
effective or does it have serious limitations i gahiing the confidence of wOrkers?
- What would constitute full disclosure of a monitor's report, and what is legitimately regarded as

. 7



being subject to principles of commnercial confidentiality?
- Who pays the monitor: the company or the association? If the association simply certifies
acceptable moniitors, and then the company contracta directly with the monitor for a report, there

may be concerni as to who has paid for what. But if the company pays the association, and the

association pays the monitor, it would be a nightmare for the association to, oversee the activities

of monitors in 30 or 40 counitries. The solution may be to insist on transparency of contracts
between company and association, to, be reported to the association.

-What standards should apply for determining a list of monitors that companies cari use-

should it exclude monitors that have other commercial relations with the firm? (This would

effectively ruie out companies such as Ernest & Young as monitors.)

Cod label
The companies do flot want the agreement to lead to a label, believing that a label funictions as a

tar get. The media is more interested in uprooting hypocrisy than in finding evil! But consumners

want something that makes it easy for them at the point of sale.

Discussion / evaluation

1. Products /processes covered by certification.

One principle is that the agreement must provide certification of ail of a company's product line.

Certification includes textiles used ini production, but does not include buttons or thread, as it is

not possible (or so expensive as to be impractical) to determine the direct or indirect chain of

production. Nor does it include the picking of the cotton.

2. Role of unions

How would unions bc involved in monitoring? For example, a union involved in an organizing

drive wouldn't get a monitoring contract. But if a union exists, the monitor must work with the

union as well as other organizations in in identifying the problem. Would this put the union i a

position of dependence on other organizations?



4. Relation of label to international trade rules

is it possible that the label might be subject, to challenge under international trade rules of the
WTO? The proposed "no sweat" label involves standards developed in one country and applied
to another. As well, President Clinton's closeness to the process might provoke a challenge.
Under the WTO's Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), voluntary labelling schemes
appear to be covered by an annex - the.code of good practice for applying standards. However,
there are différent opinions regardîng the legal basis of voluntary schemes.

The Forest Stewardship Council has a global set of principles, with standards written in each
country. A certification process could be challenged, but it would have to result from a Canadian

taking Canada to the WTO.

Ini the case of the "no sweat" agreement, how might WTO rules affect it? As long as it can be
argued that the "no sweat" agreement is not trade restrictive but functions as an incentive for a
smnall part of the market and does flot differentiate axnong countries, it is probably not (at present)
subject to challenge. But on the other hand, there is reference in the WTO's TBT and code of
good practice to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), whichi produces
performance standards. Is there a danger that future ISO preformance standards on workplace
practices (which are bcing contemplated) could replace ILO standards?

5. Role of monitoring in the creation of «demnocratic space"

Will local NGOs have significant input into the process? What kind of consultation process is
ensured? If the monitors are hired by the companies, there will be issues of trust for workcrs and
NGOs. The conimitment in the principles of flie agreement to freedom of association and
collective bargaining is reassuring. For exaniple, if a good monitoring process is established
which leads to the return of workers who have been fired unjustly, the process will help ensure
flic "democratic space" needed to create a union, which ini turn will strengthen flic monitorinig
process for the long terni.

6. Sanctions for violations of the label / certificationi.

The process of invoking sanctions bas yet to be negotiated. The timeline for removal of a label
or certificate because of a violation is important. If it is too long, consumers will feel their trust
has been violated because in the mean tinie, they will have bought the product of unfair labour
practices.On the other band, flhc "dlean hands" of consumers may be less important than a
process that allows sufficient time for a company to show that it can meet flic conditions.
Depcnding on flic amount of consumer support for flic label I certificationi process, it may be
preferable to try to keep companies in flic programn rather than expelling them too quickly.

7. Can a program (such as flic Apparel Ifldustry Agreement) i which the associationI
organization certifies monitors raflier than directly ccrtifying companies be effective?

9



The experience of the Forest Stewardship Counicil (FSC) is relevant. The FSC is flot a certifier,

but it accredits certifiers which are independent companies. Once accredited by the FSC, a

certifier can conduct audits anywhere in the world, and award an FSC endorsed certificate. The

accreditation process focuses on the certifier's qualifications and process for monitoring in

relation to FSC principles and related national and local forest mnanagement standards. The

accreditation team undertakes unannounced annual monitoring of certifiers. The audit includes a

desk audit and field audits of sites which have been certified. In effect, the FSC is auditing the

auditor. Anyone can appeal the decisions of the certifier or the accrediter, and the appeal

procedures follow ISO rules. The certifier could be a union or NOO. It could also be a company

like Ernst & Young, but there are clear rules about the separation of certification funictions from

other commercial business. So far five certifiers have been accredited; two flot -for-profit and

three for-profit organizations.

A Certification Monitoring Network has been established by a number of organizations to track

and provide information about certification systems and the claims they make in advertisements.

The Network was established because of concernis about some dlaims. For example, as certifiers

have begun to move into management system certification (as distinct from product quality

certification), certificates are being used to claim standards which are flot actually assured by the

certificate. [The Network is supported by The Center for International Envirornental Law,

Washington, DC; Consumers international, London; Earth Island Institute, San Francisco,

Environmental Investigation Agency, London; Hellenic Institute of Environmental Management,

Athens; Inter-Church Coninittee on Ecology (a unit ofITCOR), Toronto; Natural Resources

Defence Council, San Franciso; and WWF International, Gland.]

CRITERIA AND INFORMATION NEEDED FORi EVALUATING LABELS AND

CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS

There was further general discussion of criteria. Draft criteria had been circulated ini advance, as

well as a check-list of the information needed about labels / codes to niake evaluation possible.

The chair explained that the objective was to begin the process of creating a "template" for

describing and evaluating each label or code that the learning circle includes ini its agenda. This

will be a continuing process, as new issues will be raised as we studyj different labels / codes. The

process will provide a good base for our interim report on the project (to the John Holmes Fund

at the end of March) and our final report a year later.

1. Does the systemn work with a certain market: e.g. TNCs or worker-owned cooperatives? [and

how would this translate into criteria?]*

2. Does the system create another problem by solving one?

3. Does the system change the way the mnarket funictions, or is it a "boutique" system, affecting

only a small percentage of the market? While a lab~el might affect only 1% of the market if

standards are too demanding, it might have a gravitational effect ("will we distort trade?"!) if it



4affects 2%
Ob

*4. How do we get at assumptions about whether labelling itself is a useful intervention?

4Gaurî spoke about the experience of the CCIC with learning circles, and suggested that the
4process should help us test assumptions about why we are engaged in the circle. Also, before we

cari discuss criteria, and whether certain labels are successful or not, we need to have discussion
of assumptiofis about what they are trying to achieve. For example, labelling programs may have
only minimal objectives of stopping certain activities, e.g. child labour; they may aim at

*providing individuals (e.g. children) with better opportunities for education and employment; or
they may aim at helpiiig families or cominunities. At some point in the process, we need to bring
in the, "devil's advocate" to encourage discussion of the pros and cons of intervention through
labelling.

Responses:
*a) One response was that the objectives of the learnîng circle were discussed, to some extent in
*the carnier meeting which established the circle. The more difficuit of Gauri' s questions concerns

how we get at assumptions about what wc are trying to achieve through labels. Would setting
4aside time for a special discussion of our assumptions about labels "in general" be the best
4approach? Or will we get at this question through our process of examining and evaluating
Sparticulax labels, and then encouraging discussion and revision of criteria flowing ftom these,
Sspecific cases? We believe we have at least a few "devil's advocates" among the members of the

* larning circle. And the draft criteria include a number of different possibilities (assumptions)
4about what we might be trying to achieve tbrough label' s. Will we get at the question of
*assumptions through the proccss of discussing these draft criteria, adding to or discarding some

10 of them, and identifying the differences among us about which arc important? The criteria, are flot
4* primarily for the pwrposc of picking the "best" labels (although they could be used that way), but
00 also for asking the more general questions about what labels accomplish.

4b) Another response was that the question about assumptions is in part a question of scope What
d% is the scope of what we are investigating? But it should not be assumed that the more general the
la scope of labels, Uhc better or more defensible they are. There is not a moral scale with "tries to
4M avoid negative conscquences" at one end, and "tries to bring about global revolution" at thc

4other. Perhaps Uic approach to evaluating intervention through labelling is through thc concept
4M of linkage. A label may have a very specific target, and it is not a negative thing that it can't do
4O everything. But it should be evaluated in terms of its potential for linkage tô other related
d& developmcnt initiatives.

4M On thc theme of~ scp nd lin1kg there were several further comments:
00 - How can labels / codes contribute to militancy - for example, to cncouraging locals of unions

4to become active? This is what unions are about and cari measure. Is there a possibililty that a
4monitoring system may malce workers dependent cen a monitor, rather than organizing

4* themselvcs? If the scope of a label Icode system is liinited, we need to make sure that there is



linkage, and that the linkages are flot underrmined.

- There is a strategic tension in Canada in the garmient industry between organizing homeworkers

into unions, and lobbying consuniers - with codes and labels as possible tools - to press

corporations to take responsibility for working conditions. In som e cases, organizing is flot

viable, but in other cases, organizing may be undermined.

- FIFA [the soccer bail agreement] has not dclivered ail that was hoped for in ternis of chldren,

but it lias to be seen in relation to the rest of the agenda.

5. How do we evaluate label / code criteria?

- Should we be content with labels that specifiy minimum conditions? What are the implications

for North - South relations of this strategy?
- How does the label relate to the vision of the world you want to create? Some labels certify the

status quo, while others are engaged in the "business of change".

6. How are labels I codes used by corporations?

-Some arc developed by companies and industry associations, cmploy self-certification, and are

used as a marketing tool.
- Some are developed by a non-industry association as "model" codes, but the association may

not be involved in the negotiation over how companies use it.

- Some are negotiated between industry and critics.

Exaniples:
- The International Code of Ethics for Canadian Business (dcveloped by the Human Rights

Centre at the University of Ottawa with a group of companies) was encouraged, if flot endorsed,

by Lloyd Axworthy, but apparently opposed by Tom d'Aquino of the BCNI. There may be

differing perceptions among companies about whether it could backfire.

- The FIFA soccer bail agreement, negotiatcd bwetween FIFA and thc unions caused a furor i

the industry because industry wasn't consulted. The soccer bail industry subsequently co-signcd

a Partnership Agreement with UNICEF and thc ILO which [contrary to thc description provided

in Document 7, "List of Labels"]1 undermines truly independent monitoring.

- Certification may become, in some cases, an instrument of commercial competition, c.g.

Starbucks vs. Second Cup.

Everywhere a successful iabeiiing systemn has been developcd, industry associations have crcated

alternatives. The experience of thc Forest Stewardship Council is that it is important flot to spciid

time attacking the industry initiative, but to keep working on one' s owII prograni.

WORK PLAN FOR THE LEARNING CIRCLE

It was suggcsted that for thc next meeting, staff attempt to write a statement of prin ciples,

capturing the "politics" of th e discussion. Others suggested that it might be premature to try to



agree on principles. Moira agreed that she would try to summarize the discussion, perhaps in
terns of the themes of scope and linkage.

The question of whether we need a different process to get at underlying assuxnptions about the
objectives of labelling schemes was left unresolved. Gauri provided Moira with a copy of
documents describing the process used by the CCIC for its learning circle on micro-enterprise;
somne possibilities may emerge from. review of that material.

It is hoped that participation in the Learning Circle will be as consistent as possible, as changes
in representation make it more difficuit to build on work already done. However, full notes will

be written to facilitate the participation of people who were not able to attend the first meeting.

Identification of outcomes - suggestions (but no consensus tested):
- get to the point when we might agre on somne joint campaigns in relation to key labels
- identify some joint work with US groups / unions
- engage the labour movement and the collective bargaining process / language in relation
to labelling objectives
- develop our criteria for evaluation, so that they can function as a real tool for anlysis
- draw on our collective experience s0 that it infornis and supports Rugmark in Canada
- work on our understanding of the concept of "mutual development pacts" through our.
review of labelling progranis
- in meeting the requirements of the John Holmes Fund for policy-relevant outcoines,
consider having a meeting with MPs, or participating in a legislative sub-cornmittee to
engage Ottawa more widely at the policy level; play a coordinating role ini submnissions to
government on the subject of labels / codes
- roale sure that a youth perspective is clearly reflected

Dates for the next meetings:
Monday, February 9
Monday, March 30 (interim report due at the end of March)

February 9 agenda (tentative):
Discussion of assumptions?
Update and further analysis of Rugmark
Case studies:

- Pair TradeMark Canada: participant from Mexico?
- Forest Stewardship Council (and comparisons with Canadian Standards
Association and International Organization for Standarizatioli)
- WearFair Charter (or March 30)

'_I



March 30 agenda (tentative):
Update and fuarther analysis of Rugmark
Case studies:

-WearFair Charter (or Februrary 9)
-Labels for primarily southern markets: e.g. Abrinq in Brazil, or Prabartna in

Bangladesh (an artisinal project in Dahka which is popularly acknowledged as a

fair-trading system)
-Collective bargaining of labels / codes
-Rugmark: participant frora India?

Other cases for February or March meetings, or second year of project, or interim updates

-International Code of Ethics for Canadian Business
ILO "country code"

-Ken will provide members with information about a campaign and meeting

(December 12) concerning the production conditions associated with flowers

exported from Columbia. The meeting is being organized by ICCHRLA.

- James will provide information about the organic certification movement, which

in developing countries addresses issues that overlap with the issues addressed by

some other labels, e.g. flower campaign, coffee, etc.

Southern participation:
The budget for the Learning Circle will provide for two, perhaps three southern

participants. It was agreed that we bring someone to participate in the discussion of thé

Fair TradeMark in February. I March, we might bring someone to present the Rugmark

case from a southern perspective (either an activist / child; or someone not identifled with

Rugmark). Alternatively, or as well, We could bring someone who could report on Abrinq

in Brazil. Pueblito suggested Benedito de Santos, who worked with street children and is

currently studying in the U.S. (and therefore less expensive to bring). Members are asked

to consider bringing other southemn partners who have experience with or positions on the

labelling and code interventions.

Budget:
The contribution of the members of the Learning Circle to the budget bas been increased

by $4,000 because of the requirement of the John Holmes Fund that there be a 2:1 match.

If members (or partniers they niight bring to the circle) have travelling costs that are not

covered through government funding, these could be included in our budget (with

* receipts). Other contributions to mi ake up the $4,000 deficit would be welcome.

A "Global March on Child Labour" is being organized from January to at ieast May 1998.

Information will be mailed to memrbers. -

The meeting adj ourned, and a meeting of those su pporting the establishment of the Rugmark

office in Canada was convened.



"THE BUSINESS 0F CHANGE" LEARNING CIRCLE

Notes on the Meeting of February 9, 1998, Ottawa

Present:: CAW Social Justice Fund, Ken Luckhardt; Canadian Council for International
Cooperation, Rieky. Stuart; Canadian Labour Congress, Steve Benediot; Canadian Lawyers
Association for International Human Rights (CLAIHR),Ella Heyder; Fair TradeMark Canada, Bob
Thomson; Forest Stewardship Council, Canadian National Initiative, Marcelo Levy; Free the
Children, Tanya Roberts Davis; Inter Pares, Peter Gillespie; Labour Behind the Label Coalition ,
Bob Jeffcott; Oxfam, Tina Conlon; Social Investment Organization, Bob Walker Steelworkers
l-umanity Fund, Gerry Barr & Moira Hutchinson; Ten Days for Global Justice, Dennis Howlett

Regrets / Absent: Bridgehead Trading; Canadian Anti Slaveiy Group, Kathleen Ruif; Free the
Children, Jean-François Laberge; Pueblito, Catherine Angus; UNICEF Canada, Cathy Guthrîe;
Taskforce on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility; United Church of Canada, Bruce
Gregerson

Chair: Gerry Barr; Notes/I staff: Moira Hutchinson

MEMBER REPORTS

Members reported on the following activities relating to labels and codes.
- Tanya Roberts Davis: FTC involvement in the Global March Against Child Labour, January to
June, 1998 (April and May in Canada)
- Rieky Stuart: the CCIC's "In Common" campaign to increase the public visibility of development
issues, including children's rights and corporate social responsibility
- Bob Walker: SI0 research support to the B.C. Federation of Labour for possible shareholder
proposals regarding codes/labels relating to sweatshop and child labour
- Ken Luckhardt: CAW financial support for Canadian participation in a January meeting of the El
Salvador Independent Monitoring Group, the Rugmark Canada office, and the Global March Against
Child Labour; looking into the Columbia cut flower campaign [details discussed later in the
meeting]
- Bob Thomnson: update on the Fair TradeMark campaign for fairly traded coffee; response to the
campaign is a top priority of the Coffee Association of Canada; a large importer and Van Houte's
are showing interest; some smaller community enterprises have been established; and CIDA has
agreed to provide some fiinding for start-up costs
- Dennis Howlett: update on Ten Days support for the coffee campaign throueh newspaper ads;
special prOgramming on Vision TV (available as a video); activities of 180 ecumenical Ten Days
groups as well as numerous congregations / parishes; consideration of a consumer campaign next
year on apparel workers' rights
- Gerry Barr: the government's Child Labour Challenge Fund is Iikely to support the first year's

operations of a Rugmark office, although final confirmation has flot been received.



OBJECTIVES AND AGENDA REVIEW

Rieky Stuart asked why the membership of the Learning Circle does flot include many "regular"

development NGOs. It was explained that the invitation to participate had gone to those known to

have a particular interest in the issues relating to labeling. Not ail who agreed to participate have

been able to identify a representative. It was agreed to consider, later in the meeting, the possibility
of expanding the group.

Bob Thomson spoke about the lack of coordination in the development of codes of conduct and

labeling systems in Canada, and even signs of a growing element of competition for consulting

contracts in the "business ethics" community. Should we be considering establishing the Canadian

equivalent of an Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI)? The ET! is a coalition in the United Kingdo-m of

companies, NGOs, unions, churches and "f'air traders" which is trying to develop and promote

standards, and will train independent monitors who can bridge the gap between management

consultants and human rights advocates. A resporiSe to this suggestion was also deferred.

CASE STUDY: THE LABOUR BEHIND THE LABOUR COALITION AND THE

WEARFAJR CHARTER

The following documents were circulated prior to, the meeting:

* Bob Jeffcott, "A Brief History of the Labour Behind the Label Coalition"

* Bob Jeffcott and Lynda Yanz, "El Salvador Conférence Debates Independent

Monitoring"
* "Wear Fair Charter for Fair Treatment of Garmetit Workers"

* Women Working Worldwide, "Company Codes of Conduct: What do they mean for

workers ini the garment and sportswear industries?"

As well, it was noted that documents pertaining to other approaches involving garment

manufacturers and retailers had been circulated.
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of the International Textile, Garment & Leather Workers Federation; Jack Sheinkman,
formerly executive director of the ACTWU; Oded Grajew, of Abrinq (a code in Brazil);
Sir Geoffrey Chandler of Amnesty International (UK).
Information regarding the US Apparel Industry Partnership Agreement was circulated
prior to the November meeting.

Bob Jeffcott spoke about the Labour Behind the Label Coalition, and about his participation in
January in a meeting in El Salvador of the independent monitoring groups from El Salvador and
Honduras. (These notes omit some of the details of the presentation where these are available in
the background papers.)

The Wear Fair Charter

The Coalition was formed following the GAP> campaign, focusing more on domestic than
overseas labour conditions, but including both. It began work with the strategy of getting
Canadian retailers to sign the charter and then developing a monitoring system and a Wear Fair
label. However, the Coalition has become aware of the nced for more public awareness to create
the necessary political climate. As well, it lias concluded that a code of conduct and monitoring
system should be considered alongside govemment policy and legislative approaches to making
retailers and manufacturers more accountable. It is therefore calling for a national, multi-sector,
task force to consider a range of option, including codes, labels and independent monitoring.

Independent Monitoring in El Salvador

The GAP> canipaign represents a breakthrough, but it i s flot clear that it is a model that can be
applied everywhere and there are still unresolved issues about the future. The accomplishments
were:
0 conditions improved ini the Mandarin factory
0 tic agreement with GAP> and thc Salvadoran contractor mandated truly independent local

human rights groups to monitor worlcing conditions;
* the objective of facilitating the return to work of fired workers lias been partly realized;
a groups ini the Southi and North wcre able to work togiëther to challenge sourcing mobility,

i.e. to keep GAP i El Salvador when it was threatening to respond to thc problems by
leaving.

The limitations of the GA> canipaign were:
tie GAP> has not agreed to independent monitoring at any other site, yet Uic agreement
allowcd it to rcsist pressure to participate in Uic Apparel Industry Partnership Agreement.
(But some activists are questioning Uic National Labor Çommittee's strateg3' in this
connection.) ; ,- othei agreement does flot address Uic "logic" of Uic industry which lcads to Pressur o
overtime, increased production and a "flexible" work force. Retailers run Uic system



because they determine the price of production and tumn-around time; contractors do the
"dirty work";
some confusion of roles of the union and the monitoring group, with the monitoring

group acting as a conciliator between workers and management; and with a (targer)

company union having been established alongside the independent union. (On the other

hand, the independent union was not weakened; it was weak and divided anyway.)

An unexpected resuit is that the local monitoring group is focussîng less on monitoring the

implementation of the GAP> code than it is on compliance with local labour legistation. The code

is somewhat vague, and local labour legisiation is not bad, just not enforced.

Discussion!/ questions
- Was there effective North-South collaboration?

The National Labor Comrmittee was working with an experîenced coalition in El

Salvador. (In Nicaragua there was not a strong local group; li Honduras it is flot cîcar

how it wiIl work.)
- Could thec campaign be replicated outside of Central America, e.g. in the Philippines or

Bangladesh?
One response was "flot a chance".

- Would it be possible to replicate a systeni of NGO monitoring at very many sites and li very

many countries, given the aniount of NGO energy and tume required (both south and north)?

- Cari a canipaign at the contractor level be effective if the desired outcomes require an increase

in costs at that level?
It depends on the structure of the industry, and whether the extra costs can be passed

through to another point in the production chain, c.g. the retailer, and perhaps the

consumer. (Bob Thomison noted that the work of the fair trade organizations in some

countries creates conditions locally of positive competitioli, so that farmers are able to

demand better prices froni middlemen, increasing the price beyond the fair trade

producers.)
- Did the GAP> campaign encourage thinking that the strugglc is againsi particular companues?

We should evaluate the GAP> campaigu in ternis of its succcss in supporting gencral

struct ural improvements iiÎ that maquil .a / country, i.e. did it put strategic pressure on flic

state? Efforts are bcing made to do so, but flic outcome is uncertain.

- Did the GAP> campaign undermine flhc role of unions?

The victory in the Phillips-Van Heusen factory in Guatemala was a relatively rare case of

an effective north-south campaign resulting li unionizatioii. (The US/(Guatemala Labour

Education Projcct worked with local and international unions on flhc campaign.) It

involved different dynamnics than thic GAP> campaign, because PVH owned flic plant

directly. A sub-contractor was not involved, making it casier to organize.

Codes I Monitoring ini Cher Central American Countries

lI Honduras, a monitoring group lias been established for flic Kimni Factory, followirig a



campaign focused on contracting companies such as Macy and JC Penny. The monitoring team
includes a women' s group, an important advance.

There are continuing North-South tensions. Groups in Nicaragua and Guatemala are discussing
the possibility of establishing independent monitoring groups. However, ini Nicaragua, North-
South cooperation was called into question when workers were flred. Their firing followed
extensive publicity there about the protectionist message in some US media coverage of the
activities the US National Labor Committee in Nicaragua..

On February 1, the Minister of Labour of Nicaragua, at an assembly of 500 women maquila
workers, agreed to a Code of Ethics for the maquila, and on the following day, the owners of the
transnational companies in the zone agreed (voluntarily) to comply, probably fearing boycott
action if they didn't. The code had been developed by women in Nicaragua, who organized
themselves at the level of Central America to, form the Network in Solidarity with Women
Workers in the Maquilas. They had collected 30,000 signatures from the publicnationally, and
also received support from solidarity groups elsewhere. The emphasis of the code is on women's
issues, e.g. the rights of pregnant women, but also includes freedom of association and collective
bargaining.

Issues of implementation remain, i.e. how unions and other organizations of civil society might
be involved in monitoring. There are historical tensions between women's groups and unions
regarding questions such as the priority to be given to building women's leadership compared
with the priority given to, maintaining a permanent organization of workers.

Discussion!/ questions:
- In Bangladesh, everything is imported; Bangladeshis contribute their labour. In Asia, workers
are competing with workers from other Asian countries for contracts from multinationals such as
Reebok. For example, when India raised its minimum wage, it was cautioned by Nike about
pricing itself out of the market.
- The cost of labour could be doubled without significantly increasing the cost of the product. (In
contrast, Bob Thomson reported that in coffee production, the fariner currently gets about 10% of
the retail price. A fair price, taking into account costs at other points i the chain might be 12-
15%.).
- A sector-wide approacli to the development of codes of conduct would be most effective to
allow labour costs to increase.
- We need to, learn more about the impact of the Multi-Fibre Agreement and its future.

Canadian Cases - Woolworth's

Woolworth's provides an interesting example of-à US firm with sourcing contracts from
sweatshops ini Canada as well as offshore. There bas been a restructuring of the industry i
Canada, viith increased reliance on small contract 'rs and homeworkers. These workers are
covered by the Employment Standards Act, but it is not enforced. The Homeworkers Association



functions as a local of JNITE. It is flot (yet) a bargaining unit, nor is it (yet) revenue generating

other than in a token way, but instead relies on grants.

Limited access to information makes it difficuit to trace Canadian labels back to contractors anîd

homeworkers, but research indicates that the Northern Refiections label owned by Woolworths

represents clothing produced at piece rates that are among the worst in Canada.

The strategy with Woolworth's has been to press for implementation of the Employment

Standards Act, but Woolworth's cut a contract rather than working with the contractor for

improvement. Fortunately, IJNITE and the Homeworkers have been able to work with the

contractor suspended by Woolworths and to persuade another retailer to continue placing orders.

Discussion / Questions

-Woolworth's "Northern" label garments made in Canada and currently sold in Wisconsin and

other US locations may flot meet the criteria being established through the US Apparel In4ustry

-Partnership Agreement and other codes.

- To what extent are Asian manufacturers locating ini Canada, and what arc the factors

encouraging this? Access to US markets? The immigrant investor program? To what extent are

garment factories actively recruiting workers from Asia? (It was suggested that this is the case ini

Winnipeg).
- What are the variations aniong provinces ini protection for homeworkcrs, c.g. B.C. compared to

Ontario, and how does this affect our approach in Canada to the rote of codes, unions, etc.?

(B.C. apparently requires homeworkers to be registered, but none have donc so.)

- In carnpaigning on sweatshop labour issues, we neeý to take seriously the concern of some

developing counitries that such campaigns are simply an excuse for protectionisrn in the North.

Campaign literature may appeal to protectionist sentiment, perhaps unintentionally, e.g. a recerit

CLC ad in the December / January issue of Briarpatch [replaced in the March issue]. We also

need to consider our position on industrial homework. Some campaigns talk about the

climination of industrial homework (Bob Jeffcott does not agrec with this position).

Petition for a Federal Taskforce on Swçatshop Abuses

The Labour Behind thc Label Coalition and several other organizations arc calling on the federal

government to convene a multi-sector task force to discuss "how to guarantee respect for basic

worker and human rights in thc clothing and footwear industries." The petition, which currently

has about 10,000 signatures, will likely be prcsentcd to thc goveramefit in late March.

The negotiation of an industry-widc or multi-comfpany code of conduct and independent

monitoring systemn is one option, but it is envisaged that thc task force would also consider

legisiative options. Legisiative possibilities indnude better access to information, which would

make it casier to monitor compliance with employment standards iii Canada and abroad; changes

to provincial legisiation so that workcrs could m4ke anonymous complamnts; making retailers

jointly accountable with sub-contractors for violations of standards; requiring companies sccking



access to government-sponsored trade and investmnent programas to rneet labour standards criteria.

One of the constraînts is that somne types of Canadian legisiative response might be ruled out by
international trade and investment agreements, making codes an attractive option (as long as they
are flot codes initiated by goverment).

Alongside the strategy of calling for a federal taskforce, options involving codes / labels are
being explored. For example, in a pilot project, the Homeworkers' Association is exploring the
development of a label to be used on goods produced by homeworkers who are employed
through a union hiring hall (like a construction workers' hiring hall).

As well, one of the pressure points for organizing on the sweatshop issue is through carnpaigning
for procurement policies (c.g. for purchasing b>' universities, municipalities). Campaigns
for procurement policies ma>' imply or depend on the existence of monitored supplier criteria
(i.e. codes).

Impact of labels / codes on workers and civil societ>' (discussion/ questions)

- What parallels might there be between women workers in the germent sector and women who
have been down-sized and are self-employed in other sectors? Cati unions organize people who
are being out-sourced, or are other approaches needed? Response: man>' homeworkers in the
garment mndustry move back and forth between thxe home and small factories, a flexible form of
organization ma>' be possible.
- In considering the implications for workers of codes,and labels, are there parallels with the
South African anti-apartheid campaign, where workers recognized the>' would be hurt ini the
short or medium-term b>' sanctions, but called for sanctions anyway?
- We need to develop dynamic rather than technocratic strategies, to create the space for North-
South alliances and for workers to organize. For example, on the question of monitoring systems
for codes and labels, man>' activists fear a professional, global systemn in the hands of "expert"'
auclitors, L.e. companies lilce Ernst & Young. This kind of monitoring system is less likel>' to
engage people or strengthen the raie of civil societ>'.
- How can civil societ>' groups encourage an approach to codes and labels that engages both
govertiment and companies, iLe. which encourages both enforcement b>' goverament and b>'
companies?
- The cultural impact of a campaign is more important than the specifics of a code. It El
Salvador, government and industry concemn about their image as a result of code campaigns have
provided further openings for unions ta organize for improvements. In Canada, cati we also use
codes ta raise thxe issues, rather than being co-opted into an agreement that puts the issues
(premnaturel>') to rest? The ke>' is to focus on the fact that in both Canada and the south,
governments are not enforcing their laws. Codésbnd labels could play a role in focussing
consumer pressure on this problem.
- The "corporate responsibilit>'" model is a low-.bar response ta a vague consumer concemn.
Systems for assessmng, certifying and monitoring are an improvement, but flawed if they are



primarily a North to South mechanism rather than a mobilization strategy for the civil society
groups in both contexts.
- Will the development in the U.S. of labels, in the absence of any meaningfiul codes / labels in
Canada mean that Canadian NOOs have to consider a "buy US" camrpaign? Are US codes and
labels appropriate in the Canadian context, where there is a different tradition of goverient
responsibility and unionization?

CASE STUDY: THE FOREST. STE WARDSRIP COUNCIL

Papers circulated:

* Forest Stewardship Counicil, "Principles and Criteria for Forest Stewardship." In addition
to environmental impact, the principles include indigenous peoples' rights (#3), and
community relations and workers' rights (#4).

* Marcelo Levy, "The Forest Stewardship Council's Certification Program: Background
Paper," (circulated at the meeting).

* Martin von Mirbach, "Demanding Good Wood," Alternatives Journal, 23 (3) Swnmer
/97. The concluding section, p. 19 if, poses "Difficuit Questions," including the impact
of certification systems on developing countries.

Marcelo Levy, Coordinator for the Forest Stewardship Council, Canadian National Initiative,
spoke about the developinents leading to the founding of the FSC, its objectives and structure.
(These notes omit details provided in bis background paper.)

Origins, Objectives

Boycotts ini the forestry sector drove the interest ini certification processes. Companies, ini

response to the tbreat of boycotts, claimed they were practising sustainable forestry, and an

independent process for assessing their dlaims was needed. The groups supporting the

establishment of the FSC included'people concernied about eco-forestry, and some sniall

companies. Other important players were certifiers theniselves, concerned about the possible

proliferation of codes and labels. They were concemred fromn a marketing standpoint about "label

overload", and the fact that some companies were being held to higber standards than others.

They aiso realized that a process of auditixig and verifying performance against a given standard,

to comply with trade rules, bas to be voluntary. If it is a governiment policy or requiremelit, it
may violate trade agreements.

The FSC's goal is environmentally and sociaIlWfesponsible management of the world's forests,

while recognizing the need of enterprises to be economically viable For the certification process

to be credible, it must be transparent and accountable for its claims, and accessible to people in

the community or adjacent to forests affected.



Certification is flot seen as a panacea. It is recognized that the main problem, world-wide, is
deforestation which has littie to, do with trade, but is related to poverty, land dispiacernent, the
need for firewood, etc. The FSC is retatively unequipped to deal with these problems, it has littie
impact on wood products that are flot traded. On the other hand, it may sometimes help by
mobilizing people around forest issues in general, and may help to create markets for niche
goods.

Canadian producers were initially flot responsive to the program, but as buyer guidelines are
being developed in Europe, they are facîng deadlines for getting their forests certified. For
example, a UK buyer dropped MacMillan Bloedel. The FSC is now getting catis asking how to
get FSC certification.

The FSC system, iscurrently focused on forest management rather than on life cycle analysis,
although it is developing an interim policy on pulp and paper and non-timber products.

Programs

The FSC's two major progranis are:
1) Accreditation: the evaluation and monitoring of the performance of certifiers
2) Standard setting through national/regional initiatives program; The ten general principles of
the FSC provide the framework for standards which are to be written at the country / regional
level. Thus, the gap between international forestry and local standards is bridged, and
accountability to people ini the area where companies operate is enhanced.

Marcelo provided examples of the elaboration of principles through regional I national standard-
setting. These will be circulated with the minutes. The exaxnples provided relate to Principle #3,
Indigenous People's Rights; Principle #4, Corruunity Relations and Worker's Rights; Principle
#6, Environmental Impact.

Some standards remain quit. vague, others are detailed; some are descriptive and others
prescriptive. Consistency in standards around the world is encouraged through meetings of
representatives of the national / regional initiatives programs. An effort is made to find
benchmarks, to asic "what kind of forest are we looking for? what kind of social relations are we
looking for?".There is not always agreement, but the discussion and compromise is better than
the imposition of standards fromn outside (e.g. the North).

Structure

National initiatives mnust be representative of the same interests (environniental, social and
econoinic) as the international organization. Theý May, as in Sweden, for example, include
naturalists, labour, aboriginal groups and companies.

The international organization, with headquarters in Mexico, is open to membership ftomn



individuals as well as organizations, but it is essentially an association of organizations.

Governiments may flot be members, although some provide financial support. Power rests in a

General Assembly, but the governance structure reflects the need for a balance of interests. It has

3 voting chanibers-social. economic and environmental--of equal weight. As well, there are

provisions to make sure that northern and southern interests are balanced.

The Canadian initiative is flot yet fu.lly developed (it has flot had member elections of a Board)

and has therefore flot received endorsement as a working group. It will have 4 chamrbers:

aboriginal, social, environmental and economic. (lie development of tie Canadian initiative is

described in tic background paper.)

The major opposition to the FSC in Canada cornes from the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association, which hired the Canadian Standards Association to develop an approach which it

ho ped the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) would approve. This was refused

by the ISO.

Discusion / questions:

- About 78 certificates have been issucd, covering 7 million hectares. There are 300 members in

the international body, mostly organizations.

The FSC is flot yct sustainable. The goal is to make the international organization seif-sufficient

through the generation of fees. It will be harder to achieve financial sustainability of the national

initiatives. In Canada, one possibility is tiat Marcelo, as coordinator of the national initiative,

may also undertake training to accredit certiflers, a funiction for which he (i.e the national office)

would be paid.

- Efforts to harmonize standards will in some cases overlap national boundaries, e.g. cooperation

is being sought between Canada, Russia, thi eUS, Norway, Sweden and Finland for standards for

the boreal forest.

- If a "driving force" could -be identified, it might be the World Wildlifé Fund, UK.

- Tiere are five certiflers accredited to date: 2 from the UK, 2 from tic US and 1 from tic

Netherlands. They necd to have multi-disciplinary teams, and an extended network of partners in

différent parts of the world. NOOs or unions could be certifiers if they have tic capacity.

-What is the role of labour? How do workcrs react to certification tiat may flot involve therm?

Labour is representcd in the national group in Sweden. In Canada, there is somne labour

participation at the regional groups, but tic representational status of tic participants is unclear.

- It is forests, flot companies, that are certifled. The label goes on a wood-product. If a compafly

made claims that as a company, it is certified wo rld wide, this would be challenged. Howevcr, a

company can say that it is certified for its operations in specific locations. The CSA system, in



contrast, would provide a general company label.

- There is a process for challenging certificates and certifiers. There is public access to a
certifier's report, anyone (including a company) can challenge a decision, and there are dispute
resolution processes.

- Research and education to support the standards-development process is done by organizations
within the FSC systeni as well as by regional and national initiatives. In Canada a lot of energy
lias been focused on a multi-stakeholder process that brings experts and non-experts to the table,
so that the standards developed are owned by the stakeholders, flot by technocrats.

LABELS AND CODES: EVALUATION

Discussion followed about what we have learned to date about the objectives and impact of
labels and codes, what critieria we think should be used in evaluating them, and how we evaluate
them. The following points were made:

- Globalization is undérmining traditional ways of defending rights through govemnment action,
unions and so on. We are scrambling to find new means for defending rights, and labels and
codes are among these. Their impact should not be measured only in ternis of how effective a
particular label or code is in its application in a specific situation. They should evaluated in ternis
of their cultural impacts on consumer awareness of the limitations of the market sy'stem.

- Some approaches - e.g. "fair trade" coffee systenis, or the FSC's efforts to show that there is a
better way to manage forests, don't simply challenge capitalists to be fair capitalists, but point
the way to alternative trading systenis within a market economy.

- Some approaches encourage a "dlean hands" approacli among consumers which is apolitical.
Consurners are encouraged to think that buying a "child labour free" or "sweatshop labour free"
label is enough in itself. The purchasing decision is not linked to education about other changes
needed, and the actions tliat consumers, as responsible citizens, can take (e.g. incrcased funding
for education and poverty reduction; opposition to government deregulation, etc.).

- How do we use label and code programs to re-regulate rather than letting companies use themn
to de-regulate?

- Are labels and codes primarily applicable to factories rather than non-standard work places,
such as home work and small sweatshops? What happens as more work is sub-contracted? [Our
evaluation of Rugmark ini relation to the differfrig production systenis in India, Nepal and
Pakistan is relevant here.]

- How do we deal with these issues without buying into an agenda of global governance? The



FSC appears to have local realities built into its structure and process, and should be looked at

more closely as a model for other sectors. In the campaîgn agairlst shrimp aquaculture, it may be

that a label will be necessary to allow consumners to purchase "correctly produced" shrimp, rather

than boycotting ail shrimp production. But the experience so far is that there have been serious

problems arising from the introduction of "criteria" by the North. The threat of a US ban on

garments from Bangladesh represented protectionism masked as concern for child labourers. As

a resuit, 40 -50,000 kids are missing-back ini the factories, but hidden or on the streets. As well,

the action undermined the local labour movement. If we are considering codes / labels in the

garment sector, we need to understand their impact in the context of likely developments with the

Multi-Fibre Agreement, and possible shifts in production from one country to another.

» Codes/ labels are flot the optimal response in ternis of what is needed, but may be the only

response we can mount. In South Africa, codes weren't what was really needed, and they were

also a northern initiative. But if the focus is kept on the point of production,, rather than ietting

codes become consumer driven, they can play a positive role.

- The processes used in devetoping codes/ labels may involve "tearning" which could eventualty

be institutionalized at the international level.

- We should distinguish between social responsiblity and soczial accountability. Lt is

accountability to durable southern counterparts that is the measure of a useful code in the

devetopment context. Without such accountability, protectionism will be the Achilles heel or

straw man.

- Business has been uncomfortabte about codes, but isnow responding to the public interest; we

need to occupy the ground so that we can be sure they are used for mobilizing and organizing.

- Mobilizing and organizing can have very negative impact. The proposed Harkin legislation on

chitd labour in Bangladesh mobilized people, but 50,000 children disappeared.

- Protectionism and other reactions of people to their situation often reflect the lack of

transparency of the potiticat fr-amework. LI work retated to food securitty, the goal is, in part, to

diminish the distance between producers and consumers, to offset the "conimodification" of

.food. In some countries, people have been "conunodified". If codes and labels are to play a

helpful role li increasing transparency and understanding of the politicat framework, we need to

invite those who are normally exctuded into the process of code or rule-making.

- Codes are flot really the question. The real question is how to inake capital accountable. One

way is to link ethicat consumer caznpaigns with efforts to reinforce government's rote; this is the

strategy represented in the cati for a fée&al tasklorce on sweatshop labour.

- Codes / labels should focus on the point of production, on the voices of "durable" southern

partners. But sometimes there are différent voices (e.g. as li the case of Rugmark).



MARCH AGENDA & NEXT STEPS

A handout was circulated which outlined:
* a proposai for the March 3 0 agenda
* a suggestion for a future meeting on codes and collective bargaining
* the issue of whether ýve continue as a*"learning circle" or whether we need to play a more

proactive role in influencing developments in Canada

It was agreed:

* to expand the meeting to a day and a haif: March 30, and March 31 to noon;
* to invite the following speakers: a southern participant in the Transfair / Fair TradeMark

coffee labelling system; a representative of the Human Rights Advocacy and Research
Foundation in India to speak about opposition to the Rubmark system; a representative of
Abrinq in Brazil; and a speaker about efforts to develop a labeling system. in response to
the cut flower campaign in Columbia.

* to defer the question of "next steps" to the March meeting.

lina Conlon mentioned work initiated by Oxfam and supported by the IDRO to, establish fair
trade in mango production. She wîll provide futher information so that it can be considered in
future agenda development.

There was discussion of whether to expand the groups represented in the "circle". Suggestions
includcd a link with government (External Affairs, Industry Canada, CIDA) and ICHRDD. It
was noted that some organizations that agreed to try to, participate have been unable to do so to
date (ICOR, UNICEF) and others (Development and Peace) are stili considering the invitation.
It was agreed to extend an invitation to ICHRDD.





"THE BUSINESS 0F CHANGE" LEARNING CIRCLE

Notes on the Meeting of March 30-31, 1998, Toronto

Present: CAW Social Justice Fund, Ken Luckhardt; Canadian Councî'l for International
Cooperation, Tira Draimin; Canadian LabourCongress, Arma Nitoslawska; Canadian Lawyers
Association for International Human Rights (CLAIHR), Sharmaine Hall, Veena Vermna; Fair
TradeMark Canada, Bob Thomson; Forest Stewardship Council, Canadian National Initiative,
Marcelo Levy; Free the Children, Tauya Roberts Davis, Amnie Engel, Craig Kielburger;
International Centre for Human Rights aud Democratic Development, Diana Bronson; Labour
Behiud the Label Coalition, Bob Jeffcott; Oxfam, lina Conlon; Pueblito, Catherine Angus;
Social Investment Organization, Janice Louden, Bob Walker; Steelworkers I-umanity Fund,
Gerry Barr, Moira Hutchinson; Ten Days for Global Justice, Julie Grahamn, Dennis Howlett,
David Reid; UNICEF Canada, Andrew Ignaticif;- United Church of Canada, Bruce Gregerson

Guests: Devarajan Geetha, Human Rights Advocacy and Researchi Foundation, India; Cynthia
MelIon, ILSA (Latin American Legal Services Association), Colombia, Gutberto Osori Oliver,
Ucirir Cooperative, Mexico; Sara Teitelbaum, ASEED, Moutreal; Daina Greene (transiator)

Regrets or minutes only: Bridgehead Trading; Canadian Anti Slavery Group, Kathleen Ruff;
Communications, Energy aud ?aperworkers Humanity Fund, Gary Cwitco; Free the Children,
Jean-François Laberge; Inter Pares, Peter Gillespie; Taskforce on the Churches sud Corporate
Responsibility,

Chair: Gerry Barr; Notes / staff: Moira Hutchinson

INTRODUCTIONS, MEMBER REPORTS

Participants introduced tiieaeves, and provided information on current activities. Several
referred to their involvement iu the Global Marci on Child Labour, with activities planned in
Canada in May and June. We note here only information about organizations participating in the
Learning Circle for thec first time, and updates on label-related carnpaigns of participants.



- Bob Walker: The SI0 is assisting the B.C. Federation of Labour with a shareholder campaign on

sweatshop and child labour. Shareholder proposais are being discussed with five retail companies.

These ask companies to support the petition for a multi-stakeholder national taskforce, and urge

that any development of codes of conduct take place within a multi-stakeholder process.

- Amzie Engel, Craig Kielburger and Tanya Roberts Davis: Children i 20 countries are involved mn

Free the Children (FTC) and receive many requests for information about product labelling. Amnie

lias introduced Montreai retailers to the Rugmark label, and several are ready to participate. FTC

(a member of the Rugniark Canada board) will be helping with education / promotion now that

the Rugniark office lias received start-up flinding.

- Veena Verrna: CLAIHR i collaboration with the ICHRDD) published the second of two

volumes by Craig Forcese on codes of conduct and strategies for "making huinan riglits business

as usual".
- Michael Ignatieff: UNICEF Canada continues to provide education on child labour and is

involved with World Literacy Canada in a project i the centre of the rug beit i India.

- Diana Bronson: ICHRDD is currently considering follow-up to the joint study with CLAIHR on

codes and other strategies for encouraging corporate social responsibility.

- Bruce Gregerson: Bruce is Secretary for Interfaith Relations and South Asia and Paciflo

partnerships for the United Churcb, and i that connection invited the Huinan Riglits Advocacy

and Researchi Foundation, a partner in India, to identifY a participant for this meeting. The United

Churcli will b. engaged in study and action on themes of globalizati>f and justice for children in

the next year.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN LABELLING SYSTEMS AND CODES

Backgrounld documents circulated or available on reqtiest:

- Briefing notes by the Ethical Trading Initiative on an EU-US Symposium on Codes of Conduct

and International Labour Standards
- International Code of Practice for Canadian Business: latest draft and signatoies

- "Codes of Ethics: Nicaragua and Guatemnala"

-3Till Murray, "Corporate Codes of Conduct and Labour Standards," Workig Paper, 110

- Christian Aid (UK), "A Sporting Chance: Taling child labour in India's sports goods

industry," 1997.
- U.S.- Department of Labor, Bureau of International Labor Affairs, By the Sweat & Toil of

Children (Volume MV: Consumer Labels and Chjld Labor, 1997 [available free by contacting the

departmeflt's International Cbild Labor Program at (202) 208-4843; fax (202) 219-4923, or

checking on the Internet: <ht:/w.o.o/orlbpbh/ei/eot/hlnwhr>

It was agreed to begin the meeting with general discussion of developments regarding labels and

codes before proceeding with the case studies.

Moira Hutchinson opened the discussion with a brief review of recent initiatives in the US, Bitain

and Canada. She suggested we need to consider the problenis which inay arise because of the

variety of uncoordinated labels and codes. What .impact will the more filfly developed US and



British initiatives have for Canadian canipaigns I initiatives relating to Canadian companies?

The following updates and perspectives on recent on label I code developments were offered by
participants:

The standards suggested for codes and labels range from "best practice" to utopian; and
the monitoring systems range from corporate self-monitoring to, independent monitoring
(with definitions of independence varying). How can we define a balance between these
extremes? There is potential for public confusion unless we find a way to share
information, discuss differences and coordinate efforts. There are divisions in the Canadian
business community about whether or flot codes and labels should be encouraged, but
growing business interest is reflected in the increased number of individuals and groups
offering "social auditing" workshops and services to the business community. Our
"learning circle" represents the broadest spectruin of discussion to date in Canada and
therefore provides a starting place for coordination, but wider discussion is needed-as in
the Ethical Trading Initiative in the UK

* There are interesting developments takcing place outside of the US and Britain. The Asia
Monitor Resource Centre reports interest in codes amnong Japanese garment sector sub-
contractors (major multinationals in themselves). The work of a Central Ameican
women's network led to the adoption of a code by the Nicaraguan government [see the
background documents circulated prior to the meeting]. Ini Europe, the Clean Clothes
campaign is workçing on the development of a tripartite foundation (trade unions, NGOs
and companies) for independent monitoring of 'codes. In the Netherlands a working group
is developing this model for application in the garment sector.

* In Canada, the response of coffee companies and the coffee association to a labelling
camnpaign (the Fair TradeMark campaign) has been to provide examples of "good
practices" and anonymous do-goodism. Some of the coffce companies (and perbapi other
Canadian companies) continue to believe that they can make dlaims about their purchasing
practices without providing naines of the sources, and without provision for independent
monitoring of their cams

There are three type of codes: ethics codes, codes regarding the role of corporations in
society, and codes or standards for alternative trading systeins. Canadian companies are
g eemly familim only with the first and find themselves on alien ground in discussions of
the second and third. For example, they have been responsive to the campaign by
Transparency International about business ethics and corruption. And some business
people understand the link between corruption and other issues of corporate social
responsibility and hunian rights. *-

eThe debate over labefling of b io-engineered foods has received relatively littie attention in
Canada compared to Europe. lI the U. S. there is growing attention to how organic



standards are defined and communicated. What does this suggest regaring the potential

for consumer interest ii demand for labels ini Canada?

Trade unions are increasingly monitoring and in some cases participating in the

development of codes and labelling systems. Some traite secretariats (e.g. the textile

workers, a.nd the metal workers) are particularly active, and the ICFTIJ now bas a staff

person (Dwight Justice) assigned to this subject. The ICFTU lias drafted a model code

(available on the Internet at http://www.icftu.org). Unions are concerned about the

implications of encouraging voluntary codes, and also about how independent monitoring

will affect the role of unions and other workers' organizations, particularly i the South.

One approach is that of the international trade secretariat for metal workers. It bas

developed model language regardig chuld and sweated labour i the hope tbat member-

unions will bargain it into contracts. The CAW is exploring ths possibility.

* Conflict is developing as competing organizations seek allies who cmi endow a label with

* credibility. What gives a label credibility? Foilowing the development of the Forest

Stewardship Council label, the Canadian forest industry asked thie Canadian Standards

Association to develop a competing label, and to endeavour to bave it approved as the.

IS0 standard. Several environmental groupa objected on the. grounds of a poor public

consultation process, and as a resuit the IS0 bas flot agreed to aflow the. CSA / industry

standard to employ the IS0 label. Marketing research indicates tbat labefling dlaims of

corporations and governrnents acting alone bave littie credibility. The FSC maintains its

credibility by protecting its independendc of both corporations and governmfent.

* The Buropean Fair Trade Association and Burôpeazi World Shops had a conference to

discuss how they miglit put a label on items such as crafis. Thcy are considering ways of

accrediting irnporters (i.e. adherence to standards for inporters) rather than producta.

* The. role of indigeous producers is being asserted. Gutbertho spoke about the. difficulties,

of establisbing "fait" tade in the. context of the "fre."' trade agreement .ntered into by the.

Mexican government, forcing Mexicans to try to compete with the. US and Canadian

econoines. Wbil. the. Transfair I FairTradeMark organizatioli bas been helpful to his

indigenous comrnunity, he hopes that indigenous people i Mexico, Canadâ anid elsewiiere

will d.vdlop and control their own fair trade system. Bob Thomison added that fair trade

organizations are flot liinited to the. goal of giving consumera assurance that the. goods

they produce bave been produced under fair conditions. Th.y are flot "labelling

bureaucrats but try to facilitate the. direct relationships that will help coops expand tiieir

mnarket.

THE CUT FLOWER CAMPAIGN, COLO1ý!IA. A CASE FOR A LABEL?

Background documlents circulated:



- Cyndi Melon, "Women and flowers: a toxic combination," Amerîcas Update, Marcb/Apri 1996
- ICFTU, "Say it with flowers" Fighting for Workers 'Human Rights in the Global Economy

Cyndi Mellon of ILSE (Latin American Legal Services Association) was introduced by Ken
Luckhardt (CAW). Ken was part of a Canadian team that visited Colombia recently tosupport
groups workcing for the improvemnent of human rights. Cyndi's description of the Colombian cut
flower industry and its impact on the environment, worker's healt and human and labour rights i5
summarized i her article for the Amerîcas Update. The following notes focus on the question of
possible responses through labels, codes of conduct and other support.

Since 1991 a network of groups (church, academic, legal and labour) has been trying to respond
to workers' requests for help. The possibility of fair trade labelling lias been discussed with
European groups, and an August 1996 meeting included representatives of the industxy as well as
European organizations. However, there are several obstacles to the development of a fair trade
scal for Colombian flowers:
- The industry is closed, with no small co-operative producers (as there are in coffee production)
as possible licensees. When workers tiy to establish their own plant they are frozen out.
- It is difficult to ivolve workers in discussions of strategy because they can't get tirne off for
meetings.
- Organizers among workers have received threats.
- There are a few younger and environmentally concerned "green flower growers» but it is not
clear whether they would be willlng or able to challenge industry labour practices.

Feasibility studies undertaken by European fair trade organizations have taken a long tine, and it
appears these organizations may be re-thinIng the féasibility of a labeiling system. At the same
time, a group in England (Christian Aid) is considering a "code of conduct" approacli. A boycott
lias flot been proposed; Colombian workers have flot asked for a boycott.

What role miglit Canadians play? Sixty percent ofceut flowers imported to Canada come from
Colombia. Canada (unlike the US) does flot compete with Colombia i cut flower production, so
our response is flot Iikely to be viewed as protectionist. Ken is ideutifying Canadian importers.
Instead o« or as a precursor to a label, would pressure on importers for a code ofoconduct which
would commit them to put pressure on the producers be effective?

Ini discusion, the foilowing points were made:



- The slowness of response of Europeans to the initial discussion of a label for cut flowers should

be understood i the context of discussions about general directions for the international fair trade

labelling movement. Led by the Swiss and Germans, the international organizations have been

discussing labelling i relation to a number of products. The organizations' experience lies with

small farmers rather than workers on plantations. However, they are showing an interest i

working with plantations and other work settings where unions could be the vehicle of ensuring

the distributional benefit of higher prices. But expansion is difficult when the fées from coffe

ficensing are barely sufficient for the work of monitoring i that sector.

-Where it can be shown that labour is forced, there are possibilities for exclusion of products

under the Customs Tariff Act ( i accordance with GATT rules). In the US, exclusion of un-

labelled carpets is being suggested.

-As part of the discussion about whether labels or codes niight ho helpfiil strategies, organizers ini

Colombia need information to assess the context: e.g. statistics about Canadian imports as well as

world trade i cut flowers. Another form of assistance would be to faciitate links between the

Colombians and other flower producers in the south, e.g. in Ecuador, Brazil and Aftica. (There

bas been contact with Ecuador, where the industry is stili traditional, indigenous and community-

based, and workers somewhat better paid. However, some Colombian money and supervisors are

coming in.)

- CACTUS provides legal support to flower workers regarding medical issues, pay, etc. It works

with a broad coalition including Catholic youth workers and parish-based priests and nuns.

Organizing efforts are hampered by public perceptions that popular opposition is subversive and

that displaced people (some of whoma are flower workers) are guerilla.

- The industiy is unlilely to improve its environmental practices out of self-interest. The industry

is contaniinating the land and water table, so that it won't be good for other agriculture, but it

doesn't need good soil for greenhouse flower growing.

- From a market perspective, a label for flowers is similar to a label for coffee: a large number of

people huy coffee and fiowers frequently. Hand-knotted carpets are a once in a lifetime purchase

hy a saal group of people. Different strategies may he needed to persuade people to pay extra for

différent types of firly-produced products.

*A SOUTHERN LABEL FOR A DOMESTIC MARKET: ABBJNQ, BRAZIIL

Background documents:
- Benedito dos Santos, "LaboDling Child Labor Products: a Study of Stratogies Developed by the

Abrinq Foundation." [circulated at the meeting]
-"The Abrinq Labelling Initiative," in Janet Hilowitz Labelling ChilW Lbour Products, 0L.

-UNICEF, "Mobilizing Corporations to Eradicate Child Labour i Brazil: A Study of Strategies



Developed by the Abrînq Foundation for Cbildren's Rights."

The chairperson reported that while a paper on Abrinq had been prepared, regrettably Benedito,
dos Santos would flot be able to present it because of last-minute difficulties with his visa
application to travel ftom the United States to Canada Mr. Dos Santos is a professor at (Joias
State Catholic University in*Brazil, and currently a doctoral student in anthropology at the
University of Caifornia at Berkeley. He has worked extensiàvely with the Abrinq Foundation in
Brazil on issues involving child labour and street chidren, and was a consultant on UNICEF's
study of Abrinq. He is known to Pueblito Canada for bis work with the National Movement of
Street Boys and Girls i Brazil, and the invitation to hlm was, extended in cooperation with
Pueblito.

An opportunity for discussion of Mr. dos Santos' paper will be provided at a future meeting.

A SOUTBXRN LABEL FOR EXPORT MARKETS: RUGMARK, INDIA

Background documents:
- Hummn Rights Advocacy and Research Foundation, «Eradication of Poverty - Eradication of
Chil Labour: Need for a Comprehensive Strategy; Irrelevance / Inadequacy of Labelling -

Rugmark strategy together with consumer boycott of goods" [circulated at the meeting]
- Campaign Against Cbild Labour, "Supreme Court Judgement on Cbild Labour: A Dossier,"
Mfarch 1997
- Campaign Against Child Labour, "CACL Denmnds,7 Public Hearing and 2 nd National
Convention of Child Labourers, 30, 31 March & 111 April 1997
- Steelworlcers Humanity Fund, "The Debate Over Rngmark" February 1998 [reviewing and
responding to the arguments agaist Ruginark advanced in an article by John Stackhouse].
- Lee Tuoker, «Child Slaves in Modern India: The Bonded Labor Problem," Human Righis
Quarterly, 19 (1997), 572-629

law. She is associated with
i provides support to the
às established i 1992. The
,y and Research Foundation,
n hearig the position of



Geetha's paper provides census statistics on the age, rural-urban location, gender, andoccupational classification of working children. Eighty percent are cultivators or agriculturallabourers, and 20 percent are in manufacturing, services and other forins of work. The exportsector (carpets, geins, leather, etc.) employs 3 to 5% oflIndia's child labour force. 0f these, only0. 8% work in factories. The carpet industzy involves about 1 % of child labourers.

The Indian constitution provides that children below the age of 14 cannot be employed in afactory or mine or other hazardous work. The wording thus perinits child labour in other, non-hazardous industries, unless otiier constitutional rights of chuldren to education and healthydevelopment are given equal weight. Thus, the Child Labour Act of 1985 prohibits child labourunder the age of 14 i certain occupations, but only regulates it i others without prescribing anage mnimum. The CACL is seeking amendment of the Act to prohibit ail child labour below theage of 14 and regulate it froni ages 14-18.

The caznpaign against bonded labour i the. carpet idustry began i the north of India in 1980,with the Bonded Labour Liberation Front liberating tiiousands of children ini the. carpet and otherindustries. International media attention liad an impact on the. market first in Germany and thenEurope, so that the. export of carpets declined significantly afler 1983. I 1990 a consumerawareness campaign was organized by the. South Asian Coalition Against Cbild Servitude(SACC S), and Tom Harki introduccd the Chilid labour Deterrence Act of 1992 in the, U. S.Senate. Tii. proposed Haricin legisiation was seen as a major tiireat wbich miùglt seriously erodecarpet exports. Development and hunian rights organizations working on the. child labour issuerealized that the. destruction oftiie industry would also destroy the. adult jobs needed to replacechildren. Tiiey came togetiier with producer groups i a series of meetings that led to the.establishiment of the Rugmark Foundation i 1994.

Geetha listed several criticisins of Rugmark. These are reviewed i her paper, whicii draws onsources sucii as UNICEF Canada's study, among otiiers. The criticisms fali into the, following
general areas [imposed by the. note-taker],



0 remediation Snd education Programs

- The amount of money generated by the program for the benefit of children is minimal.
Canadian imports are too small to generate a significant fund.
- The system cannot generate enough income to serve the rehabilitation and educational
needs of ail of the cbildren in the carpet sector needing help; for example there are only
250 children enroiled ini the sohool compared to the million needing schooling.
- There is insufficient attention paid to what becomes of children displaced from carpet
manufacturing because of Rugmark.

esize of the tool in relation to the sîze of the cid labour pro blem

-The program does flot address the needs of children who, labour within, the household; or
in other phases of the carpet production cycle than weaving [although some effort is made
to monitor other parts of the cycle].
- Children in the carpet industiy represent a small percentage of child, labourers in India.
UNICEF India estiniates that the number of cbildren working in the carpet industiy is less
than 1% of ail child labourers in the country.
-Rugmark is primarily a regulatory device rather than a prograin promoting developmhent
which would address the fil range of issues affecting children.

* effect on governmental action

- Rugmnark operates for the purpose of promoting trade and capital, in the context of a
global systemn which is forcing the opening of the national economy to global market
forces while there is a corresponding reduction i the scope of the state to shape policies.



- the amendment of legisiation to prohibit any child labour under age 14 and the imiplemnentationof a Supreme Court judgemnent that employer violating the law be fined, with the money put in arehabilitation fiind rehabilitation fiind, or that the employer be required to provide employment foran aduit i the faznily; and
- the provision of free, compulsory elemnentary education. It is education that will break down thecaste systemn which supports the attitudes preventing action on child labour.

Discussion of the presentation foliowed. Ainong the participants i the learning circle are somnewho have been working to establish Rugmnark Canada. They acknowledged the validity of someGeetha's criticisms of Rugmnark i its start-up phase, but noted that most of these problemns havenow been addressed. The issue is whether, on balance, Rugmark is now a positive fàctor iaddressig the issue of child labour. Rngniark supporters in Canada have gathered information
from various sources in India, Nepal, Germnany and elsewhere, and have found the balance
essentially positive. However, this positive assessment involves a willigncss to support Rugmark
lcnowing that it is can contribute only a tiny piece to the solution of a huge and complex problein,and that resources for other contributions to the solution must be found as well.

Comments on some of the specific criticisnis of Rugmark i Geetha's presentation and paper
followed:

* Rugmarkgovernance, iizspecionprocess, and rehabilita!ionprojects:

-Geetha's paper (page 2 1) states that Ruginark bas not yet appoited ispectors. This is
incorrect; it has 15 teams of 2 inspectors each. Geetha acknowledged that her information was
based on the situation i 1994.1
- The paper (page 22) says that the only NGO on the Rugmark Board was the South Asia
Coalition, and other NGOs were not allowed to participate. In fact, the Coalition represents
hundreds of NGOs.
- Rugmark has been unfairly criticized by business people who want to undermine the systemn, C.g.
with iaccurate representations of the inspection system. There are stories that children are
removed from looms when inspectors arrive. But the inspection system requires that a loom
without a worker be recorded as a non-comniant use of the nm-



factory-based and casier to, monitor than in India.
- How could Rugmark develop more grass-roots connections, if it is true that these are Iacking?Would such connections assist in improving the monitoring systemn, with cases being brought tothe attention of inspectors? Geetha replied that this questions / approach does flot fit with the wayin which peoples' movements work or develop.

* Northern market pressure andindian govermental responibality:

-Is it the case, as Geetha implied, that Rugmark took the pressure off the Indian governinent forunplementation of legisiation and support for compulsoiy education which had mounted throughthe threatened Haricin boycott? Supporters Of Rugmark say the opposite-that Rugmark bas beenan effective source of pressure, at least on state governmnts, to, increase funding for education.- There are cases where outside pressure related to consumer concern has increased the pressureOn government rather than decreased it. For example, in Bangladesh, govemnment and industrytook action to address the issue of child labour i the garment sector, foilowing the USgovernment threats. (There is strong disagreement about whether the outeome of the responsewas positive or negative, but flot disagreement about whether or flot it increased pressure on thegovernIment.) Geetha replied that international pressure is acceptable as long as it doesn't takeresponsibilitY away from the state. But in the case of cbild labour in the export sector, thepressure affects only 5% of the children.
- One participant said that he bas found that in Uttar Pradesh, Rugmark bas produced heightenedsensitivity to the issue of child labour. While education is clearly a solution, it is very difficuit toget govermnent action. R.ather than focussing only on comprehensive solutions, w. need to lookat "stop approaches" to get there. We bave learned from Rugmark's shortcomings, and shouldnow move ahead assertively.
- Consumners don't want to buy carpets made with child labour. They will boycott Indian carpets ifthere is no consumer choice provided.
- The. fact that the carpet sector represents a smali percentage of child labour does flot mean it isunimportant. If we trash Rugmark, it encourages us to think negatively about options. Workingwith Ruginark helps us think strategicully about how to address the problem of child labour inother sectors. On other hand, penhaps w. do bave to choose whether to spend our resources onmarket-based or other strategies. Resources are limited, and perhaps should be focussed on issuessuch as the. impact of the proposedl new ILO convention on child labour in India, There are fearsthat the focus of the new convention on "exploitative" child labour may result i the weakening ofexiSting legiSlation on chlld labour.

- Ia Rugmark a community..based or Northern-imposed alternative? Thon. are différent views.RiugmaIrk started in India with the South Asia Coalition Against Child Slavoiy (SACCS) inPartnershiP witb Gerniany. But somo would dofine the SACCS as an NGO, flot a popularmovomnent.
- The. Position of the SACCS appears to b. that çli4d labour is flot a domestic problem only. The

we can support
problem, but that



it welcomes international pressure on the Indian government. For example, Canada should put
pressure on India to ratify Article 32 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCHR).
It could also provide resources to help NGOs, trade unions and others contribute to an alternative
report to that of the Indian governnent for the UNCHR.
- But how can the Canadian government put pressure on the Indian goverlnent? Governent
sanctions are oflen ineffective. In the US, fcw of the more than 20 0 sanctions imposed on various
countuies since World War Hl have resulted in the US standards being met, and in most cases (e.g.
Cuba) considerable damage bas been donc.
- Canadian children ofien work part-time, c.g. in stores, on the family farm. Should ail child
labour be opposed? Geetha replied that wc should distinguish child labour and child work. The
latter provides skiils for the future, and doesn't force the child to give up ail childhood and
éducation.

a Educationai role ofRugmark:-

The "Business of Change" projcct was designcd with, three goals:
- a Rugniark office on a pilot basis for at least 2 years;
- a "'Iearning circle" to assess Rngmark ini Canada, and to consider the role of labeiling systems
and codes in addressing issues such as child labour;
- an cducational project on child labour and the role of market-based solutions such as Ruginark
and other labels I codes. This would support the work of the Ruigmark office and at the same time
draw on what is lcarned through the lcarning circle.

Now that the Rugrnark office is to be established, we need to consider again how I whethcr to
move ahead with the educational projcct. Somc education will take place as part of the
promotional activities of the Rugmark office and through the educational prograins of some
members of the learning circle. But if an NGO or union is interested, there may be funding
available for general education on the role of codes of conduct and labels in relation to issues such
as child labour. .

EVALIJATION 0F LABELS

Members rcviewed the draft critéria for evaluation which were circulated prior to the first meeting
of the learning circle. Moira suggested that in light of the case studies so far, it might be possible
to answer the foilowing questions:
- What is missing in the list of criteria?
- How can we measure labels in relation to these criteria?

Whiàch critéria should have priority i rating different labels or in deciding if labels are useflul?
-Even if all the issues / problems raised by labels wcre addressed, would we agrce labelling is a

useful strategy?

Discussion foilowed:
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We should give prorîty to:

* the 1mPact of the label on govemment's role ini enforcing labour standards and laws. Forexample, Bob) Jefficott reported previously on the role of a code of conduct monitoringgroups in Central America, and how the code bas encouraged greater pressure on
govemnment for enforcement Of existing legisiation. We should make sure that we provoke
the stae rather than replace the state.

* the role of the label I code in reinforcing or opening the space for unions so that workersthemselves can organize for enforcement of labour standards.

* the role of the label I code in strengthening rathier than displacing local groups. We havelittle impact on or control over the companies, s0 Our focus should be on strengtheninglocal groups. This may mean that we end up with codes I labels where Our only role is toprovide support to local groups so that they can monitor the monitors.

* North-South relations in the development of standards. For example, the Forest
Stewardship Council provides a framework within wbich countries develop their ownstandards consistent wvith international criteria. Standard-development at the local level iseznpowering for local participants, leading to their engagement as weil with national* gverfment. Nationally or regionally-based standard-setting also ensures that the label willflot be subject to charges of constituting an unfair trade barrier under WTO rules.

* ensuring that consumers understand what labels represent i terms; of processes Ofproduction and other specifications. We shoukf give greater attention to the potential forconfujsion because of a prolifération of labels and codes, and work towards a single
standard (an "ail-mark"?).

* the development of standards based on internationally accepted criteria such as the UNhunian rights bill and covenants and ILO core labour conventions.

* the. development of effective, indcpndent monitouing systems. One model is that of theForest Stewardshiîp Coua4il wbich monitors the certifiers. Monitoring systems must alsoensure security for workers interviewed by certifiers.

's, c.g.
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Evaluation of the presuppositions of marloet-based approaches:

e Market-based approaches may put too much emphasis on the promotion of ethical
consumption choices and flot enough on the promotion of responsible citizenship. We too
readily think of ourselves as consuzners. It is important that education about labels and
codes emphasize both.

On thc other hand, do labelling / consumer campaigns actually engage people primarfly as
consumers? The experience of the Labour Behind the Label Coalition is that the many
people who support campaigns are flot acting primarily as consumers but as citizens, and
have engaged in letter writing, mail actions, advocacy with public institutions over issues
of bulk buying and corporate sponsorship. The termn "consumer action" doesn't adequately
capture the extent to which people are engaged as citizens in finding ways to hold
corporations accountable to society.

* Market-based approaches may reinforce attitudes that governments can't do anything in
the face of capital mobility, and that the only realm we have for action is as consumers.

On the other hand, consumer-based campaigns such as the coffee campaign provide a
good entry point (better than the MAI or Tobin tax canipaign) to understanding the
poliis of globalization, and campaigns such as the coffee campaign and others focussed
on globalization can be linked together to build support for government action for the
common good.

Furthermore, when NGOs talk to business about the issues involved in codes,
govemments listen (as at the BCNI I ICHRDD conference on trade and labour rights), and
they may, as a result, recognize areas in which voluntary codes are flot suffcient.

Finafly, some governments are more vuinerable than others to corporate power and
corporations shifing production in response to govemnment efforts to protect labour and
environmental standards. Consumer campaigns a hè*lp to strengthen the ability of the
governments to stand up to corporations and.protect labour through better minimum

resus. in coptiasi, ir.ugInarK anu uie gar
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* What is the potental impact Of labelling sYstems on cottage industries and indigenousproduction ini countries such as India? The multinational cOmpanies will be able to live uptO the standards, whereas small producers may 'lot have the resources to participate inthese Systems.

Isses in monitoring.

* Concern about effective monitoring is sometimes focussed on assuring cons ers tatheY can make «ethicaj" choices. On the other iad h fcscn qualy be onstructuring the monitoring finction so that it strengthens the cornmunities and workerstiying to hold corporations accountable.

* Understanding Of the importance of independent monitoring and reporting has increasedso that people don't trust dlai based on compa y-controllej systems. On the otherhand, compaie don't trust the objectivity of a cultical group undertaking monitoring.
One response is that companies and NGOs are jointly creating mnonitoring organizationsln Other> cases, NGO/humn~ rights mionitoring groups have been established. I others,Professioroel firnis are certifieti and monitored by a standard-settmng organization. Issuesinclude: whether the company pays the monitor directly; whether NGOs and local groupshave a role when a professionai firm is hired; access to corporate information b>' outsidegroups.



Canada bas a helpful report, Reassessîng Env:ronmental Labeizng:. ne Consumer
Péeective, 1997.]

Confusion bas been created through a proliferation of labels. For exaniple, in Europe teare vanious coffee labels. Fortunately, tiiere bas been some progress made with the te
establishment of the Fairtrade Labelling Organization (ELO), with some agreement
involving southern parties regarding standards, monitoring etc. Sinilarly, i the forest
sector there bas been a prolifération of labels. I the FLO, work is proceeding towards
agreement on a common label. It won't go on coffee immediately because of the existing
market recognition for specific labels in particular countries. But there is likely to, be a
common label on orange juice concentrate.

North-South relations:

* How can we use codes and labels to divest ourselves of the power of the North and
support the empowerment of the South?Tbe response may vary depending on the sector.
I tbe apparel sector, a company like Nike bas several production sites in several

countries. As well, other companies may bave coiltracts witb the same producers. The
companies appear to ho moving toward multi-company monitoring systems designed in
the north, i part because of the problemn for their producers of multiple mionitoring
systems. But tbere is still a role for local monitoring groups to monitor the
monitors--even if tbey are flot offlcially authorized to do so. We can try to force tbe
companies to, give tbcm a role i tbe process.

of information that is produced as a resuit of
empower flot only local producers but also tf
' s purview. For example, the UCIRI coffee c



of a fair trade system.)

* As we have a relatively small market in Canada, might Our role be priniarlly to ensure thatthe labels promoted here, wbich are mostly developed elsewhere, are ones which have apositive impact on the South?

FAIR TRADE LAJ3ELLING: FAIR TRADEMARK CANADA AND) TEE FAIRTRADE
LABELLJNG ORGANIZATION UMTRNATIONAL

Background documents circulated (March and previous meetings):

- Bob Thomson, "Notes for a Learning Circle Presentation on Fair TraLleMark Canada."'
- Fair TradeMark News, Issue 4, January 1998
- FLO International, Fairtrade Labelling Orgwiizafions [leafiet]
- Ten Days for Global Justice, A Taste for Justce [Education and. Action Guide, 1998]

Presentallon by Bob Thomson:

Bob Thomson is the MIanaging Director of Fair TradeMark Canada. Details of Bob's presentation
are provided in bis paper. 1

- The origins of the fair trade labelling systemn for coffee are found in the collapse of theInternational Coffée Organization managed market in 1988, and the decline in world prices belowthe cost of production for most small coffee growers. '
- The first fair trade label was developed by Dutch NGOs (having first considered thedevelopment of a Dutch NGO coalition coffee comnanv)i



larger numbers of people into discussions of where and how coffee is produced,- There have been difficulties in finding the finacing and other support needed to market theconcept in North America. In Europe there was significant start-up funding from the churches anda well-established network of "world shops". Fair TradeMark Canada now lias si100,o)o of whatwould ideally be a $500,000 budget; however, the Ten Days campaign lias provided significantpublic exposure, and an effort is being made to promote the concept within unions.

Presçentalïon by Sara Teilelbaum, ASEED, Montreal:-

Sarahi is a member of ASEED, a Montreal-based student organization, active on the University ofMontreal and McGill caznpuses, which began work on the fair trade coffee campaign followingthe visit of two of its members to the Uciiir coffee co-op in Mexico. ASEED lias produced factsheets, a comic book, action guides, and a play (written by Sara). It has put significant pressureon Van Houtte (a major coffee company in Quebec, which is also one of the largest office coffesuppliers across Canada) through a postcard "buycott" campaigu; Van Houtte is showing somesigns of interest. ASEED lias also produced a "suggestion card" for custolners to 'cave with localstores. ASEED is finding that the fair trade movement receives a more positive reception li smailcomnnunities (e.g. Rimouski) than in larger cities.

Presentaflon by Gutberto Osori Oliver, Uniôn de Comumidades Indigenas de la Regién de Istmo(UJcirir Cooperative), Oaxaca, Mexico:

Gutherto described Ucirir and i
a tree, and the contribution of ii
which lie spoke were: the Dutcl



provide training and other benefits to, their members. TheY are flot tempted, as are some of the
newer co-ops that lack long-terni experience, ta seil ta the "&coyotes" when the world price is
high.

- Some of the newer co-ops need maaeetassistance and'credit. (Companies may be
unwilling ta lend to, them, becuse they lack audited accounts). But the licence fees are flot large
enough for the international labelling organizations ta provýide these forms of assistance. It is
hoped that NGOs and micro-credit organizations will provide this lcind of support. Bob is
exploring this with Canadian NGOs and lending organizations such as the Citizens' Bank.

- Issues of pricng (and in particular the price for organically certified fair trade coffee) are under
discussion; and a related issue is the govemnance of the FLO, and the rote of producers in it. This
summer there will be regional meetings of Latin American and African producers regarding
pricing, and in 1999, a producers' assembly in Europe. The prices needed by producers will have
ta b. balanced against the puice sensitivity of the market.

- One of the "prices"' for producers in Mexico is the human price, and the threats and practice of
violence against indigenous leaders orgaizng cooperties.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR TEE LEARNING CIRCLIE

Diana Bronson reported on a proposal from a conference planning organization that the ICHRDD
co-sponsor a conference on codes of conduct for Canadian business for about 250 senior
corporate executives, in November 1998. Test marketing this spring will lead ta a decision in
lune about proceeding.

Moira invited comments on:
- whether the Learning Circle should continue for a second year?
- if so, should it continue in a Uferning" or more pro-active role?
- if 80, possible topics, foci of action, etc. Topics previously suggested which it had flot been
possible to work into the meetings so far included: developments in labefing or fuir trade in other
products such as mangoes and bananas; other examples of southern groups developing codes or
labels or related marketing strategies (c.g. Prabartna in Bangladesh); the role of unions in relation
to codes and labels, and possibilities for support for codes / labels through the collective



* consider the development of a comnion educational framnework (e.g. a COITIITon poster?)
for ethical labels being promnoted in Canada, such as the FSC, Fair TradeMark Canada and
Rugmark. Individual labels would be retained, but we might develop a logo or some other
means ofjomnt communication about what they represent. A sub-group of organizations
around the table could development a conimon proposaI for education about labels.

ssupport the development of new codes and labels, but keep i niind that:
- sector specific rather than general approaches may b. most usefli;
- a label is not necessarfly the desirable outcome of every initiative; i some areas, the
development of a code and monitoring processes may be ail that is useflil or possible;
- initiatives elsewhere should flot always b. emulated; w. should continue to evaluate
them.

* try to find ways to ensure that Southern groups, unions have more voice i the
development of code and labelling initiatives.

* broaden efforts to understand the relationships of fair trade and code/labelling campaigns
to projects ivolving Canadians who can't afford fair trade prices, e.g. to groups such as
Field to Table in Canada.

* consider our strategy vis-a-vis governmnent and begin a policy dialogue and / or lobbying
on the roi. of governmnent. Issues might include:
- the implications of its general encouragement of codes which might sometimes bave
negative consequences unless the government is prepared to suggest guidelines;
- the possibiiities for Iidng governzent action and voluntary codes.

* provide a forum for discussion of funding and other support for established as weli as new

initiatives. There niay be différent constellations of support for fair trade initiatives (wbich
are hybrid NGO - business organizations); and corporate codes I labels (which engage
corporations and NGOs/unions in relations ranging from cooperation to conflict). Fair
TradeMarl Canada, in receiving start-up fbnding from CIDA, found that its status as a
non-profit corporation complicated flznding decisions.

* develop thie "learning circle»' into a broader national forum of NGOs, social investment
organizations, unions, and corporations (similar to the Ethical Trading Initiative in the
UK), witbin which various codes and labels could be discussed; the outcomes are difficult
to predict, but with clarification about différent approaches, consumers (and other actors,
such as governments) niight be assisted in understanding the choices mnvolved.

Moira will b. preparing a report for the John Holmes Fund. As wefl, an application will be

prcpared for a second year of fumding. Tin Draimin, Bob Jeffcott, Bob Thomison, and Bob
Walker offered assistance.



APIPENDIX H1: "The Business of Change" Project Report

Agenda documents prepared. by staff.

0 "The Business of Change: Criteria for Evaluating Labels," October 1997

0 "The Business of Change: Information Required for Evaluating Labels," October 1997

0 "The Business of Change: List of Labels,"' October 1997

a "The Debate over Rugmark," February 1998





Draft for discussion DcmnOctober 1997 Dcmn
Steelworkers I-umanfty Fund

THE BUSINESS 0F CHANGE:
CRITERL4 FOR EVALUATING LABELS

Impact Ou groups, communities, enviroilment

* positive impact on a particular group, e.g. eildren, women, workers, or for the
environinent, ensuring locally sensitive and useful outcomes

* support for local efforts to improve social or environmental conditions, accessibility ofthe strategy to groups ini the private sector and civil society, making it easier for themn tonegotiate standards for production which meet basic labour rights criteria or to achieve
other health or environinental goals

* contribute to financing for development for a particular community or group or forenvironmental protection, or to a higher financial return to workers in a production unit

Impact on consumers, public

* contribute to responsible consumer behaviour rather than encouraging responses that
simply make the consumer feel good, or unintended boycotts

* contribute to public education on the issue being addressed by the label, e.g. a fuller
understanding of models of development and the global distribution of wealth and power

Impact on business

* contribute to general promotion of responsible business practice, including areas and
sectors not visible to consumners

Impact on goverament

* increase pressure for national and multilateral government development assistance,
capacity building and law where these are needed, i.e. function as precursors to
government assistance and legisiation and avoid becorning inadequate substitutes or



Design of the label / code

* produced through South/North consultation and applicable to the North as well as the
South

* content emphasizes empowering groups to negotiate their own conditions or standards,
consistent with internationally accepted criteria

* criteria are flot too difficuit or costly to implement in the short terrn, but can be

strengthened in the long terni; on the other hand, criteria do flot oversimplify thie

complexities of setting standards, monitoring and remediation because of the need to
"sell" the label to companies or consumers

*provides an effective system of monitorinlg dlaims of producers and companies regarding

their social and environinental impact, ensur-ing the integrity of clainis made

* provides for a sustainable process for monitoring, as well as for reviewing and adapting
to changing circumstances and needs



Draft for discussion Document 5
October 1997
Steelworkers Humanity Fund

THE BUSINESS 0F CHANGE:
INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR EVALUATING LABELS

Product or service
e.g.- consumer goods;, carpets, soccer balis, garments
- raw materials: wood
- servces: tourism

History
-date

-circumstances

Issues / Criteria
- working conditions, environmental sustainability or other
- needs I rights of children, women, aboriginal peoples, other groups;
- debates about what the content of labels I codes should cover: e.g. '"rliving wage" vs. minimium
wage debate; best practices vs. absolute standards

Objectives
- improve company' s own operations
- change and I or eliminate I end contracts with operations flot meeting conditions

Label
-on product or displayed by retailer

- implied by code advertised in connection with brand label or retailer name

Sponsoring organization(s) i producer country(s)
- corporations, government, NGOs

organization(s) in consumer country(s)
is, government, NOOs

label or code .



Dominant consumer markets

Canadian links
- is the label or code one that is being promoted in Canada? could be?

Monitoring and reporting
- formai internai
- formai externat: NGOs, auditing firms, etc.
- informai scrutiny by NGOs, media, etc.
- reported?
- compliance training?

Financing
- labelling / code development
- monitoring and reporting

Levies for development
- producer, exporter, importer, retailer
- programs supported by levy

Education of consumers, producers
- special programns, or part of promotion of label or code?

Penalties for violations
- built înto code
- externat. to code, e.g. links to government

Information sources
- critics, supporters, analysts

, _1



Draft
October 1997
Steelworkers Humanîty Fund

Document 7

THE BUSINESS 0F CHANGE:
LIST 0F LABELS

This list includes, ini addition to labels, somne codes of conduct which function as labels or could
flinction as labels, if the code dlaims of well known corporations are seen by consumers as a
reliable indicator of conduct' The labels and codes listed here have various sponsors: corporate,
NGO, union, government. Most but flot ail, are labels/codes directed at consumers in Europe and
North America. Ail of the labels / codes pertain to production in developing countries and some
to production in North America / Europe as well.

The description here is intended only to provide enough information about how the label / code
is intended to function, to enable the members of the learning circle to decide if it is one we wish
to study and evaluate.

Abrinq (Brazil)
Our information is sketchy. Abrinq appears to be a caxnpaign that began in the toy industry
focused on the issue of child labour, but spread to other sectors. In the shoe industry, for
example, the Pro-Children Institute issues a stamp certifying that participating companies (52) do
flot use chid labour. Financial support from the companies provides support to schools and to
families and scholarships. Ini the auto sector, GM, Vollcswagen, Ford and Mercedes-Benz have
agreed to participate i Abrinq, but apparently have not warned or cut off any suppliers because
of child labour in the chain of production (metal parts and upholstery materials). It is not clear
whether Abrinq is primarily found i export sectors or whether it is equally a response to the
domestic market.

iaarily to men's clothing manufacturing, now part of*



ASIC ISalvadoran Clothing Manufacturers Associatiofli

ASIC has developed a code of conduct and plans to engage transnational auditing companies.-

CISPES (Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador) believes the ASIC code is

without substance.

BGMEA/ILOJ UNICEF Memorandum of Understanding

The Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association, the ILO and UNICEF

signed an agreement in 1995 that provides that ail child workers in the garment sector be

removed from factories and enrolled in schools with income support shared by BGMEA, IPEC

(ILO) and UNICEF. A monitoring and verification system developed by the ILO oversees

compliance. The BGMEA will offer employment to qualified faxnily members of underage

workers whose employmenit is terminated and former child workers will be offered re-

employment once their schooling is completed.

Care and Fair
This is a non-profit organization of German carpet importers and retailers with the goal of

preserving the reputation of and trade in oriental carpets by advocating socially responsibility.

Importers are expected to exert pressure on producers and suppliers to adhere to principles of no

bonded labour; schooling for children, and "humane working conditions" for ail workers. It does

not undertake inspection, and does flot claim that aIl carpets are macle without child labour. The

label is flot attached to individual carpets but can be displayed in sales area or used in publicity

by the retailer. Some retailers in Canada have associated themselves with Care and Fair.

Clean Clothes Campaign / Fair Trade Charter for Garments and Sportswear

The Clean Clothes Campaign in the Netherlands developed a "Fair Trade Charter", a code of

conduct for retailers based on ILO standards, and seeking active engagement of retailers rather

than boycotts. The FNV and CNV (Dutch labour unions), and NOVIB (a development NGO)

also support the Charter.There are / have been various loosely related campaigns in other

European countries. We don't have information as to whether any companies I stores have

adopted the charter and thus received the imprimatur of the caxnpaign.

Clothes Code
Sponsored by Oxfam, UK., this appears to be similar to the Clean Clothes Campaign. Oxfam has

been meeting with the top 5 retailers and reports progress with some.

DIP (Double Incomne Project)
DIP began in 1995, and is based in Switzerland. It is a labelling scheme for textiles and garments

imported into Switzerland from developing countries. Producers must meet social and

environmental standards, and must "double" the wages of workers, with the extra wage bemng

donated to the Project, which invests the money in welfare projects for the workers' benefit. For

each labelled product imnported, the Swiss importe.r also pays one US dollar to the DIP ?roject.
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Ethical Trading Initiative, which grew out of the work of the Monitoring and Verification
Working Group
The MVWG was formed by the Catholic Fund for Overseas Development, the Cathotic Institute
for International Relations, Christian Aid, Consumers International, Fairtrade Foundation, New
Economics Foundation, Oxfani UKI, and World Devetopment Movement. Lt published Open
Trading, Options for Effective Monitoring of Corporate Codes of Conduct, in March 1997.

About 3 0 comipanies, predominantly in the retail sector, began meeting with these and other aid
and development NGOs to develop a common approach to improvement of working conditions
of suppliers and subcontractors. There was "the very real concemn that the creative energy
fuelling the current generation of the many initiatives concerning codes of conduct and their
monitoring and verification may be unnecessarily dispersed and wasted through fragmentation of
efforts and outputs, which in turn could lead - as it did with ecolabelling in the 1980s - to
confusion amongst those constituencies central to driving the process, particularly consumners and
the ethical investment movement" The group will develop a comnion system of monitoring for
companies to use in their implementation of codes, and institutions to provide training and
accreditation of monitors. The secretariat for the ETI is provided by the Fairtrade Foundation.

ETUF-TCL and EURATEX Code
lThe European Trade Union Federation of Textiles, Clothing and Leather; and Euratex [the
European employer?' organisation ini titis sector] agreed in 1997 to a code of "fundamental
ituman rights in the workplace". Lt covers 60-70% of enterprises i the sector, and applies to
European enterprises and their subsidiaries or sub-contractors li the developing world. The first
report will be submitted to tite European Commission in July 1998, and monitoring procedures
will be reflned on basis of report.

Fair TradeMark Canada
Fair TradeMark is tite Canadian affiliate of the Fairtrade Labelling Organization International
(FLO), an international fair trade labelling network with branches i several European countries,

fair trade criteria. These criteria include
s, provision of credit at reasonable interest



FIFA soccer bail agreemnent, Pakistan
An agreement on a code of conduct was reached in 1996 between FIFA (the Fédération
Internationale de Football Association) and ICETU, in conjuniction with the ITGLWG (textile,
garment and leather workers union) and FIEl (the commercial, clerical, professional and
technical employees union). The code forbids child or forced labour, and mandates wages
'1sufficient to meet basic needs and provide some discretionary, income", freedom of association

and the right to collective bargaining, and no discrimination. Codes are to be posted in factories,
with independent monitoring through unannounced inspections. FIFA licenses its name to
sporting goods' manufacturers.

In 1997, an ILO / UNICEF Partnership Agreement was reached with representatives of the
soccer bail industry, through the Sialkot Chamber of Commerce (most production is in Sialkot).
The agreement wilI provide child labourers removed from soccer production with education, and
will establish an indepeiident monitoring body to provide periodic reports to the World
Federation of Sporting Goods.

Forest Stewardship Council
The FSC was founded ini Toronto in 1993 by a diverse group of representatives from
environmental organizations, the timber trade, the forestry profession, indigenous people's
organizations, and community forestry groups. It is now based in Mexico with 170 members
from 36 countries. It is a voluntary, independent body for accrediting third-party certifiers. a set
of principles and criteria for forest management - environmental, social and economic - serve
as the basis for the development and approval of national or regional standards, by national and
regional working groups around the world. The principles include respect for the rights of
indigenous peoples and local conimunities with legal Or customnary tenure; providîng local

communities with opportunities for employment and other services, and respecting the ILO
conventions on freedom. of association and collective bargaining.

GAP
The GAP, a US-based clothing store, was the target of a campaign by the National Labor

Comniittee, a US ngo, concerning labour conditions ini the Mandarin factory in El Salvador,
operated by a subcontractor. As a result of the campaign, the GAP agreed to facilitate monitoring
of its code of conduct by an independent monitoring group of local human rights and

development groups. The monitoring group has been functioning since May 1996. The GAP was

thus the first US company to agree to independent monitoring of its code, although only - to date

- at this site. At Mandarin, Eddie Bauer is also operating under the monitoring accord.

ILO ".6country labels"
The ILO Director-General, in June 1997, called for the introduction of a voluntary, global
system of "social labelling" which would alloy a,state to give an overall social label to ail goods
produced in. its territory, provided it accepted the core ILO conventions and agreed to
independent monitoring. He suggested that the proliferatioin of voluntary codes and labels is

useful in some instances, but can be arbitrary, sifig*ling out a particular right or product, or



targeted only to export sectors. His speech also suggested that the global systemi might provide
the "framework for a variety of codes and labels to be negotiated". Proposais froni the ILO Board
of Govemnors are to be brought forward in November.

ISO (International Organizaton for Standarization) arnd Canadian Standards Association
The IS0 moved in 1987 from technical standards governing products; to address policies and
procedure s in the workplace, with the IS0 9000 Series on Quality Management) and then the
IS0 14000 Series on Envirornental Management in the 1990s. In June, 1996 the 14000 Series,
together with the key standards on environimental auditing and certification, were formally
adopted by the IS0. The ISO 14000 does flot establish a standard of environental protection,
measure enivironmental. performance, or audit compliance with environmental regutations. The
CSA has developed a management systemns approach (as compared with a performance-based
system) to forest management which is based on the IS0 approach, and which the Canadian
forest Îndustry hopes will be adopted globally.

Kaleen
This label was created for carpets in 1995 by the Indian Governunent through its Carpet Export
Promotion Council (CEPC). A label is to be attached to ail carpets exported from India, with a
contribution of .25% of export earnings to a special fund for the welfare of children. Exporters
will have to sign a conmiitment to the cause of abolishing child labour. Industry wilI regulate the
system through the CEPC, monitored by an oversight committee appointed by the government.
(This information is somewhat dated.)

Migros-Del Monte
A label / code in the Philippines, initiated in Switzerland by Bread for AIL, and monitored by
Philippines experts?

Nike
Nike's code of conduct has become the focus of a campaign for independent monitoring instead
of monitoring by a Nikc-appointed moniitor (Andrew Young).

Philippu Van Heusen
The campaign, supported by GLEP (the US Guatemala Labor Education Projeot) is for a
collective bargaining agreement in Guatemala, not a code, but might a positive outcome mean
that the Philipps Van Heusen label becomes a label of "good conduct"?



cooperation agreements, Rugmark founidations in India and Nepal inspect producers and

exporters in the host country, and dishurse funds resulting from licence fees for the use of the

logo to social programmes in the host country. Carpet mnanufacturers and exporters pay a fee to

cover the costs of the inspection system. Through management agreements, northern Rugmark

members promnote Rugmark in a contracted national territory, and collect license fees from

importers. The license agreements cover the use of the Rugmark logo according and the

collection of a 1 % royalty.

Starbucks
Starbucks adopted a 'framework for a code of conduct" in October 1995 after a campaign by

GLEP (the US Guatemala Labor Education Projeet). The code covers child labour, wage levels,

environmental practices and freedomn of association. GLEP is currently focusing its efforts on

encouraging Starbucks to make its code operational.

STEF
This Swiss founidation, established in 1995, licenses retailers to use the STEP label in stores and

in publicity. It undertakes the monitoring of carpet production sites for child labour in India,

Nepal, (and Pakistan?). STEP was founded by IGOT, an association of 8 oriental carpet dealers

-,.,committed to honest business relations; and 5 aid organizations: Bread for Ail, the SwissLehten

Fund of Catholics; Caritas; Swissaid, and the Berne Declaratiori. The label is flot affixed to

individual carpets and does flot signify a guarantee that the carpets are made without cluld

labour. Licensees pay a levy to support development projects in production areas. STEP's office

and monitoring operations are, at this point, dependent on charitable financing

UBINIG (Bangladesh)
UBINIG is an NGO with which Inter Pares and the Steelworkers Humnanîty Fund, among others,

work. It has been suggested that a marketing outlet for textiles which it operates functions as a

"&label" for the domestic market.

US Apparel Industry Partnership (the "No Sweat" agreemenit)

In 1996, the US Secretary of Labor announced the formation of an Apparel Industry Task Force

to create standards for an apparel code of conduct, applicable domestically and abroad. The task

force was made up of industry, govemnment, labour, human rights and environmental. groups. In

April 1997 it issued its preliminary version of a Workplace Code of Conduct, and Principles of

Monitoring. A further version is expected to be announced shortly.

Wear Fair Charter (Labour Behind the Label Coalition

Coalition members include Union of Needletrade, Industrial and Textile Employees (UNITE)

Ontario District Council, Developmeilt and Peace, Canadian Autoworkers (CAW), Pueblito

Canada, CUSO Ontario, QXFAM-Canada, Edunpnical Coalition for Economic Justice (ECEJ),

Workers Information and Action Centre of Toronto (WIACT), Parkdale Coninunity Legal

Services, an the Maquila Solidarity Network. The coalition was formed i the sunimer of 1996,

after the conclusion of the GAP> campaigii i whiéh several members were jnvolved. The Wear
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Fair charter and action kit was prepared jointly with the Jesuit Centre for Social Faith and Justice
(now closed) and the Maquila Solidarity Network. The campaign includes issue sheets on childlabour and on codes of conduct and independent monitoring. It includes a Charter for the FairTreatment of Gaz-ment Workers. While the campaign encourages multiple initiatives, the focus
has been on Woolworth's "Northern" labels, produced in Canada, and on the cail for a federal
task force on sweatshops.

Other naines / cases to investigate?: Fairtrade Bananas, Smart Wood, Verité and Association
François-Xavier Bagnoud, code of the Canadian Chemical Producers Association, Canadian Care
labelling; Mîinng Association of Canada envirornental code; organic produce labels.





Steelworkers Humanity Fund
February 1998

THE DEBATE OVER RUGMARK

A. Published sources

The following are the published resources which we have reviewed regarding Rugmark. Most of

these have been made availabie to maembers of the "Learning Circle".

Durai, Jayanti and Mike Dottridge, ed., , Helping Business to Help Stop Child Labour:
Comments on How Company Codes ofConduct, 'Child Labour Free'Labels and the Social
Clause Can Help Eliminate Child Labour, Anti-Slavery International, 1996], pp. 45-48.

Hilowitz, Janet, Labelling Child Labour Products: A preliminary study, International Labour
Organization, [(1997?], Part Two, Six labelling initiatives that target child labour.

International Labor Rights Fund, R ugmark After One Year: Appraisal of a New Effort at Social
Marketing in the Interest of Children, 1996, Washington, DC

Sharma, Mukul, Marked for 1ifé," New Internationalist, JuIy 1997, pp. 29-30.

Stackhouse, John, "Boycotts flot enough to end child l 'abour," The Globe and Mail (Toronto),
October 25, 1997, pages AI, AI16. See also the response to Stackhouse's position in section B,
below.

UNICEF Canada, Review of '<Rugmark" as a Strategy to Combat the Exploitation of Children, A
study coimnissioned by Canada's Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, June
1996. Sec also the critical response and counter-response:

Canadian Anti-Slavery Group, "Review of the Study by UNICEF-Canada on Rugmark as
a Strategy to Combat the Exploitation of Children," 1996.

Canada's Response to Ms. Kathleen Ruft's Review of the
;tudy," 1996.



B. Llnpublished sources

Kathleen Ruff and Bob Thomson sought responses from several people to the critical article by

John Stackhouse in The Globe and Mail (attached). These responses, in summary, were:

1. Criticisms of Rugmark by Shamshad Khan

Shamshad Khan is, as described in Stackhouse's article, a member of the Rugznark Board of

Directors, but he is said to have been undermining the programn ever since Rugmark refused to

hire two persons he wanted to be nanied as inspectorS. He has neyer made allegations or

recomrmendations regarding the inspection system to the Rugmark Board.

Khan was, ini fact, the person who started the inspection system and ran it for the first five

months with four inspectors whom he atone appointed. Noue had previous experience in the

carpet industry. The second batch of inspectors were appointed after Mr. Sondhi joined as

Executive Director and were selected by a properly constituted Selection Cornmittee.

Khan is now operating schools in U.P. with the support of Kaleen and Obeetee, and draws Most

of his support from this group. He has refused to cooperate with Rugmark when they have asked

for details of the location if the schools he runs to enable Rugmark to send children to him who

have been removed from looms in the area.

2. Major manufacturers' support for Rugmark

Stackhouse says that Rugmark has met "widespread opposition from maj or manufacturers,

exporters and many leading social activists. 0f India' s 2,500 carpet exporters, Rugmark lias

licenced only 178 manufacturers, who account for less than 20 per cent of the country's carpet

exports."

Rugmark says that with the exception of0Obeetee, the major carpet manufacturers i India are

licensees of Rugmark. Out of 2,500 so called exporters, a large number have licenses but don't

actively export.

3. Revenue system

Stackhouse confused the 0.25% levy on rug exports with the 1.0% levy on rug ixuporters i

northern markets. The former covers the costs of monitoring and inspection and the latter

generates funds for schooling and rehabilitation of children who have lost work because of the

Rugmark. As well, licensees have assisted with the school projects, through donation of the

buildings, TVS, refrigerators, etc.



4. Rugmark's inspection systema

Stackhouse says that when a Rugmark inspection jeep approaches a village, children are removed

from the looms. H-owever, Rugmark criteria require that a working loomn with no workers is

automaticallY classified as a loomn at which there are or have been exploited, child labourers.

Also, Rugmark inspectors leave their vehicles before they reach the village and move on foot for

inspections. The inspection systema includes a variety of steps:

- initial inspections of looms of those who apply to becomne licensees;

- further inspections on a regular basis

- random inspections for those whose orders are required for execution

- re-inspection of those looms found with chîld labour and those found vacant

- inspections of off-loom activities such as washing, drying, clipping

- consignent checks at random to sec if labelling is being donc properly.

The inspection programme is drawn up by the coordinator every day and handed over to the

inspection teams early in the morning to retain secrecy. The inspection teams are rotated so that

it is not the same pair of people visiting the same area from day to day. Inspectors have identified

nearly 1,200 children. (Rugmark, incidentally, permits apprentice child labour at a farnily's own

looms.)

Stackhouse said that false medical certificates for childrcn under 14 are used to circumvent the

Rugmark inspection system. However, Rugmark said that verification of the age of children

where it is in dispute is donc by a practitioner registered with the Indian Medical Council, whose

verdict they have no reason to doubt.

Finally, Rugmark supporters say that Rugmark does not claim to be a guarantee against child

labour. Nobody would claimn the systcm is 100% infallible, but inspectors do check, children are

~ .. ~.L4...-11-~11- -- A -à- idnro'<l in.qrhools. and where children have been found working



however, the inspectoratehas flot been able to grow to bring in new comparues. They hope to

remedy this soon.

Obeetee inspectors, as employees of the company which benefits , can hardly be called

independent monitors. However, Obeetee could, if it wished to be helptùl, supplement

Rugmark's own inspections with respect to the presence of exploited child labour.

The saine quality control procedures are followed by several of the Rugmark licensees. Ramn

International, for example, has trained ail its field staff to watch for child labour, and reports any

findings to the Rugmark inspectorate. This considerably augments the inspections donc by

Rugmark itself.

6. Rugmark and Kaleen

Stackhouse says the "through India's Carpet Export Promotion Council, most manufacturers

have opted instead for a différent label, called Kaleen, which means carpet in Hindi, which lias

flot been accepted by many North American or European importers." He fails to say why this is

the case. Because it is the Carpet Export Promotion Council which is responsible for inspections,

the label is similar to a company code of conduct which is audited by the company itself.

7. Rugmark schools

Stackhouse said that "there are increasing worries sucli schools ignore the broader education

problems in northern India and exclude the vast majority of the region's child labourers .....

Rugmark does flot claini to be able to solve the problems of ail of northern India's child

labourers. Indced, it has always been recognized that sucli independent monitoring schemes

create hardships for some children thrown out of work, while helping many others. In the

complex, grey world of poverty alleviation and bonded labour, many activists as well as sceptics

*have concluded that the Rugxnark, on balance, helps more children tIign it harms. As well,

Rugmark together with other Indian NGOs bas pressured the governinent of India to allocate

more than $200 million extra dollars to primary education in the carpet beit, and is generating its

owvn resources for education and rehabilitatiol.

.8. "On balance"

*Supporters of Rugmark say that the main point is that Rugmark bas forced the Indian carpet

industry to examine its own eniployment practices and in many cases to improve them.

Information is still scarce, but there seems to be some indication that thic numbers of bonded

chuldren in the industry are being reduced, and-there is a lot of talk, and some action, about

improving education facilities and opportunities for children in the carpet areas and also in the

regions that have traditionally exported children.ýô the carpet industry.
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Boycotts not enoughi to end cld labour
BY JOHN STACKHOUSE
Development Issue RePoIte

X inapur. JadlsL T t he day after che Hindu festival Of
Dussra whmn the forces of good conquer
vil. and io-year-old Choti Lai sat on a riclc.

ety wooden cot. spoolixig maroon wool around
his feet as he dos every day for a village car-
pet Ioom i norchern India.

-I would rather play in the fields but my
fther saYs 1 would make trouble,' che frai
young boy sald. "I would rather b. in school
than doiiig thls*

CLASS SYSTEM / Lack of access to quality education leaves
few viable alternatives for many of the wor1d'spoor familles

play isaulways pssible in an Indtan village
-as Choti Lai spoke, a few children chased a

contdom inflated lice a balloon - but schooi
seldom îs. at lest flot for the Iower castes lik.
his ftmily. The only government school i the
area sits across the fields from their hamiet, on
the bigher castes' side of the extended. village.
The ceachers are seidom present anyway. AMi

when chey are, insruction consista mOStY b!
chafltmg words, aid numbers. and being lit
with a stick when a tur is missed.

'Whbat la che point of education?* asked
ChoU Lal's unemployed and uneducated fther,
Dudh Nath. who bas nine other chidren. most
of tdu= worldng i the carpet industry.
Pieusef 8~ DUI AIS

Rpat village is nhhtlod tu a moequâ>o4n
foreui gwne that site Muk an lsand iu a
rice paddis and con fields, far from the
am andi the rSwtus requmteti by Wmbor

mmnu Rt ia viage of th. lowust custes
e landis., which iu mSt aureii the



we*fre scherne, no propa in tIi. name ci
cbild labour wfl do anything îf it doin fot con-
nect thus villages with the buyer."

HigIier loom wages certalnly would atu act
more adults. In turn. thoue adults would have
more money wlth whlch te educate theïr cbùi-
dren And they likely would beiInclined te bave
fewer children.

w. Kban's organization. the Centre for
Rural Education and Development Action, bas
Jolned forces wlth a S'aisa foundation to create
vfll production nits that can supply car-
pets directly to retallers ln Europe. But go far,
no business bas bein wlflng to bring the. sort
of fair trade tthe care lndustry that the
Body Shop brought to personal.crn producta.

A faster way o end child labour, according
to several local exporters, would b. te bring In-
dias arpet undustry into thu 20th centlur. AI
though the industry employa two million peo-
pie and ourns 880.milllon a yuar, ib atil fumc-
tiens as a cottage tndustry in wblch the home
producer lack any power for collective bar.
gain and can b. foroed te accept the lowest
wage possle.

À fniror nvntflff at least for the. caruet weav-

Better educati*on-
needed for poor

m cai acflVlsV. UX ludla's 2.500
carpet -xotes Rupiark
ha Ucenced only 178 man-
ufacturer, who account for
leas than 20 per centof the
country's carpet exporta.

«TIi Rupmark label la not
a guarantie againat cbild la-
bour, sek Mr. Eh=n the so-
cial woeker, who alla on Rug-
mark'a boerd ci diredonr. *Ib
is a flieu gumrantee. YouU-gbbl et me ouated t
the Rugmark board but thia
must beu.1.L

Mr. Eban sa14 he bas little
confidmnce lu the Rugmark
montenIg Semit16 in-
unwwn hav nn Swtvous ex

'lb create bitter epportuni.
tles for carpet-weaving cl.
dneM both the Rupmnk andi
Kaeen programa finace spe.
ciai schooLs andti ning pro-
Rnma. fundoti by a 0.25 per
cent levy on their sales. But
tIene are increaçtng worries
such schoola ignore the
broader education problema
in nertlenu India. and exclude
the vaut majority of the. re
glon's chilti labourera who,
woek in bow-pnofle, nen-ex-
Port andi usually dangerous
industies.



Canada preters quiet ctiomacy
rue Globe amid M

TORONTO - Are the hand-wova
pets madte by cblldrai a custofl«a
Certainly nal, a salmuian at MKA
ront to M aya. IKEA la a MeY r
sibls compsny.

Why thon no siges declaring tb
pets are cbflidlbour Éree?

oh, that would bo Uic. postlng à
suilnt «Lmsd tha b. aflowable f
dehyds,- tb. salesian respoadus.
cllstorn dou't asic, we dou't brini
tb.fr atteniUon

IKAs discreet approsoh la
mmctl i ksplng wlth Canada'a t

sumors or govS2ilflbli Ottawa o-og sanctions. Il piner quist
oy, Ilam aid and voluntary c

mIlan troni cpmni e 1. b.
bad fcat

Cacadas mpproach la in shar
bt to tbst taicoeby theUnitedS

l. U.&- soa oa bsnnsd t
o goods muMeby foeSd orina
ohM labor ewtSe tbis mn&
prurnan Bernard Sazaiers of
pvapossd tb. boa as a way ta n

cnnwVm objections ta childba
.I tbbki onrs wildma

poteuial povor by malng It clou
mm ne* onirw tn n 1mw wihm u-

Awcans fee better btit It probably sportlngloods nomtarmy~ bave
doem't do much for the ki themelves. jomned, with chfid.advocacy groups and

icar- 1 thznk that MWy strategy that doms Mo Pakistani producers to try to abollsh
a"ks demi with the children put out of work chlld lao= lu the industry.)
's l- doent do anytbing but make the rich The consumwa bas few Sce of ac-
SPOn. feel botter.- curmte infotion. lb. Coners As-

She questoned, how the U. Ctiiton sodatimo f Canada, a nccýpr6t group,
ecar- Service, uU kienhiy socd& made, bY t> offan&ihlng on cbxild labor - na pol-

dectured chikdren. No extra money bus lcy or product ftnratimn Unicef Can.
i b eau give ta, citom for that porpoeadlru doei not boe. consuznera can, tu-

rami- Howeve, It bas bepm setting up a terni um i nternational events - and sa
if tbe of foriWa chMU advocate and =Vrsrte dmo not addme them as players «I
ut ta employees ta &WveOP eftnormgn d=1' know If tes all that important ta

gWdene&make smn that consumera gel adequa-
vary TM CdUÎngwOrth, SieM" CoMUn te SIZOked, said, Cathie Guthrie, Uni-

Mit l id aithe inwî&sporete 1 gii

ou,- bon, said tii. Iportant point la nat If coosmmr wish tu ePress1 l thui

OMwhetbw mm bmnned ods tot pont =hmp v c ld la=ur ah. sald. tbay
diplo cus.Iom He behmre tbé. bon wMf ahake. - ikald act a good gobal citiuen by

.VP up Industries, will bold their bat In the raiuing menuy for tbis regions rife wtb
w fen 15M. & latxour, such a Uttar Pradesh lu

Ko&Im u ,I bOoZIliate ci th&.-' limÈa mmd mw oogvmmmt t usnt
COOM anaden, ndMvuy roMwrtes '& lin"l dev.lapmt

_M endl Remue Miie DOMl Andrson Nai wkkospmd cortificatlon propzani
tir wo yusr ffl compilnlng tbat car; a aise ta draw cunmers to approvnd

made, by cilidren weu being î imp il il products Ib. Internatonal non-profit
CM>ii Ito Canada. <Canada, e iromlmt111 aboe toîRumark Foundatîm, ast up lu 1Mk

meu Per cent ci the world' mare Sur aller a campalai by advocacy groupr lu
m4f dàan band.knotted, carpets.) Gesany, couts, Inspectionsanmd car-

InI lb. govemt rjocted bu,- ab dufo carpIa*"cegiotativs chlld la-
Luge. plaint saylng a bon would aoep*-bou. Mamm - lu Indis and!

MmeS ittl boeius» oly a snall pwmtq c& Népal wcur tb. label , . prlmar-
tey chW. labour (four t uevm pDr cet) * ly in GeoWa Canada, mel a
ln work lu expait 'acA s. couple of VveM outlets un1 Rug-
Sn- M&. RuIf. so u± ats a red hering mark owpotsl, M&. Roff auid
i> You can't mat ay thmi goods happon Hmo much ca-ncanýýý bave Canadin

ian to be made by slave labour and tuam coesmniwr s e, nsfielmatban £
ba mI wmY, avor Ymu eyMs throw uP Y ya r rP«EO4saim O&=u Nilssoa, prusidon

band - wbich 15 what Canadag la' oIKEA Canuae
lm. doine» ICHA Insite tbt supplimaran-

R o 1r. Axworthy bs set up the 0O,0O tbdïr goods are net producad by chu. la-
ckCJild Labour Quflong Fund ta help bmmmra W. Nluasn, aid. DME us.s il

a end oe p u thelb cof cd.vuloping in, avu inspsotors and! thmi ù= a private
er al codes of cooduot aboft cblld Wa empmn ta v Il. suppler
Sbour Thb. fimmI, announced ln April, bu we are btigd Ibis VM er oously

living bew m to appiations mia August But Ifs Impassible ta guaruntes 100 per
but bu not b.d any requbsts yet, sal.! cent, fram aur point of view.» Cril la

fdlM&. Pomai. the reason MIA doms net pol chM-la-
or 2D If Canadien bu.inss are adaptLng botr-ftu aigui, sÉd Maulanias -Barner,
P& voluntary cades, the ame nat inclinmI ta au MICA spokwams n lAmbuit





APPENDIX HII: "The Business of Change" Project Report

Research papers:

Human Rights Advocacy and Research Foundation [Devarajan Geetha], "Eradication of
Poverty-Eradication of Child Labour: Need for a Comprehensive Strategy; IrrelevanceI
Inadequacy of Labelling-Rugmark strategy together with consumer boycotts of goods," March
1998

Bob Jeffcott, "A Brief History of the Labour Behind the Label Coalition," February 1998

Marcelo Levy, "The Forest Stewardship Councîl's Certification Program: Background Paper,"
February 1998

Benedito dos Santos, "Labelling Child Labor products: A Study of Strategies Developed by the
Abrinq Foundation," March 1998.
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Eradicotion of Poverty - Eradication of Child Labour

Need for a comprehensive strategy

Irrelevance/Inadequacy of Labelling -
Riigmark strategy together with consumer boycott of goods

Introduction:

Child labour bas become a mode of perpetuating extra-economnic exploitation

and it ensures the continued availability of submissive, illiterate labourers who

do not have the power to question the system which deprives them of their basic

rights. Thus child labour is a concrete manifestation of denial of ail other

rights of the children. It is a situation in which they are denied theit right to a

dignified childhood; their right to education; their right to free mental and

physical growth; their right to protection agairist exploitation

In this respect child labour in India is by no means a fringe phenomenon. It

occupies an important place in the economy. Though the issue of child labour is

gaining more and more attention these days, it is not a declîning phenomenon.

Notwithstanding the increase in the erirollment of children in elementary schools

and increase in literacy levels ini India since Independence, the phenomenon of

child labour has been persisting side by side and bas received little attention as a

separate category of social evil. It was ordy during '80s, the problem of child

labour entered the public consciousness and discourse.

Varying estimates of child labour ini India:

SOURCECF DATA NUMBER 0F CHILD WORKERS
(N MILLION)

1981 Census 13.60
Operation Research Group (1983) 44.00
NSS data estirnates (5-14) 1987-88 17.58
NSS data estimates (5-14 years) 1991- 24.44
47di Round _____________

Census Data 1991 11.28
Balai Data Bank, Manila. 111.00
Commission on Labour Standards and 77.00
International Trade, Goverriment of
India, 1995

Note: 0f tht NSS estimate (1991) of 24.44 milli6ns 13.95 million are principal status wvorloers

andi the rest subsidiary status wvorkers.



Another important source of data to estimate the number of working children is
the data on children out of school. As per the estimates for 1995-96 there were
173 million children ini the age group of 6-14. 0f these an alarming 110 million
chîdren axe estimnated to be out of school. 0f the 110 million children 60 million
are gzirl children.

Children Out of Sc hool (1995-96)

CHILDREN IN IN SCHOOL DROPPED OUT NOT ENROLLED
THE ÂGE GROUF

0F 6-14

BOYS 38 MILLION 42 MILLION 13 MILLION

GIRLS 24 MILLION 32 MILLION 28 MILLION

TOTAL 62 MILLION 70 MILLION 41 MILLUON

Source: GOI 1995-%6 estimates MHRD, NCERT, SAIES Provisional Statistics

Drop-out estiunates - Tilak 1996, MHRD 1996 Selected Statistîcs.

This indicates the incidence of child labour as most of those who are out of
school would be engaged in some work either paid or unpaid, outside the
household sector or household industries, domnestic work etc. Ail thèse clearly
show that the census figures on child labour are gross underestimates.
Nonetheless cerisus figures show the trends in the incidence of chid labour
across the country. This is useful in identifying the areas with high concentration
of child labourers.

The census figures, provide information about district -wise concentration of
child labour, Rural - Urban spread, Sex-wise distribution and occupational
categories of child labour.

Analysis of Child Labour as per 1991 census

*During 1991 there were 209.99 million children in the age group of 5-14
(52.08% male children and 47.92% femnale children)

are ini rural areas and the



" 0f the 6.18 million maie child workers ini the country 88.2% are Main
workers and the rest marginal workers. 0f the5.1 million girl child workers
nearly 94% are main workers. This indicate that work participation Of femnale
children are more than maie children.

" Though the Governinent has comxnmitted itself to, providing education for al
children, it is surprising to note that about 1.58 Million children (0.9 million
Boys and 0.7 million Girls) are enumerated as job Seekers. (about 80% of themn
are in rural areas). Though they are enumnerated as job Seekers, they must be
already involved in some work whether paid or unpaid, if not continuousîy,
at least intermittently. Thus this category can also be considered as Child
Workers and if this is included the total incidence of child labour would be
12.86 millions. However, for reasons aiready specified this data is stili an
underestimate.

" Child workers form 5.37% of ail the children in the age group of 5-14. This
proportion is higher in the rural areas with 6.56% of ail the children in the
workforce whereas it is only 2.04% in the urban areas.

" Of the total maie children in the age group of 5-14, maie child workers formn
5.66% and it is 6.56% in the urban areas and 2.79% in the rural areas.

" 0f the total female children in the age group of 5-14, female child workers
formn 5.06% and it is 6.29% in the rural areas and 1.23% in the urban areas.

Non Workers:

The level of underestimation of the census data with regard to child labour is

further reinforced if we look at the categories under children who are classified
as non-workers.

" 0f the total 209.99 million children in the age group of 5-14, 198.70 million
children are classified as non-workers (103.2 million boys and 95.5 million
girls).

" 0f these non-workers 106.4 million children (61.9 male children and 44.5
femnale children) are classified as students (children who are in school).

" Another important category under non-workers are the children who are
involved ini household duties. Nearly 7 million children are enumerated
under this category. It is to be noted here that 6.2 millions, i.e., 88 per cent of
ail such children are females. 1



" Household duties could mean anything from assisting in the famrily farm or
any other famnily occupation besides taking care of household chores like
cooking, taking care of children, fetching water, fetching firewood and so on.
Essentially these children should also, be treated, as working children. Thus
the total incidence of child workers even according to cerisus data would go
up to 20 million.

" There are other categories of chîldren like dependents, beggars, vagrants and
inmates of institutions. Ail these categories put together, it account for 85.3
million children. As per the census ail these children are out of school and
most of themn must be involved in somne kind of work whether paid, or
unpaid.

Constitution and Child Labour:

Children below 1.4 years as per Article 24 carne be employed in any factory or
mine or any other hazardous work. This is a fundamental right of every child. It
is important to note the words " any other hazardous work ". This means that
any work done by children that is hazardous is prohibited by the Constitution
of India. Further as mandated by Article 45 and developed in Unnikrishnan
J P vs. A.P (4.2.1.993 ) case children shall be provided education as it is now
their fundamental right to be in school. Though many of the other Articles in
the Constitution related to children's special rights and abolition of child
labour are part of the Directive Principles, they are fundamental, in the
governance of our country and as required by Article 37 it is the duty of ail
the organisations of the State to keep the same in mind when called upon to
decide matters of great public importanc:e. Together with this is a well
developed corpus of jurisprudence wherein courts have amplified the
essence of fundamental rights by breathing into them the humanism from



Indian Legisiation on Child Labour:

The Indian Parliarnent passed the Child Labour ( Prohibition and Regulation )
Act, 1986. The Act on the one hand prohibits child labour under certain
occupations and processes on the other hand regulates on certain other
occupations and processes. The Act creates an artificial, dichotomy of hazardous
and non-hazardous employment for a child. Any occupation that takes away the

right to enjoy its childhood is perse hazardous. While prescribing a minium
age of 14 years for prohibited sector, it does flot prescribe any age limit in the

regulatory sectors for entering employment. The Act prohibits employment of
children in'the carpet industry but exempts children working within the farriily.
This excemption keeps the employers outside the purview of the Act as the

Inspectors are told that the child working in a loom is their family member and
that it is a family enterprise. Thereby child labour force working in

unorganised, house-based employments as well as in agricultural sectors are
excluded fromn the purview of the Act. The Campaign Against Child Labour
and various groups working towards the elimiriation of child labour are

demanding radical amendments to the Act which alone be a deterrent to the
employers.

Occupational Classification of Working Chiidren:

Ail the Main workers are classified into nine different categories in the census

enumeration. These categories are I. Cultivators, II. Agricultural Labourers, III.

Livestock, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting, Plantations, Orchards & allied activities,

IV. Mining and Quarrying& V. A) Manuf1&,cturing, Processing, Servicing &

Repairirig in Household Industry, B) Sarne as A in other than household

industry, VL.Construction, VII. Trade and Commerce, VIII. Transport, Storage

and Communications and IX. Other Services. Age group wise occupational

classification of main workers (1991 cerisus data) is available under four

headings viz., I, II, V-A and other categories mentioned above combined under

one heading - 'other categories'. Thus for our analysis the categories are as

follows. -

Category I - Cultivators

Category II - Agricultural Labourers

Category III - Manufacturing, Processing, Servicing & Repairing in Household
industry and

Category IV - Ail other works.

Proportion of children working ini each of the above category is as follows.

(The following should be presented in a pie chart form.).



" 0f the total child workers 35.27% are classîfied as cultivators (Category I),
44.17% as agricultural labourers, (Category 11), 3.06% as Manufacturing,
processing, servicing & repairirig ini household industries (category III) and
17.51 % in other industries. (category IV)

Category Percentage of CVin each category ofOccupation
Maie child workers Female child AUl child workers

_____ _____ _____workers_________

I 37.92 30.88 35.27
Il39.50 51.90 44.17
II2.12 4.61 3.06

IV 20.46 12.61 17.50
Ail workers 1100.00 100.00 100.00

" Among the maie child workers, though about 78% are concentrated in
agricultural sector, their presence seerns to be quite considerabie in the non-
agriculturai sector with over 20%.

Among the female working children about 52% are agricuiturai labourers and in
total about 83% are in agricultural sectors. Thus concentration of, female chiid
workers in agricuitural sector is more than maie child workers. But their
presence in non-agricuiturai sector is only 12.61 %. It aiso shows that female
children are in iow paid jobs compared to their maie counterparts.

Export Oriented Sector:

Child Labour is essentiaily a domestic problem and as only approxirtiately 3 to
5% of India's child labour force is engaged in the export sector. Child labour is
employed in various industries - non-industries in India'. Children are emploved



The fact is, child labour constitutes only 3.6% of the total labour force in India.
Nearly 90% of these children work in their own rural family setthngs. 84.9% of
the workmng children population is involved in traditional activities such as
cultivation, agriculture, livestock handling, fisheries and forestry. Only 8.64%
work in manufacturing, servicing and repairs. Of this only 0.8% of child labour
work in factories.

The list of occupations in the informai, unorganised sector given below is flot
exhaustive.

e Construction labour
a Couriers
a Domestic workers
e Porters
a Sweepers and waste re-cyclers
* Factories / Workshops

Exam pies of Home-based industries:

Beedi-.rolling
Sub-assembling
lncerise making
Paper - bag rnaking
Plastic flower making
Grain cleaning

Tanneries
Vendors
Helpers in restaurants, shops, canteens.
Shoe -shiners
Sex-workers

Papad - making
Block - making
Bindi - making
Gem - polishing
Cotton -Pad shelling
Embroidery

Carpet Industry:

The Carpet Industry ini India extends fromn Kashrnir in the North to Andhra
Pradesh in the South and Gujarat in the west to Darjeeling in the Eastern state of
Bengal. The carpet weaving is mostly done in cottages, in rural areas, ail over
India.

Iridi&is export of hand-knotted carpets grew significantly ini recent years from
-S65 5ion in 1979 to $229 million in 1983. But following exposure of the abuse

'f-fid labour, it declined to $152 million in 1996, the latest year for which
complete statistics are available. However this trade continues to depend unduly
on massive and abusive use of children as weavers and knotters. The number of
children in this industry also grew from an estixnated 75,000 child workers in
1980 to 300,000 in 1994. A detailed sample survey of the industry in 1993 by the
ILO and the Urilversities of Minnesota computes the level of child labour as 22
percent of a work force of 600,00 weavers or 130,000 children



Todav, floor coverings constitute India's third largest earner of foreign
exchange and hand-knotted carpets consfitute an importance share of that
market. The primary buyers are in the United States, Germany, Switzerland,
Canada, Netherlands, Austria, England, Italy and other European countries.
( See table below )

Table 1: Indian Hand-knotted Carpet Exports by Major Importing Country,
1993.

Autralia - New Zealand $2, 402,000
AustTia $2, 283,000
Belgium - Luxembourg $2, 329,000
Canda $3, 858,000
Germany $57, 458,000
Italy $1,369,000
Netherlands $3,581,000
Switzerland $5,731,000
United Kingdom $1, 085,000
U.S.A. $86, 378,000O
World Total $152,080,000

In modern times, however carpet weavirig came to be corisidered an
unwholesome occupation for children. From the 1930s, restrictions were placed
on the conditions in which children could legally work. As long as carpets were
a small cottage industry producing for the domestic market the numbers of
children employed outside their own families was small. However, from about
1975 in response to the decision by the Shah of Iran to ban child labour from that
country's carpet loomns, Indian Prime Ministér Indira Gandhi decided to take up
Iran's place in the export market by greatly expanding production. " Schools "
were established in the carpet producing areas particularly eastern Uttar
Pradesh State, under government auspices which soori degenerated into
governznent -run carpet factories and the growing demand for export soon
brought a need for increasing nuxnbers of workers to produce the carpets.



The survey also showed that wage-earring segment of child labour in~ carpets,
particularly hired child labour, has declined from 3.6% in 1992 to 2.7% in 1994.
The survey also found that the major factor in forcing parents to seek wage
labour for their children in the Carpet Industry was their inability to support a
large family as over 85% of the hired labour segment of children belongedi to
famnilies with an average of 9.27 persons per family. The decline of hired child
labour only shows that the child labour is pushed either underground or to their
family loorns.

Campaign Against Child Labour ini the Carpet Industry ini India:

In 1980 leaders of the Bonded Labour Liberation Front in New Delhi launched a
crusade against bonded labour and child servitude in the carpet industry. The.
eastern end of Uttar Pradesh state in a triangle from Varanasi to Mirzapur and
Bhadohi, is the centre of the carpet beit, where it was estimated that seveéral
hundred thousand children were at work, mostly under conditions of dismal
servitude and bondage.

Over the course of ten years 8,000 children were liberated from the carpet
industry out of over 30,000 children liberated together. A number of these
lîberated children were brought to New Delhi for three month rehabilitation and
training at the Mukti Ashram, a residential school of north of New Delhi. There
the most active children were prepared for becoming activists ini their own
communities, the villages and towns in the poverty- strickeri districts of southern
and western Bihar state, which is considered the " catchmrent area" for recruitirig
carpet children.

However, no matter how many children were liberated one by one, others would
take their place at the boomns unless something could be done to create a
disincentive to employ children in the industry as a whole.

International Context:

Globalisation and its Impact:

Globalisationrisl considered an important element in the Structural Adjustment
package prescribed for developing econornies by the IMF and World Bank
combine. The term globalisation has four broad pararieters:

I) Reduction of Trade barriers so as to permidt free flow of goods across
National Frontiers. 'ý

II) Creation of an environment permitting free flow of capital among
Nation States.



III) Creation of an envirorament permittîng free flow of technology and
liberalisation of the rules governing the international operation of
Financial Institutions.

IV) From the point of view of the developing countries creation of an
envirornent in which free movement of labour can take place in
different countries of the world.

However the advocates of globalisation limit the definition when it cornes to
India to the first three - viz unhindered trade flows, capital flows, technology
flows blocking out labour flows. This strengtheris global capital. The essence of
this process in India is the opening up of the national economy to global market
forces and a corresponding diminution in the scope of the state to, shape macro-
economic policies and budgets. Multinational corporation capital far from being
anti-statist, demnands an activist state, but in favour of global accumulation of
capital for MNC's. It also demands dismantling of the Welfare state vis-a-vis the
poor.

This is achieved by pursuing policies of lowering wages, implementing social
cuts in the Budget, transferring pensions to private capital etc. Structural
adjustment policies in India have increased the upward flows of incoTie and the
availability of national public property for privatisation to multinationals and the
wealthy domestic elites. Globalisation is accompanied by domestic decay, large
scale growth of capital accompariied by a goemnetric rise in unemployment,
poverty, crime and overaîl human suffering.

World wide Globalisation process lias led to an increase i inequities. By the-
early 1990's the ratio differential in1 per capita income between the richest 20% of
countries and the poorest stood at 65 to 1 and between the richest 20% of the
people and the poorest at 140 to 1. Global capital bas ensured that more than a



natural resources to fuel overseas expansion. Externat linkages between the
third world business houses and the multinationals require vast amnounts of
capital and, in a dependent capitalist setting like India cheap labour and pillage
of natural resources are necessary incentives for accommodation of capital.

Structural Adjustmen t and its Impact

The rejuvenating of the economy has created only 7 lakh additional jobs in the
organised sector - Private and Public, since the 90's. This paltry addition to
employment is to been seen against an estimated annual addition to the labour
market of about 80 lakh youth a year. An estirnated 2 lakh workers have been
retrenched in 1991-94 period through retrenchment called the Voluntary
Retirement Scheme or Golden handshake - 75000 in the Public Sector and
1,25,000 in the Private Sector. In Delhi atone, in the name of environmnent the
courts have rendered more than 1 lakh workers jobless with no guarentee of
compensation.

Two-thirds of our workers are in the rural sector. During the last 50 years the
State Governments have refused to implement various land reforms Legisiation.
Instead now most of the State Governments have agreed to allow c ommercial
farming, horticulture and floriculture by Corporate interests for which land
ceiling laws are being amended or dismantled. Further price increases have
turned millions of these daily wages earners into virtual beggars. Wiùle the GD1'
has been growing the real wage growth of uriskilled farmn labour is on the
decline.

Social banking by the nationalised banks has been abandoned affecting the poor
peasants. Whatever loans are given now are linked to value of assets and
capacity of repayment. Subsidy cuts on fertiliser, diesel and electricity has
pushed small and marginal farmers into abandoning their lands and into mass
indebtedness.

Social Clauses in Trade:

Growing protectionist policies of G-7 countries on one pretext or the other

affectig exports from India have resulted in for example.

- step taken to cut textile exports ( accounts for 32% of total export earnings)
smnce strong inroads were being made into the European countries and USA
(in the namne of Indian skirts being inflammable).

- banning of use of Azo dyes.



- imposition oi anti aiumping aunes wnucn is saia to raise COSt QI ±abrics in the
exported countries.

- labour standards are Iinked to trade; US insists on social clause as imports are
produced with cheap labour and child labour. This is s0 especially in carpets,
textiles, dyeing and bleaching, garment making, knitwear, leather tanning
and goods manufacture, floriculture etc.

Harkin's Bill and International Child Labour Eliminaion Act of
1997:

The introduction of *" Child Labour Deterrence Act of 1992 in the U.S. Senate,
infamous as Tom Harkin Bill, was clear in its substancemr , many ways. Its Sec.
2C(2) spelt out the aimns and objectives, " To strengthen and supplement
international trading rules with a view to renounicing the use of underage
children ini production as a means of competing in international trade." The 1993
version of the act also outlined its purpose, " Aduit workers in the United States
and other developed countries should flot have their job imperilled by, imports
produced by child labour on developing countries. Further Senator Tom Harkin'
remarked, "Our policy towards the third world should promote economidc
growth with equity and hunian development because it is in our interest. As the
markets expand, so too will Amnerican jobs and our exports."

It was flot only Senator Harkin, but the developed countries, trade unions and'
NGOs i those countries together had started demanding the inclusion of social
clause in multilateral trade agreements at this time.



child labour. These included Bread for the World,. Terre de Hommes and
Miserioure in Germany the Child Labour Coalition, the Asian American Free
Labour institute the National Consumers League and the International Labour
Rights Fund in the U.S.Christian Aid and Anti-Slavery International in the U.K.
the India Comrnittees of the Netherlands and Belgium Radda Barnen and BLLF -
Sweden, Asia Pacific Workers Solidarity Links, New Zealand and the ICl'T and
varîous international trade secretariats and labour centralise.

It was recogrdsed by these organisations, however that public exposes in the
marketing countries could perhaps end or seriously lower the level of child
servitude in the making of Indian carpets, but possibly at the cost of gçnerating a
consumer boycott that would seriously erode an important export industry and
destroy the adult jobs needed to replace the children.

The decline in exports brought about by the European publicity compelled
some of the major producer groups, including the Ail India Carpet
Manufacturers Association (AICMA) and the Carpet Export Promotion Council
( CEPC), an instrument of the Indian Textile Ministry to seek a dialogue with
SACC to settle the problem. A series of meetings foilowed ini 1991, leading to a
declaration AICMA in December 1991 that by March 1992 ail children would be
sent home and in their place adults would be employed with decent wages and
f.acilities. The first joint meeting of representatives of union, ILO industry , CEPC,
embassies, NGOs, etc. was convened by SACCS near the beginning of 1992. At
that meeting a working group was formed and IGEP took on the leadership of
the program

The working group met frequently until late February 1994. Its membership
included IGEP, several exporters including Obetee, E.Mill & Co and
representatives from CMAWCL plus NGOs represented by SACCS affiliates. By
May, 1993 basic objectives and criteria for certification were established. The
naine RUGMARK had been chosen for the initiatives. A goal was set of
establishing the Rugmark Foundation in time to announce it at the January 1994,
Demoter Trade Pair in Hamnburg, Germany, the most influential carpet fair in the
global rug mark.

The present day Rugmark has an overbearing past as its background, with the
powerful projectionist interests in key markets in the North, the conclusion of
GMIT and its evolution into WTO and, of course, the repeated harping of the
demand of inclusion of social clause in the international trade. Thus, Rugmark
today primarily operates in the arena of trade and market, for the purpose of just
growth anid fair trade.



Thus, Indian NGO's movement groups, consumer groups, carpet manufacturers,
international organisations like UNIC:EF and German Agency for Technical Co-
operation came together and the resuit was Rugmark.

Structure of Rug Mark Foundation:

The Rug Mark Foundation is incorporated as Body Corporate under Section 25
of The Companies Act 1956 as a company flot for profit. It consists of a Board of
Directors from Association of Carpet Manufacturers, South Asian Coalition on
child Servitude, UNICEF, Indo-German Export Promotion Project and German
Agency for Techaical Co-operation.

Rugniark Foundation came into existence in August 1994. During the two and a
half years of its operation Rugmark issued licences to 144 exporters operating
17,859 looms, while over 4,66, 317 carpets -were certified, labelled mid put on the
market. Most of these are exported to Germany, the world's largest importer of
Oriental carpets, and approximately one-third of the carpet exported to Germany
bear Rugmark label. A growing number of importers in other countries,
including Canada, Netherlands, Switcherland and the United States are asking
for Rugmark labelled carpets.

According to the Rugmark Foundation., Rugmark-labelled carpets has its own
numbers, identifying the loom and exporter. The labels are prepared
individually, corresponding to purchase order of the carpet. The network of
controls, is developed on a highly organised fashioL. The exporters make
available to the RMF a complete list of looms/sources from which they procure
their carpets. These lists are regularly updated. Ail such loomns must be
registered with Carpet Export Promotion Council (CEPC). After a thorough
scrutiny, the lists of the lorne, to be visited by the inspectors the next day is
prepared by the Rugmark's regional office. The names of the looms appearing in
the list for inspections are flot disclosed to exporters, boom owners, and even
iriso:ectors. Next dxy ti the mornine a Riwrnark official briefs the insi)ectors and



There are atleast 145 exporters having the license of Rugmark Foundation.

Fifteen inspectors - of them four are part time - inspect about 18,000 Ioon. They

inspect about ten percent of the loorns every month, Mr.Matthew says.

Rugnark Labels Issued as on Feb. 1997

Licerisees Total No 0f I Looms 0om with Child Labour
I I Looms I inspected Child Labour I Fui

144 17,859 15,836 555 942

RMF dlaimsL that since its înception, spot checks by 15 Rugmark inspectors ini

Mirzapur - Bhadohi Varanasi carpet beit and adjoining districts of Allahabad,

Sonebhadra, Shahjahanpur, Azamgarh, Jaunpur etc. found 942 children working

illegally in 555 loomns licensed by Rugmark Foundation (RMF). As of February

1997, 174 loorxs were decertified ; most of the other booms were able to pass

subsequent inspections.

Carpet Industry ini India
Status January 1996. (AlIfigu res approximate)

Number of lonis registered by the CEPC 90,000.00
( Carpet Export Promotion Council)
Number of carpet exporters 2,700.00
Number of weavers 1,500,000
Number of children li carpet production
official estiznate 100,000-150,000
Estimate of NGOs r300,000

RUGMARK INDIA'S Development And Pro gress

Source: Rugmark Newsletter : As of lune 30, 1996

Loorns under RUGMARK 13,579
Loo=n inspected by RUGMARK 7,535

Carpet exporters with RUGMARI< 231
Licensees 92
Applicants for a license 139

Loonis with illegal child labour, detected by 408
RUGMARK
Child labour found by RUGMARK in total, includix'g 703
permitted family based child labour ___

Loonis with licenses withdrawn W(

Number of carpets exported with RUCMARK label 250,41



Rugmark Criteria :
(These Criteria are part of the License Agreemnent)

In considering every application for license, Rugmark Foundation shall require
the applicant to satisfy the following mandator>' crîteria.

That the applicant is a boria fide dealer, manufacturer of exporter of carpets.

That the applicant has furnished an undertaking to the effect that he is
committed to the complete remnoval of child labour ini bis carpet production and
that his entire production of carpets is free from child labour from the date of
application.

That the applicant has furnished an updated list of bis sources to Rugmark
Foundation for verification. The applicant must certif>' that the list given is a
complete list and that it would be up-dated, every 6 months under due intimation
to Rugmark Foundation.

That ali looms/ loomn unit on which the applicant's carpets are being made are
dul>' registered with the Carpet Export Promotion Council.

That the carpets submitted for inspection have been manufactured without the
involvement of children under 14 years of age. In cases of ambiguit>' as to age,
respective employer/ loom owner shall furnish an age certificate of the Chief
Medical Officer. The foregoing prohibition does flot , however affect the loom,
owners facilit>' to make use of fainil>' child labour provided the applicant obtains
an undertaking from the source that ail suclh farnil>' children under 14 years of



Inspection Modalities:

The inspections are to be carried out by ( professional ) irispectors of Rugmark
Foundation.

Additionally to these professional inspectors, the NGOs associated in SACCS
mycarry out random checks to examine independently th opliance wit the

certification criteria. For such purpose the loom lists area to be obtairied from the
Rugmark Foundation. The lists are to be treated confidiential and are not to be
used for any other purpose than the inspections. After a reasonable period of
time the lists are to be returned to the Rugmark Foundation together with the
findings of the inspections carried out.

During the inspection of the loomn units, the following details are to be assessed;
as laid dlown in the inspection parameters:

a) Name of the Ioom owner
b) Location of the loom unit
c) Evidence of registration of the Ioom unit with the CEPC
d) Number of looms
e) Name,'-.', age and sex of the person(s) working in the loom unit
f) In the case of working children, number, name(s), plwes of origin and

category of the child worker(s).
g) In the case of family child labour evidence of attendance record.
h) Order references and descriptions of the carpets produced
i) Name(s) of the agent(s) or enterprise(s) to whom the carpets are supplied.
j) Weaving charges per square metre/yard received by the loom owner for his

carpets.

Every individual loom is to be marked by number plate ( with the Rugmark
code number for the respective unit and loom ) so that it can be clearly identified.
During the inspection of the exporters, the following details are to be assessed as
laid down in the inspection parameters.

" The sources of the carpet(s) with the Rugxnark code number for each carpet.
" The packirig lists with the Rugmark serial number for each individual carpet.
" Weaving charges paid per square metre / yard of carpet by the exporters.
" The importer of the shipment, if identifiable
" That there is no mixing of carpets from certified and other sources and
" mhat there is no multiple use of serial niumber of unauthorised labelling.

The findings of the inspection are to be recorded and documented in a data base
which is to be continually updated and which can be made available at any given



âime for the purpose of verification, evaluation and documentation. The
documentation of the inspection findings must be elaborate enough to facilitate
every eligible carpet to be traced back to the back to the actual loom unit in
which it has been produced. Upon applying for a license to use the Rugmark
every licensee ( i.e. his manufacturing units) is to be irispected and assessed
thoroughly regarding compliance with the Rugmark certification criteria. After
granting of the license, inspections wilI be undertaken on random basis.

Should any inspection disclose information not in conformity with the
certification criteria, the license shall either correct such deviations within 30
days or shall be required to cease using the Certification Trade Mark forthwith.
A licensee may use the Certification Trade Mark only if Rugmark Foundation
finds him to be in total compliance with the requirements of the certification
scheme and only by means of a combined label bearing a representation of the
Certification Trade Mark with an individual serial nuxnber for every carpet
produced in compliance with the certification criteria. Together with the serial
number, every carpet is to be assigned an internai Rugmark code number for
registration in the Rugmark data base.

One of the directors of the Rugrnark Foundation, Shamshad Khan is also not
happy with the inspection system of Rugmark. " The inspection systemn is no
guarantee of checking child labour in the carpet industry. We can check the
abuse of child labour in the looms, but what about those childreft who are
engaged in off- loom activities like cleaning, clipping and embossing of the
carpets?" asks Mr.Shanishad Khan.



centre for 75 to 100 freed bonded children and child weavers. The expôrters also
pay a fee of 0.25% fromn the FOB value of the carpet export- which goes towards
financing inspections and infrastructure cost.

Rehabilitaion of Children:

Ruginark launched its first rehabilitation project on October 31-, 1996 for freed
child weavers at Gopiganj in the principal carpet beit of Uttar Pradesh, called
Balashrya meaning of ' shelter for children '. Geared initially to acconunodate
between 75 and 100 children, if facilitates their effective reintegration into the
mairistream.

In Balshraya, the children are grouped under class II and IIIrd, according to their
age. The younger group has children below ten years of age, while the other
group includes children between ten and fourteen years. The juniuors receive
basic literacy inputs, to acquire skills of reading, writing and arithmetic.
InLformaI discussion on health, hygiene, and social issues, riamely on socio-
political structure, the legal system, communal harmony, superstition, social
evils are also conducted. Children are also trained in various vocations as well as
help them build qualities of leadership, discipline and concern for the oppressed
and exploited, through intensive counselling and orientation.

Rugmnark had identified 942 child weavers and bonded children in 555 oonis
through its 15 inspectors. Then, it puts up pressures on the manufacturers and
loom owners to free the child labour from loniýs or company premises. After the
children is withdrawn from the booms or premises of a company. Rugmark
intervenes and ask parents of the freed chibdren to admiùt their wards in the
Balshraya. A letter of consent from the parents are sought before inducting any
child to the rehabilitation centre, " says Captain Nautiyal, Adntinistrative
Manager, Balashraya.

Rugmark opened its first primary schoob in August 1996 in village Japur,
Bairibisa, Bhadohi. About 250 children of carpet weavers from Jagpur and other
nearby villages have been enrolbed in the school. Children between six and
thirteen years of age spend major part of their day in the school learning and
playing. Thus it imits the risk of falling in the trap of the loom owners or their
touts. Schooling benefit the children so that they do flot end up weaving carpets
in the lorna. As an incentive for erisurinoe full attendance in the school Ruzmark



has been according to their age. About 31 children were prornoted to class II and
51 children passed on to class I. About 168 out of 250 children are studying in
nursery which has a, b and c sections. In our school we plan to introduce class
IIIrd, IVth and Vth very soon. Due to space crunch we have to return many
children who want to seek admission in our school.

H-owever, Prof. B.N. Juyal, an emiînent sociologist whose reports on carpet child
labour of Mirzapur - Bhodhohi commissioned by International bodies and
quoted in .many studies, says, ' the children accommodated in Rugmark
Balashraya were flot children in servitude. Rather, they were picked up from
faxnily looms. Rugmark aims at opening the floodgate of job opportunities for
aduit weavers after the withdrawal of child weavers from the looms. But, quite
zontrary to the assumption in these looms the gaps were filled up by the younger
siblings of the freéd children who are below 14 years in age. People also say that
during the admission of the children in Rugmark primary school a carpet
magnate was given the full authority to decide, whom to enrol and whom to
reject.

Arguemnents in Support of Rugmark:-

RUGMARK - the hallmark for reputation and quality:

After intensive preparations, Rugmark Foundation proudly introduces the
RUMARK, the trade mark for carpets with good reputation. Rugmark is a
voluntary, private and market - oriented initiative to promnote good
manufacturing practices in the carpet industry and to support the marketing of
carpets in Europe and the USA.



an important element of the Rugmark initiative is a child development fund for

the establishing or support of schools, educational anid vocational facilities for
children in the carpet producing regioris. These projects are carried out under

co-ordination of UNICEF by experienced and reliable development
organisations which are already successfully working in these areas. Thus the

Rugmark initiative can operate efficiently and with a maximum cost

effectiveness.

RUGMIARK - good for the trade anâ for the consumer:

The RUGMARK initiative is a concerted effort of carpet exporters and importers,

consumners and development organisations. They jointly render an important

contribution to remove and avoid cbild labour. The Rugmark label is a visual

proof of good manufacturing practices and offers a specific advantage in the

highly competitive carpet business. It is a private, voluntary and non-profit

initiative by committed enterprises and citizens to maintain a good reputation of

the carpet industry.

Arguements Agaiiist Rugmark

1. The idea of a " Rugmark " for carpets made without cbild labour is laudable.

However the Rugrnark is doomed to fail because of the complex nature of

carpet production in India. SGS a 'major multinational company,

internationally reputed for industrial and quality certif ication systems,

turned down the offer of the Rugmark Working Committee to undertake

monitoring of carpet loomns for Rugmark certification. After surveying the

Carpet Industry, SGS found that it was " not feasible " to monitor carpet

loomns for child free certification because of the complex systems of carpet

production and the geographical spread of carpet weaving which is done in

cottages, in rural areas, ail over India from Kashmir in the North to Elluru

in the South and Gujarat in the West to Darjeeling in the Eastern State of

Bengal . How the Rugmark Foundation can monitor carpet weaving for

certif ication when a major anid very professional company, such as SGS,
found it impossible to do this ?

2. Rugmark Foundation bas neither been able to nor will ever be able to set up

a proper, professional and independent monitoring system for genuinely

ý.ertifying child free carpets. We understand that the Foundation has as yet

flot even appointed the inspectors necêssary for monitoring and inspection of

looms in the Carpet Industry. Yet license for use of the " Rugmark " bave

been granted to some carpet exporters*for a small fee of Rs. 5000 ( US$ 160)



for a perîod upto 3lst March 1996. One such carpet exporter has more than
one thousand looms workîng for him, dispersed over a huge geographical
area.

3. Carpets bearing the Rugmark have been displayed and published in Europe
and irn America, creating a demand for the Rugmark, as a resuit of which a
few importers are already forcing their suppliers in India to, become
Rugmark Uicensees or else their orders would be cancelled. It is under this
threat that exporters are seeking the Rugmark License, even when no proper
monitoring systern is in place.

4. There is no doubt that in tizne to, corne the defects in the monitoring systema
of Rugmark, anid the non-genuine certif ication resulting therefrom , will
certainly be exposed by other NGOs and the Indian and International Press,
which could have a devastating backlash on the carpet industry in India and
the 1.5 million fainilies of artisans involved in this industry, who would then
lose their only source of employrnent.

5. The majority of the Carpet Industry in India, most particularly progressive
Indian carpet exporters, do flot wish to associate themnselves with the
Rugmark, unless forced to do s0 by importers, because they believe that the
Rugmark will be a non-genuine certification while illegally employed child
labour wiU continue to work even on Rugznark carpets.

6. It is extraordinary that neither the leading Indian carpet exporters nor the
Carpet Export Promotion Council are represented on the Rugmark
Foundation. Initially they were on the Working Committee for the Rugniark
but later thev were urmilaterallv excluded from the Committee because of



Minister ( Textiles) while explairung the measures being undertaken by the
Goverznent for eradication of child labour from the carpet industry, stated
that IGEP's support to " Rugmark-" and the recent statement of the German
Minister for Labour in Germany had created a cause of concerri to our carpet
exporters.

8. The credibility of the "Ru"mrk " was in question and according to their
own version, "' Rugnmark" was no guarantee against the use of child labour.
The support of the German Goverrnent to such a labelling system was
regrettable. Carpet Export Promotion Council ( CEPC), he said , could on the
other hand, provide a much better and reliable system of certif ication.
Secretary ( Textiles) observed that the " Rugmark " was a partisan approach
which has not received the fuit support of the carpet industry. There was the
question of credibility in the " Rugmark ", in as much as it did flot have any
proper inspection mechanism to certify non-use of child labour in the making
of carpets.

Rugmark - Today's Reality:

The heightened awareness against child labour resulting out of Rugmark
initiative and campaigri, particularly in the principal carpet beit had forced a
àizeable section of the carpet manufacturers to stealthily shift their weaving
operations to Southern and North western districts of Bihar. Manufacturers from,
traditional, carpet towns of Varanasi, Mirzapur, Bhadohi, Allahabad and
Gorakhpur, are sending the work away , to Garha, Palaxnau and West
Chazuparan. Succumbing to social and economidc pressures fromn within and

outside the country as a sequel to Rugmark's campaign , the UP Goverrunent
had been tightening the screws on the carpet industries to avoid employment of
children.

Now hordes of carpet manufacturers are going deeper into the impoverished
villages of Garhawa, Palamnau and West Champaran districts where child labour
is cheap and abundant. The manufacturers serid older boys to liase with the
villagers for setting up looms in their homes. Each loom coast of Rs.4000 which is
paid by the manufacturer . The raw materials are provided by the contractors to
the loozu owners who remain in constant touch with the child weavers. Most of

the children working in the looms in Garhwa belong to Dalit, tribal or Muslizu
coznmunities. Fewer children from these districts migrate to the carpet beit for
jobs. The trend clearly stands reversed.



Villages Loonis Number of Chîld Child Labour
Emnploying labour engaged. Migrated to

_________Child Labour UP

Tildagh 15 112 7
Kalvanpur 20 114 5
Peska Peridi 13 Ili 8
Dulduwa 16 113 3
Kairath 12 1.10 7
Tasar 20 117 7
Rezo 12 110 6
Gonda 13 110 3
Bhandar 14 Ili 3
Manchaiya 18 117 9
Tatidiri 16 113 7
Chirka 17 117 7
Latdagh 20 112 5
Tenuwahi 15 113 3
Palhey 20 119 15

Source: Child Development Pr01 ect Society ( CDPS) Gaxwa

Vivekandana Upadhyaay of CDPS says, " It is estimated that about 5M0 looms
have been set up in hundreds of villages of Garhwa district. Now carpet magnets,
are spreading their teritacles to the nearby Palarnau district too. Most of the
children employed in the looms there are from famidlies of poor tribal."



of children working in the carpet industry lies somnewhere between 70,000 and
100,000 less than 1 % of ail child labourers ini the country.

2. A carpet - focused censured campaign could only achieve a small impact on
the overall problem of child labour. Figures suggest that the great preponderance
of child labour takes place outside the carpet industry - even outside of the
export sectors as a whole. From a purely child labour standpoint, it would make
more sense to focus on a sector like agriculture arnd unorganised sector which
employs far more children.

3. It mnay be difficult to distinguish genumne family-centred production from
small commercial looms which operate with bonded child labour. This difficulty,
combined with inaccessibility of looms in more remote areas, makes control of
hand-knotted carpet production difficult.

4. Primarily a regulatory device, Rugmark can do little to promote development
directly. The larger problems of rural poverty anid patternls of exploitation which
give rise to child labour can only be addressed through other means.

5. Rugmnark can of.fer no absolute guarantee of child free labour. It relies on a
system of random, unarinounced inspections to deter its licensees from breaking
their undertaking to prohibit the use of children on loomns under contract. These
measures do not guarantee that the carpet is free of child labour. They only,
prevent illegal child labour in the weaving process.

6. The 'share'of the market held by Rugmark Carpets would need to be high
enough that the importers per-carpet contributions could create a fund for
rehabilitation or development activities. The Canadian imports of hand-knotted
carpets from India, would represent $77,250 per annum, which is not a
significant fund to create a change.

7. Hard evidence of the impact of Rugmark on the released children's life
prospects is, fot yet available. Children now displaced from carpet
manufacturing as a result of Rugmark, unlike carpets are flot registered and
whether they are better-off as a result of no longer working in the carpet industry
is not known. The pre-occupation with carpets has flot yet been transferred to
childreri.

8. Labels help consumers choose between two or more similar
products(detergents, brands of coffee, etç,) but since hand-knotted carpets are
typically yery individual pieces, the basis, for comparison and for the label to tip
the balance in favour of one carpet- is not really there.



9. By thernselves, commodity labels are seldam a comprehensive solution, and

they carry the risk of flot only unsubstantiated claims but of imposing an overly

simple logic on camplex problems. The challenges is to combine the demand for

consumer choice with wider measures to improve public understanding of
complex problemns. In the case of child labour a potential problemn is that

carisumners might interpret a label ta mean ' no to, child labour', whereas it might
only guarantee on illegal child labour.

10. The solution ta the problem of child labour, especially the most exploitative
forms, goes well beyond labelling of products in the export trade. Bath the

numnber of children mnvolved and the variety of industries using child labour are

such that export oriented labelling can only affect a very limited number of
exploited children.

11. Rugrnark primarily operates in the arena of trade and mnarket, for the purpose

of promoting trade and capital. Trade and capital while wanting to protect

itself, cornes out with this social clauses. While referrmng ta the impact of

globalisation earlier we have mnade it clear that while the opening of the national

economy ta globàl market forces there is a corresponding reduction in the scope

of the state ta shape macro-economnic policies and budgets.

12. Rugmark 1$, stili largely experimental based on assumptioris about the
influence of regulatory measures in an industry which bas been able to avoid
regulation for niany years.

13. At present's it is not known how a consumer based movement can be

sustained, nor wfiether it can an-d-conàbute to social change. Rugmark can
heighten public awareness of child labour and possibly the removal of children
from the carpet §ector, but the question rernains is this enough? Focus on a midx

r%.,ý -a4êA intprvpntins with far reachine effects are need



Objectives of the CACL include:

" mobilisation of public opinion through media based awareness programnmes.

" ensuring diversity of constituents to the Campaign and linking with other

issues, movements,

" higlighting violations and abuse of children through intervention in specific

cases,

" exaxnining implications of national and international initiatives on child

labour,

" popularising the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989, and IILO

Conventions on Child Labour.

In the past four years CACL has been involved in building a network among
organisations keen to work on the issue; creating awareness by utilising the
media; strengthening grassroots efforts; building alliance with other movements;
highlightir'g instances of abuse of children as violation of laws relatirig to child
labour, reviewing present conditions including policies, programmes and
legislatior' that influence and impact on child labour, etc. Presently CACL is
active in 12 state, with involvement of seven hundred groups individuals.

CACL has been conducting State and National Convention once in two years to
highlight the evils of child labour with the participation of children in workforce.
First National Convention was held at Chennai in December 1994. 1000 children
working ini different sectors of employmeflt came together from different parts of
the country and it was an experience of sharing and understanding themselves
and a three days off from their drudgery of employment. The second National
Convention was held at Delhi On Mardi 30, 31 & April 1 1997. Before the
National Convention ail the State units of CACL conducted State level
Convention and a public hearing with emninent people from different walks of
life as Jury. Similarly at the National level also a National Public Hearing with 12
emmdent people at National level including two retired judges of the High Court,
former foreigri secretary, former secretary, ministry of labour, an editor of
leading English magazine, Supreme Court lawyers, Retired officials from the
education department, Chairrman of the Coxnmittee appointed for revising the
school curriculum. 10 children worlcing in different sectors, organised an
unorganised deposed before the Jury, gbir conditions of work, their faxnily
background and the cause for their condition. Based on.their depositions and
other materials the Jury gave the following-verdict:



"On the basis of the déposition by child labourers, the presentations by
CACL and other information made available to us we recommend.

1. that no child, should be made to work in any capacity as a labourer tiil the
completion of 14 years of age.

2. that free, compulsory, relevant and quality elementary education should be
provided to all children and that State laws be enacted for thîs purpose.

3. that in connection with quality education for all the Report of the National
Advisory Corririttee, " Learning Without Burden" (1993) be imnplemented.

4. that special measures be taken to safeguard the well-being of the girl child i
the matter of schooling and in society.

5. that the Child Labour ( Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986 should be
amended to, prohibit the employment of children upto the age of 14 in ail
sectors, including employment in private dwelimg houses or employment
carried on with the aid of the family and generally to fulfil India's
cornmitment under international instruments.

6. that the recent Supreme Court judgement in M.C.Mehta Vs. State of Tamil
Nadu (1996) should be strictly enforced and that citizen's groups should be
actively involved.

7. that the distinction between 'hazardous' and 'non-hazardous' occupations
obtaining in the 1986 Act and in the Goverrnent of India policy should be
done away with as ail employment of children is per se hazardous to the



11. we regard child labour as essentially a domestic problem and sincè the recerit
initiatives to include a Social Clause in Multilateral Trade Agreements are
designed merely to serve the protectionist interests of developed countries,
they should be resisted.

While we believe that the above recommendatioris wiii go a long way in
eliminating the obnoxious practice of child labour, we emphasise the need for a
broad and integrated approach including measures in the areas of health,
nutrition, child care, employment, housing& enforcement Of inUXium wages and
land reform. "

0Other Strategies:

While taking note of the verdict given by the National jury mention above,
CACL and committed individuals propose the following strategy for the
elimiânation of Child Labour in India:

STo the cause of eliminating child labour there is urgent need to build a
sustained campaign for fee, qualitative and compulsory education for aIl the
children in the country. It should be the, mandatory duty of the state to
provide this education. Compulsory elementary is considered a very
important strategy for the elimination of child labour. In this context the
public education system needs to be Qualitatively improvèd with more
schools, infrastructure and teachers to attract retain an develop the
knowledge of children.

=> A critical interaction with governznent on the planning, decision making and
mplementation of their policies and programmes regarding child labour
elimination. Efforts should be made to monitor gobernment policies and
programmes as against the rights enshrined in the Indian Constitution, the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and other International Legal
Instruments.

SIn the light of the structural changes and decentralisation of power as laid out
in the Constitution 73rd and 74th amemdment we propose that these local
governmnent institutions be made important monitoring bodies for
elimination of child labour ensuring free qualitative education for ail children
creating awareness and motivating parents form sending in the children to
work or engaging them in household based work at the expense of their
childhood, development and education.

SOrganisations working with child labour should call for India's unconditional
ratification of Art 32 of the UNCRC,« NGO's , Trade Unions, Acadernic



institutions need to jointly contribute to the process of the Alternative Report
to the UN Commnittee on Rights of the Child. This would provide the scope
for continuos monitoring of Rights of chîldren irn the country and would
strengthen the efforts for elimination child labour.

SIn evolving and popularising strategies it is crucial to listen to what child
workers are advocating, involving child workers in various programmes and
enabling their association for asserting their rights. The right: of children to
freedom of expression and association enshrined in the UN Convention must
be promoted and protected.

SWe suggest the formation of vigilance comrnittees or Action Comrmittees,
which are of multisectoral representations of NAGOs, Trade Unions,
Journalists, Lawyers, enforcement authorities etc., who would identify child
labour in particular region and appropriately evolve strategies for elimination
of child labour in that particular area. Together with this is the need to set up
special courts for childiabour cases in atleast areas wxth high concentration of
child labour, to enable access to speedy justice, initiate penal sanctions against
employers.

SThe constitutional framnework to support the strategy for the elimination, of
child labour needs to be evolved and consolidated. There is the urgent need
for a total statutory ban on child labour. lIn the light of this the 1986 Child
Labour Act which is yet to be implemented. We need to take cases of
violation of the existing law to the courts. The Factories Act must be
stringently enforced. NGO's and social activists need to co-ordinate with
enforcement authorities and lawyers for the effective enforcement of
legislation.

SThe strategy for eliniination of child labour should also include the effort for
a right to work and for enforcement of minimum wages for adult workers in
the unorganised sector. Work towards a social security package inclusive of
health, education, provident fund, pension etc for ail adult workers in the
unorganised sector.



campaign with trde unions for themn to take an open anid clear stand on the
elimination of hcild labour.

SWe against ail forms of child labour.' In evolving strategies for the
elim-ination of child labour special 'attention should be given to empowering
of the girl child who bears the burnt of economic expolitation in the home
and the work place and negative social norms and cultural biases.

SIn the context of the adverse impact of the Structural Adjustment Programme
and the implemnentation of the Gatt Treaty the conditions of children are
going to worsen. We need to urgently organise campaigns and resistance to
those policies and their implementation that worsen libelihood conditions
and transgress the rights of children.
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A Brief History of the Labour Behind the Label Coalition
By Bob Jeffcott, Maquila Solidariiy Network

Background
The Labour Behind the Label Coalition is a Toronto-based coalition of labour, comnrunity, overseas

development, solidarity and religious groups supporting garment workers efforts to defend their

rights and improve their wages and worldng conditions. We do so by promoin fair and ethical

employment practices by retailers, contractors and sub-contractors and ethical buying practices by

consumers and bulk purchasers.

The Coalition was formed ini the spring of 1996 afier the successful conclusion of the GAP

carnpaign, which was coordixiated i Canada by the Maquila Solidarity Network and the Ontario

District Council of the Union of Needlctrades, Industrial and Textile Emnployees (UNITE).

Encouraged by the growing public interest ini the issue of sweatshops and by the positive response

by titis particular retailer to an effective public campaigu, we decided to try to apply some of the

lessons from the GAP campaign and from the carlier work of the Coalition for Fair Wages and

Working Conditions for Homeworkers to a new initiative focusing on Canadian retailers. We wanted

to explore various strategies and pressure points to make retailers accountable for sweatshop abuses

and governments responsive on the sweatshop issue.

Although the Coalition has been involved in international campaigns, such as the Nike campaign"

coordinated by Development and Peace and later by tie Maquila Solidarity Network, and in efforts

to pressure Uic Canadian government to address off-shore sweatshop abuses, our primary emphasis

lias been on improving standards and working conditions of homeworkers and contract shop workers

in Canada.

The following groups are currently nxembers of tic Coalition: Development and Peace; Pueblito
ro tuAo- ('rcj;itýrn fhr Pxrnnnmic Justice. the Canadian Autoworkcrs (CAW); thc



a organizing meetings with two retailers that responded positively to the questionnaire to
discuss ways to ensure that their garments are produced under humane conditions;

a co-sponsoring three public forums in Toronto on the spread of sweatshop conditions in
Canada and off-shore and what consumers and citizen's groups can do about the problem;

v developing a Wear Fair Charter for the Fair Treatment of Garment Workers;
a training coalition volunteers to act as speakers and resource people for educational programs

and workshops with schools, church groups, unions and community groups throughout
Southern Ontario;

a establishing links with community-based groups in cities across Canada interested in
participating in "Wear Fair" campaigns;

a developing the Wear Fair Action Kit, 2,000 copies of which have already been distributed
to schools and community-based groups across Canada and in other countries;

* participating in numerous media interviews and acting as background resource people for
television, radio and print media;.

* involving groups across Canada in a campaign to encourage the Woolworth Northemn Group
to address violations of the Ontario Employment Standards Act by some of their Metro
Toronto contractors;

a participating in the on-going campaign to encourage Nike to ensure its contractors abide by
its code of conduct and accept independent monitoring;

a collaborating with the Canadian Labour Congress (CLC) in initiating an Open Letter to the
Federal Governinent signed by 16 national church, labour, NGO, and Citizen' s groups,
calling for a federal taskforce on sweatshop abuses in the apparel and footwear industries;

M launching a Citizens' Petition calling on the governinent to establish a federal task force on
sweatshop abuses; (Signed petitions will be presented to the government in early March.)

a organizing several store actions in Toronto - including two successful public/media events
outside of the Eaton's Centre: a Sweatshop Fashion Show in June and a holiday Sweatshop
Carolling, in which Santa released his list of Naughtiest Retailers of 1997.

The Wear Fair Charter and the Issue of Monitoring
In our first six months as a coalition, we spent a great deal of time discussing possible strategies to
both pressure and encourage Canadian retailers to take responsibility for labour rights and

Employment Standards violations of their contractors, both off-shore and in Canada. At that time
we thought we might be able to move ahead fairly quickly with a two-pronged strategy, the
proverbial carrot and stick approacli.

In our original vision of the Wear Fair campaign, the "carrot" approach would involve surveying
retailers about their contracting practices, developing a Wear Fair charter outlining core labour rights

for garment production workers, dialoguing with the more progressive retailers and requesting that

they sign on to the charter or at least commit themselves to parts of it, and, over time, developiflg

a monitoring system and a Wear Fair label. The "stick" approach would involve researching labels
to determine which high profile Canadian retailers were sourcing from contractors using sweated

labour in Canada (if possible making a connection with violations.by off-shore contractors),



diaioguing with the retailer(s) about correcting the situation, and if necessary, launching a public

campaign.

Although we had flot anticipated, an overwhelming response to our retailer survey, we were surprised

at how few retailers were willing to answer the questionnaire or respond to follow-up phone calis.

Out of the 40 retailers surveyed, only three completed at least part of the questionnaire: Cotton

Ginny, Tristan & Iseut Inc., and a small retailer called "For World Spirit". A fourth company, which

requested anonymity, agreed to be interviewed by a church-affiliated member group in the Coalition.

Another company, Dylex, responded to a follow-up phone cail, but declined to respond to the survey

questions once they realized that UNITE was part of the Coalition.

0f the three completed questionnaires we received, the most positive response camne from Cotton

Ginny. Ini an exploratory meeting with officiais of the company in the fali of 1996, they expressed

interest in the idea of a Wear Fair label and their willingness to explore the possible monitoring

systemai. However, although Cotton Ginny claimed it had a policy on workers rights and that their

policy included freedoin of association, their "Ethics Policy on Workers' Rights" is a general

statement of principles rather than a code of conduct, and it makes no specific reference to freedom

of association. Although we provided thein with a copy of the GAP's "Code of Vendor Conduct",

to date we have not pursued the question of a code of conduct and monitoring system..

lI its "Subcontractor and Homeworker Disclosure Statement," Cotton (iinny requires itS suppliers

to "provide information ... about contractors, subcontractors, and homneworkers" and ensure that

production worlcers are paid "a piece rate calculated to meet or exceed statutory compensation and

benefit requirements." The statement gives Cotton Ginny the right to cancel purchase orders "should

the information furnished by the supplier prove to be fal1se or misleading and charges be flled by any

governinent or law enforcement agency, or cause the Company to be picketed or protested against

hv qnv tyrnun" Ohvinwdrv- this statement is intended more to avoid liability for violations by

er and



Other considerations that made work on the charter difficuit were: 1) that we wanted a document that
addressed both the rights of factory workers in off-shore export processing zones and the rights of
non-standard workers -- homeworkers and contract shop employees - in Canada; and 2) we wanted
to address the gender specific issues facing women garment workers, which are often ignored in
discussions of core labour rights.

Another major issue was the whole question of monitoring compliance with the charter. While
coalition members had littie trouble accepting that independent monitoring might be a viable strategy
in jurisdictions where legisiation was inadequate and/or ininistries of labour were flot cnforcing the
law, many people fcared that promoting independent monitoring in Canada could play into the
deregulation and privatization agendas of conservative provincial governimcnts. As well, given the
complex subcontracting system of garrncnt production ini which violations wcre becoming the norm,
wc were ail too aware of how difficult and expensive independent monitoring in Canada would be.
(Although we neyer fully resolvcd this issue, we included. language in the charter that referred to
ministry of labour involvement.)

Given the poor response we received to our retailer survcy, wc began to think that the idea of a Wear
Fair label might be a bit premature, and that more public awareness and pressure on retailers was
needcd to create a political climate in which a positive label would be a serious option. As we
discussed and debated these issues, we also began to sec the potential for the use of the charter by
local citizens' groups to pressure public institutions to adopt ethical bulk purchasing policies. As
well, we wcre then in the midst of a public campaign to pressure the Woolworth Northern Group to
dlean up sweatshop practices by some of its contractors in Metro Toronto, and that campaign
naturally becanie our main focus.

Ultixnately, we began to sec thc charter primarily as an educational tool (at least in the short terni),
but one that would go beyond core labour rights to include provisions addressing speciflo problems
of homeworkers and contract shop cmployees, thc gender specific problems of women garment
workcrs, and issues around information access, monitoring and eriforcement. We also began to sec
the charter as being one tool i an education/action kit for local groups organizing around sweatshop
issues. The kit, which was published in September 1997, lias been distributed widely to schools,
church, labour, and community groups across thc country, and wc are now going into our second,
print run. In order to train groups on how to make use of-the charter and other tools ini thc kit, we are
planning a series of train-the-traincr workshops in Uic comning ycar.

Woolworth Campaign
Simultancous to our initial work on thc Wear Fair Charter and Uic distribution of our retailer survey,
thc Ontario District Council of UNITE and Uic Homeworkers Association were carrying out research
on labels that Association members werc sewing for in Metro Toronto. Using a "labels sheet", Uic

homceworkers were asked to idcntify Uic labels paying Uic worst piece rates. Many pointed to thc two
loons on Uic Northern Reflections logo. -



Further research revealed that Northern Reflections, Northem Traditions and Northem Getaway
stores were ail owned by the US multinational Woolworth Corporation. Label research by Coalition
members at Northem Group stores showed that clothes under their label are also sewn in Taiwan,
Hong Kong and China. Months later, we would learn that Norther Reflections and Northern, Getaway
clothes are also being sewn in Nicaragua's free trade zone.

Additional interviews confirmed that many women sewing clothes in Metro Toronto for the
Woolworth Northern Group labels either at home or in small contract shops were receiving the
equivalent of $4.50 an hour, 65% of the minimum wage. (Under the Employment Standards Act,
homeworkers are entitled to 10% above the minimum wage.) lIn at least one case, homneworkers
were receiving $2.50 an hour. Nor were the homeworkers and contract shop workers interviewed
receiving statutory benefits, such as vacation pay, statutory holidays or overtime pay. In heavy
production periods, women were working up to 12 hours a day, six days a week with no overtime
pay. Their employers were not making EL or CPP contributions.

In August, 1996, the Coalition sent a letter to Woolworth requesting a meeting to discuss violations
of the Employment Standards Act by some of its Metro Toronto contractors. We received no reply.
In September, UNITE and the Homeworkers Association staged a "sweatshop fashion show" during
provincial hearings on proposed changes to the Employment Standards Act. The fashion show,
which received extensive media coverage, highlighted the violations by Woolworth contractors. Two
weeks later, Woolworth called to set up a meeting.

LIn our October meeting with Woolworth management, we proposed that the company join with the
Homeworkers Association-UNITE in requesting that the Ministiy of Labour conduct an audit of al
Woolworth Metro Toronto contractors. When they refused, we proposed that they share with us thxe
names of their Metro Toronto contractors, and un exchange we would provide information on the
contractors that we knew were violating the Employment Standards Act. Woolworth also refused



carried out an investigation. As with Cotton Ginny's Subcontractor and Homneworker Disclosure

Statement, Woolworth policy regarding violations of the Employment Standards Act by its

contractors is to avoid liability rather than working with the contractor to ensure compliance.

In a April 10, 1997 letter to Woolworth, the Homeworkers' Association - UNITE stated: "Instead

of trying to solve the problemn, you are only putting the homneworkers and contract shop workers into

a more and more difficuit situation. Cutting off Unité's contracts is a very bad example.

Homeworkers and contract shop workers will be even more afraid to complain when their employers

break the law ... because ... if they complain, they will only end up losing their work. Do flot cut off

contacts to Unité Fashions. Instead, you should work with them to improve conditions there and

make sure they follow the labour law and pay workers properly."

During the December Christmnas shopping period and in the months that followed, the Coalition

mobilized groups and individuals across Canada to write letters to Woolworth, leaflet Northern

Reflections, Northern Traditions and Northern Getaway stores and organize meetings with. local store

managers. Woolworth response to the campaign and to negative media coverage lias been to retreat

into a bunker mentality and adopt a narrow, legalistic interpretation of their responsibilities. In recent

months, they have refused to respond to media requests for interviews.

Aithougli UNITE and the Homeworkers Association have documented new violations of the

Employment Standards Act by other Metro Toronto Woolworth contractors, flic affected workers

are understandably reluctant to bring formai complaints to flic Ministry of Labour, or to, expose the

naines of the contractors to Woolworth or to flhc media. The consequences of pursuing any or ail of

these channels would likely be a loss of work. For the Coalition and flic Homeworkers' Association,

thc experience of attempting to work with Woolworth to remedy violations by their contractors

reenforces our believe that retailers can not be trustcd to monitor labour practices in their own

subcontracting network.

Interestingly enough, a partial victory in the Woolworth campaign was achieved with the cooperation

of a contractor, Unité Fashions. As a resuit of negative publicity surrounding flhc Woolworth case,

Unité felt it was in danger of losing contracta with other major retailers. It contacted UNITE and flic

Homeworkers Association and requested a meeting. Through UNITE's intervention, another major

retailer, Braemar, was convinced to continue placing orders with Unité. Ini return, Unité has pledged

to take necessary steps to bring its labour practices in line with ail provisions of the Employmcnt

Standards Act. Aithougli the resuits of this experiment are flot yet certain, it may suggest anotlier

strategy to improve labour practices in flic contract chain of production. Ini fus particular case, flic

Advisory Conimittee for flic Ladies' Dress and Sportswear Industry is playing a monitoring role in

a voluntary effort by Unité to be recognized as a model manufacturer. (In this case "model" nicans

abiding by the law.)

Despite Woolworth's ciurrent hard-line postufer'tli Coalition is committed to continuing the

campaign and is looking at new strategies to bring additional pressure on flhe compan.y. Althougli wc

still haven't achieved significant improvements in. Woolworth's practices, we feel that flhe campaign



has been very successful in bringing public attention to the fact that sweatshop abuses do exist in

Canada and that they are tied to major retailers. The Woolworth example has been and will continue

to be useful in pushing the federal govermTient on the need for a taskforce on sweatshop abuses.

Corporate Sponsorships and BuJk Purchasmng Policies
The involvement of the Coalition and the Maquila Solidarity Network in the Nike campaign lias

alerted us to the potential for organizing around the issues of corporate sponsorships of athletic

progranis, particularly on university canipuses, and linking that issue to bulk purchasing policies.

We have already received requests for information on Nike's production practices from student

groups on at least ciglit university campuses who are concernied about Nike sponsorships.

While some student groups are opposing corporate sponsorships in principle as a bad substitute for

public fumding and part of the increasing influence of corporations over the education system, others,

particularly those ini the US, are now demanding that universities develop ethical criteria for

evaluating corporate sponsorships and, in some cases, for making decisions on bulk purchases of

apparel, sportswear and sports equipment. Aithougli this approacli is fairly new on Canadian

campuses, the Wear Fair Charter could be a useful tool for student groups in developing proposais

for ethical criteria.

0f course, the difficuit question, which we are asked constantly, is what companies are currently

adhering to ethical criteria in the production of apparel, sportswear and equipment. Unfortunately,

there are few if any positive examples. Our hope is that campus groups will sec the value in

dialoguing with apparel and sportswear and equipment companies in order to pressure for improved

practices, and that companies will begin to compete with each other for the ethical niche.

policies are flot conflned to



manufacturers, unions, and religious and humnan rights groups to begin dicussions on how to
guarantee respect for basic worker and human rights in the clothing and footwear industries."

Since the release of the open letter, the Coalition has been circulating a petition making the sanie
demand. We will soon have collected 10,000 signatures. In March, the Coalition, IJNITE and other
supporting organizations will be presenting the petition to the federal goverfnent.

Although the release of open letter was timed to coincide with the October 4 "Day of Conscience
to End Sweatshop Abuses" in the US, we don't sec ourselves as being bound by the termns of the US
Apparel Industry Partnership accord. Although the negotiation of a multi-company or industry-wide

code of conduct and independent monitoring systcm is one possible option, the Coalition is

proposing that a taskforce consider a number of different ways to challenge sweatshop abuses,
including government policy and legisiative solutions to make retailers and manufacturers more

accountable and information more available, as well as voluntary codes and monitoring systems.

Research that will feed into this process includes a research project by the Maquila Solidarity

Network on policy options to address sweatshop abuses, and research being carried out by the

UNITE Sweatshops Campaign coordinator on sweatshop practices ini Canada. One major area of

research that needs to be pursued is documentation of production practices by contractors in Asian

export proccssing zones producing for Canadian retailers.

We sec the petition as a first step in an on-going caznpaign to pressure the federal governiment to

seriously address thc growing problem of sweatshop abuses ini Canada and other counitries in the

production of apparel and footwear sold in Canada.

Conclusion:
The Labour Behind the Labour Coalition is exploring a number of different strategies and

combinations of strategies to challenge sweatshop abuses in the production of apparel and footwear

sold i Canada These include: dialogue with retailers and manufactures, public campaigns to expose

sweatshop practices and demand retailer accountability, lobbying of federal and provincial

governnents on policy antd legisiative solutions, promotion of citizen action re. corporate

sponsorships and bulk purchasing policies, and building a broad-based network of local groups

involved in on-going education and action on sweatshop issues. Although we have so far not been

directly involved in shareholder action, we sec that work as complimentary to ours, and we may

become more active in this area in the future.

Although the formation of Uhc Coalition came about after a successful canipaign which achicved

independent monitoring of a retailer code of conduct, we have serious questions about the viability

of independent monitoring in thc Canadian context. WVhile codes of conduct and charters can be

useful educational tools and pressure points to force retailers to be more accountable for thc actions

of their contractors, we're clear that codes of coicttct even with real independent monitoring are net

thc whole solution te the problem of sweatshops. 1.,



Given the reluctance of Canadian retailers to take responsibility for the sweatshop practices of their
contractors and the difficulties involved in mîonitoring labour rights violations in the maze of
subcontractors, we now see the possibility of developing a positive Wear Fair label as a longer terrn
objective which would only be possible when there is sufficient, public awareness of sweatshop
practices and sufficient pressure on retailers that some see the advantage of marketing their products
as ethically produced. This doesn't negate the viability of particular small labelling projects such as
one currently being investigated by the Homeworkers' Association around the possibility of a label
for apparel produced by their members under legal and humane conditions. It is also interesting to

note that during a recent visit to El Salvador, a member of the Independent Monitoring Group talked

about their long-term objective as being creating a climate ini which maquila owners and the

Salvadoran governnent began to see the advantages of being able to market clothes produced in El
Salvador as being produced under humane conditions.

Whether or flot a Wear Fair label is viable strategy, we are clear that our long-terni objective is flot

just to give consumers ethical shopping choices, though that certainly would be an achievemnent, it
is to create a political climate in which retailers see it to be in their interest to ensure that their

products are made under humnane conditions, in which governments feel compelled to adopt policies
and implement legislation making retailers and manufacturers accountable for sweatshop production
practices, and in which garment workers have both the political space and sufficient allies to
organize themselves and improve their conditions.

Although this paper is based on my experience as a mnember of the Labour Behind the Label
Coalition, the analysis presented is that of the Maquila Solidarity Network





The Forest Stewardship Couneil's Certification Programn
Background Paper

Introduction

Certification of forest products and management practices is stI a relatively new process that
emerged in the late '80s afier cails for boycotts of the use of certain wood products. A
certification program aims at linking the environmiental and/or socially conscious consumer to
producers willing to incorporate into their management practices those concernis. Implicit in a
certification program is that: consumer purchasing decisions cen be influenced by differentiating
products based on the environmental and social concernis; producers practices can be influenced
by market driven incentives borne out of such concerns; increased price and/or market share will
provide producers a sufficient margin to adopt improved management practices (Cabanle, 1994).

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international, independent, non-profit, non-
govemniental organization. Its mission is to promote environmentally appropriate, socially
beneficial and economical-ly viable management of the world's forests. Lt does s0 tbrough a
voluntary accreditation prograni for certification of forest management (FSC (a). 1994). The FSC
was founded i 1993 by a diverse group of representatives from environmental institutions, the
tixnber trade, the forestry profession, indigenous peoples' organizations, comniunity forestry
groups and forest product certification organizations from 25 countries. This diverse group
developed the FSC's Principles and Criteria which applies to tropical, temperate and boreal
forests. They cover broad issues such as land tenure, the reduction of enviroiental impacts,
optimal utilization of forest products, and written management plans. The Principles and Criteria
are intended to be used as a guiding framework for developing standards which are appropniate to
local social, ecological and economic conditions.



The Forest Stewardship Council

After three years of extensive consultation worldwide with a broad range of stakeholders, the

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) was established in 1993. The FSC is a membership association

with more than 200 members from about 37 counitries. Membership is open to a wide range of

organizations and individuals representing social, economic and environmental interests. FSC

decisions are made by voting and each chamber (economnic, social and environruental) receives
equal weighting of one third.

The FSC has been set up to oversee a credible process of independent certification of well managed

forests. This role is achieved through an accreditation program for certification organizations.

Forest certification involves an assessment of forest management operations against ecological,

social and economic standards. The products from any forest or plantation certified under this

process would then be eligible to carry a label in the shop or yard where it is sold ensuring it has

been sourced from such a forest.

Its mission is to promote environentally appropriate, sociafly beneficial, and ecologically viable

management of the world's forests.

1. Environmentally appropriate forest management ensures that the harvest of timber and non-

timber products maintains the forest's biodiversity, productivity, and ecological processes.

2. Socially beneficial forest management helps both local people and society at large to enjoy

long terrn benefits and also provides strong incentives to local people to sustain the forest

resources and adhere to long-terin management plans.

3. Economically viable forest management means that forest operations are structured and

mnanaged so as to be sufficiently profitable, without generating financial profit at the expense of

the forest resource, the ecosystem, or affected communities. The tension between the need to

generate adequate financial returns and the principles of responsible forest operations can be

reduced through efforts to market forest products for their best value (FSC (a) 1994).

Accireditation Program

Accreditation refers to the process of evaluating, endorsing, and monitoring organizations that

independently conduct forest management assessments and chain of custody audits. The FSC is

a "certifier of certiflers". The role of accreditation is to provide a credible assurance that

certiflers are competent and independent in providing specified certification services. An

accreditation body achieves this by examining and evaluating the certifier's organizatiolial

structure, practices and resources against publi5hçd operational norms. Once a certifier is

accredited, the accreditation body continues to monitor and, if necessary regulate, the activities of

certification bodies within their area of competence. The FSC bases its evaluation of a certifler's

organizational competency on adherence to the FSC Guidelines for Certiflers and the FSC's

Principles and Criteria of Forest Stewardship (FSC (b), 1997). The main objectives of



accreditation are "to provide consistencY arnong certifiers and standards, to ensure credibility of

certification programs to, the public, and to verify the integrity of a certifier's dlaims" (Ervin et.

ai., 1996).

Certification may take many forms from internai audits to third party independent certificates. In

this regard, an accreditation prograni helps the public to differentiate dlaims. In ternis of

consistency, an international accreditation programn such as the FSC's can ensure that certifiers

will conduct their audits according to agreed Principles and Criteria world, wide. An assessment

in one country will be consistent with an assessment anywhere else. The credibility of

certification claims to consumers is a second key issue. When standards involve exclusively

technical issues it was relatively easy for industry to agrce on credible standards. However,

societal values are an inherent compontent of forest management and standards development

processes need to involve a far larger range of stakeholders. Finally, ongoing monitoring and

evaluation of a certifier's policies, procedures and practices are donc to ensure competefldy and

that a certifier applies consistent and rigorous evaluation procedures.

Additionally, the FSC requires certifiers to consuit with local stakeholders and with local FSC

initiatives that are developing standards for a given area (FSC (b) 1994). At present, there are

several initiatives developing standards consistent with thc FSC Principles and Criteria. While

certifiers; are currently using the Principles and Criteria to conduct their assessments, as regional

or national standards are developed, certifiers will be required to use those standards as thc basis

for the assessment. These procedures ensure that "while the certification and accreditation

decisions are based on global principles, they are grounded in local circumstances" (Ervin et.al.,



clear grievance procedures established for both the working group as well as for any forest

management standards or documents that are developed (FSC, (b) 1995).

As of September 1997, the FSC has about 200 members in 37 counitries. Thirteen Contact Persons

and two Working Groups (Sweden and U.K.) have been officially endorsed. There are about 20

FSC standards development processes worldwide and five accredited certification bodies. Over 3

million hectares have been certified under the FSC Certification Program. A breakdown of this

area indicates that 1,064,917.7 million hectares have been certified in Northern countries and

2,275,630.4 million hectares in the Southern ones. These figures can be further broken down into

forest categories (in hectares):

Plantation Natural Semi-Natural/Mixed Indigenous/Campesino

North 3,346.4 309,000 644,526.7 /13,044.6 95,000

South 212,718 1,832,296 24,865 205,750.7

The FSC Canadian Initiative

In January 1996, a group of interested people created the Forest Stewardship Counicil (FSC)

Canadian Initiative. At that meeting, an Interim Steering Committee was established. Its main

activities include the facilitation and coordination of the writing of standards, promotion of the

FS0, be the principle contact with the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) in discussions about

standards and certification in Canada, and develop the structure of a Permanent Steering

Committee. It was agreed that the Permanent Steering Committee would be selected by the FSC

members in Canada with two representatives each of the social, environental, economic and

Aboriginal "houses". At this stage, the Canadian Initiative will submit an application for

endorsement after the election of a Permanent Steering Committee by FSC members based in

Canada, later this fail.

It was agreed that an organizational structure with a small National office and regional standard

writing committees was most appropriate for Canada. The role of the National office is to give to

the Canadian Initiative a strong distinctive voice at the international level, to coordinate and

promote the establishment of regional groups in the different forest regions in Canada, and to

ensure that the standard writing process, interpretation, publie consultation and dispute resolution

mechanisms are consistent across the country. The National office will consult with regional

groups and will also seek input from. other organizations (non-governifental organizatioris,

government, industry, consumers' groups, etc.).

Three regional groups are already working towards the development of standards within the FSC

framework. The Acadian Forest Regional Group has been established in April 1996. In its

founding meeting ini Truro, Nova Scotia, it selected a committee made up of 2 representative each

from nine categories to carry on the process of dra;fting a standard for the Acadian region. The

work for a first draft of standards has been completed and the standards were field tested last

August. The standards wilI now be released for broader public consultation and i t is.expected that

revisions will be incorporated over the winter. »



in British Columbia, a Regional Group was estabtished. The regional group has an Interirn

Steering Committee composed of FSC members based in the region and a Standards Writing

Committee who started developing standards for British Columbia Coastal and Interîor Forests.

Ontario, is also working on establishing a Regional Group for the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence

Forest region. A public iniformation session was organized in April and another one on October 9,
1997.

The 'Natio nal office wil11 take the lead in the development of standards for the Boreal forest across

the country. While Boreal forests share many similar characteristics and are the most homogenous

forest type, it is expected that a standard development comrnittee will include regional

representation as well as the environmental, social, economic and Aboriginat interests. The Boreal

forest also represents a unique opportunity to deveîop standards that are consistent throughout the

globe. At present the Scandinavian countries are developing standards for the Boreal and there is

growing interest in the United States and Canada. The FSC Canadian Initiative wiIl work with its

counterparts in other Boreal regions to make standards in the Boreal forest consistent world wide.

Conclusion

The FSC's main funictions are to accredit and evaluate certification bodies worldwide and to

support the development of national and regional forest management standards and certification

initiatives. Through its accreditation prograni, the FSC evaluates, accredits, and monitors forest

product certifiers in order to ensure that marketplace claims carry a consistent and reliable set of

values, as defined by clear principles and criteria. The National Initiatives Program decentralizes

the work of the FSC and fosters local involvement in the development of national or regional
standards.



The FSC system provides consumers with the opportunity to express their values through their

purchasing habits. The key to the success of forest certification is credibility. "U1timately,

consumers will deterniine the credibility of an accreditation systemi according to how well the

system represents their particular values" (Ervin et. ai., 1996). The FSC process is transparent

and inclusive. By involving local communities in the development of standards, and issuing a

worldwide recognized label to well managed forests, and providing consuniers with options the

FSC's approach effectively links local ecological, social and cultural environments to the global

responsibility for the health of the forests worldwide.
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Labelling Child Labor Products: A Study of Strategies Developed by the Abrinq
Foundation'

By Benedito dos Santos M~

Brazilian legisiation prohibits any sort of work for chilciren and adolescent under
14 years and it has special measures to protect working adolescents under 18
years. Although legally forbidden child lahor was fully tolerateci by state
governments, the federal administration and society at large in Brazil until the
mid- 1 980s. As of the 1 990s, however, the objectives and strategies of social
action in the field of child labor underwent changes, particularly among
organizations of civil society, which began to focus more on actions to eradicate
chilci labor andi protect working adolescents, along with improving of the regular
school system.

Among the new strategies registered was the mobilization of businesspersons
through two sorts of campaigns: labelling child labor products andi inserting
social clauses in business andi labor contracts. This paper aims to discuss the f»Irst
strategy carried out by the Fundaçlo Abrinq pelos Direitos cda Criança (FADO).

A Brief Historical Background



Twa other organisations played an important raie in its creatian: Associaçâo

Brasileira de Fabricantes de Brinqueda (Abrinq) (Brazilian Association of Toy

Manufacturers) and the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). In the

second semester of 1989, a report entitled the "State of the World's Children -

1989" prepared by UNICEF reached out ta the social sensitivity of the

entrepreneur Oded Grajew, Abrinq's chairman. One the first resuits of bis

decision ta act on behaif of children was the creatian af a Board for the Defense

af the Rights of the Child, aimed at mobilizing tay manufacturers to engage in

actions in favor af children. A few months later, after valuable insight was

learned from the experience Grajew recommended that a nucleus be set up as an

independent Foundation.

The Abrinq Foundation has contributed ta raising awareness and engaging a

segment which had traditionally fought against the human riglits struggle ini

actions on behaif children's rights. If in much of country's history the

intervention of the segments of the business conimunity had been characterized

by a charity and philanthropie oriented philosophy, with the Abrinq Foundation,

in addition ta those traditional approaches new sorts of interventions have been

taking place. It defines its mission as follows: to make society aware of and

committed to child issues, promoting the involvement ofsociety and the business

community in proposais for solving child-relatedprob6ms through political

actions in defence of their rights and through the dissemination and replication

of exemplary actions.

Initially established by the Association of loy Manufacturers, to, which it

rernained linked for same years, now the Abrinq Foundation's membership

system is apen to companies operating in a broad range of sectors in the

economy and also natural persans canjain. It has over 2,000 partners, including

supporters and members. For the most part, it is maintained by its members, but

it is also supported by grants from non-governmfental organisations, Brazilian

founidations, and international multilateral agencies such as the ILO and

UNICEF.

The Child-Friendly Corporation Program

The Abrinq Foundatiofi's Main Assuniptlons

> It is necessary ta establish minimum ethical miles ta govern a market that is

ever more competitive and globalized;

> Consumers can "ascend ta the status of citizens"" and exercise their

citizenship by improving the consumptiol. patternls

> Organized consumner "citizens" can influence production policies and public

polices. Consumers are demanding greater respect for their rights and are

organizing thernselves ta guaraântee them. In this context, even the selectiori



of products and services has become a mechanism for intervention in public
and private sector policies. Consumer associations with a political outlook
and NOOs fighting to defend the environment and hunian rights have
realised that buying products from manufacturers who support social causes,
or not buying products manufactured by companies that are doing nothing to,
benefit the community, can help to curb the violation of rights or to secure
citizenship rights.

~> Social marketing is becoming increasingly important as a distinctive element
in a highly specialized and competitive market.

The Abrinq Foundation's decision to adopt the "Child-Friendly Corporation"
seal as a strategy to eliminate child labor and proteet working adolescents
resulted from a combination of différent factors: its business-orîented and
programatic approach; its commitment and experience; and, a good suggestion -

the idea of using a seal to identify products manufactured without using child
labor came out during a debate on alternatives for eradicating child labor which
was held when the book "Crianças de Fibra7" (Brave Children) was launched.



In reference to implementing the second objective - to, contribute to an increase

in participation of the companies in support or development of the social

programs directed towards children - thc strategies are:

" The creation of an exchange network among companies and the organizations

engaged in the subject;

" The establishment of a data base with information both diagnostic of the

situation and as to interventions carried out,

" The elaboration of"eu" for action on the part of government and non-

government organizations with a view to eradicating child labor and

protecting working adolescents, to be offered to entrepreneurs mnterested in

investing tecbnical material, andfinancial resources in social programs

directed at children and teen-agers.

A canipaign with the media was also developed as a strategy for implementing

both objectives of the project and for mobilizing public opinion with intent to

produce changes ini the concept concerning child labor.

The Selection Process

What follows is thc description of the criteria for both Uic diploma and use of the

"Child-Friendly Corporation" seal as wcll as thc process established by thc

Abrinq Foundation for selecting new participants in the Program. They are a

direct translation of my previous work Mobilizing'Corportiofls to Eradicate

Child Labor in Brazil...

The criteria consists of:

# Taking on a formai commitment not to hire children under the age of 14, which according

to Brazilian law is the ininimun age for engaging in professional activities;

+ Publicizing this commitment throughout their network of suppliera and customers;

# Developing or supporting a social prograin for children or a professional training programn

for adolescents.

The selection process is carried out as follows:

" The teleniarketing bureau (a desk set up to receive applications to the Program) receives

representatives of companies interested in Iearning details of the Program and informa thrn

of the requirements for becoming participants;
" Next, the Progran' tem sends a batch of informative material to the applicant called "Child-

Friendly Corporation Kit," which consists of:l1) the "Do Something for Our Children"

pamphlet, describing the objectives of the Prograit and providing suggestions for companues

not engaged ini actions li favor of children but wishing to become a "Children-Friendly

Corporation"; 2) a letter of commitnent; andf 3) a list of the documents required to confirm

whether the cornpany has met the above-mentioTed criteria;
* If the company satisfies the requirernents, il signa the letter of commitmient and sends it to

the Abrinq Foundation, together with documents conf irming its action in favor of children

or adolescents. These documents include projects, reports of activities, newsletter articles,

donation receipts, etc. This material is then organised in a specifie file;



" Once these documents have been received, the credibility and consistcncy of the actions
undertaken by the applicarit in favor of childrcn and adolescents arc checked. To this end, a
Program teamn consuits the Foundation's nctwork of pattners: unions, non-governmcntal
organisations, fora In defense of children's rights, public agencies and other specific bodies,
such as the councils for childrcn's rights;

" Once a decision is made, the company is immediately informed. If its application is
approved, it reccives, as part of the letter of acceptance, a copy of the "Child-Friendly
Corporation" scal;

" Finally, a public diplomna-awarding ceremony îs hcld as an important part of the process.
Authoritica, celebrities, and media arc invited to make the new adhesion to the Program as
visible as possible. -Me ceremonies are organizcd strictly at the convenience of the Abrinq
Foundation and of the companues rcciving the diploma. Usually, data or facts which cari
fRtnhcr the interests of childrcn arc taken advantage of, or cisc companues arc grouped
according to their geographical proximity.

" The scai is valid for one year. Comparues car renew the license to use it by rcaffirming their
commitments, mnd this is only donc after their actions are rcchcckcd according to thc above-
mcntioncd criteria.

How the Decision Ih Made:

The Abrinq Foundation's organizational structure coflsists of an an
Administrative Council - basically composed of entrepreneurs -- which elects a
Rnnrdi nf T)iretnrq frnrn mnnxw members to, carrv out the deliberations in the



newsletters, and institutional documents describing their activities. For example,
the Paratodos bus company has given the seal high visibility by showing it on
ail of its buses.

The corporations 'point of view. The seal's importance according to the
corporations:

-The seat represents recognition, a sort of "prize" which enhances
opportunities to disseminate corporate programs. In this sense, the seal is

requested as a means of legitimizing, socializing and disseminating corporate
interventions in defense of the rights of children and adolescents;

-The seat can improve the image of sozne corporations whose activities tend

to be criticized by certain social sectors. However, these reasons are also

underlying a discourse of social purposes of the companies;
-Some companies sec the se.at as a positive distinctive reference for the

future and are preparing ready to please more demanding consumers.

For thcm the main resuit attained until now lias been increasing the awareness

of the child labor issue and the mobilization of ncw partners to implement social

programs in favor of children and adolescents. Many corporations have been

providing their staff with information on flic Campaign and have been holding

meetings on the subject with their suppliers and clients. In this sense for some

businesspersons flic canipaign bas been stimulating the companies to accomplish
their social functions.

Althougli some companies have not been able to quantify flic benefits derived

from the program upto the present moment, they say that using flic seal bas

brought social and commercial advantagcs. They believe that companies which

support social activities add value to their products.

The Abrinq Foundation's Point of View. According to flic Abrinq Foundation,
flic "Child-Fricndly Corporation" Program lias been successfully implemented.
The main achievements are:

>Visibility and inclusion of flhc child labor issue on flic agenda of social
actions;

> Mobilization and social organization to put an end to child labor;

> Contributing to flic formulation and implementation of policies to eradicate
child labor:

The corporations have devclopcd diverse sorts of actions sucli as
adopting or constructing schools or daycare centers; supporting the

developmcnt of activities supplemcntary to flic school, professional or teenage

training; support to the establishment and inv!cstnicnt of funds for children's and

teenagers' riglits associatcd with thic councils of riglits, and technical-financial

cooperation with organizations for flic defense of children's rights arc flic types

of action devclopcd by these companies,* some of which posscss foundations that

direcfly carry out educational or sports assistance, or professional training
activities.



> Contributing to ensuring, implementing, and inspecting the rights of children
and adolescents;

> Contributing to fuirthering knowledge on child labor in Brazil and to fighting
it, including new strategies to eradicate child labor and also a new
methodology for mobilizing the business commumty.

Challenges and Prospects

One of the main challenges facing the strategies adopted b>' the Abrinq
Foundation is to strike a balance between the need to expand its intervention -
so as to produce the desired political impact - and to ensure the qualit>' of the
services it bas been providing to the nation.

The effectiveness of the seat basical>' depends on the credibility of the
institution awarding the seal and on the singularity of the compan>' which is
receives it. This relationship between credibilit>' and singularity is directly
related to the monitoring process of the program. In other words, the
effectiveness depends on the capacit>' of the awarding body to check, monitor,
and assess its use.

Developing and implementing a monitoring process has been a difficuit task.
Awarding the seal to many companies causes logistical problems to the Abrinq
Foundation: at this moment, the basis on which to con&im whether the



Some segments of the academy and social of movements despite the fact that
business persons' mobilization is rewarded have been sceptical. They have two
basic doubts: the first relates to the following question: are companies taking
advantage of the social marketing benefits provided by the Prograin more than
actually investing in actions to improve the living conditions of marginalized
children? In the study that I conducted the question "what percent of your
budget is spent on social programs?" was neyer answered. The second is related
to views on the roles of government and the implementation of social policies
for children. The question is the following: Would the "adoption" of schools or
education and social assistance to a certain extent relieve the government from
its obligation to fund and implement social programs? The entrepreneurs alleged
that the social impact of their actions is more effective for social changes than
flic amount of money invested and that their actions should only have thec effect
of "demonstrating," encouraging similar initiatives and flhc partnership with the
government. Not many people from flhe social movement believe in thec "human
face" of capitalism. and still think, that in the end capitalists only want to make a
profit

Finally, it should be stressed that this confrontation of ideas far froni stagnating
the process, makes it more dynamic. At least this parcel of corporations and
those members of academy and social inovements have a comnion belief:
"children are supposed to be studying, not working."

Th is paper is based on my work Mobilizing Corporations to Eradicate Chlld Labour in Brazil: A utudy of
Strategies Developed by the Abrinq Foundation for Children s Rîghis published by UN[CEF/Tbe Abrinq
Foundation, in December 1996.



Notes for a Learning Circle Presentation on
Fair TradeMark Canada

Bob Thomison, Managing Director, Fair TradeMark Canada

1. Background

The basic assumption underlying the promotion of fair trade labels is a desire to increase the
sales of disadvantaged producers in northern markets.

Fair trade labels are based on several market assumptions:

* 60-80% of consumers say they'll pay more for a fair' or 'green' product

* When offered the opportuity, onl>' 1-5% actually make a purchase at a slightly higher
puice. This 1-5% represents the potential fair trade market that the label is designed to
capture for small farmers.

* This 1-5% 'niche' bas further conditions attached:
- The product must be of equal or higher qualit>', c.g.,. people will bu>' a coffee out of
solidarit>' once, but not again unless it is good coffe
- It must be easily available (ie. in local supermarkets, flot single location or scattered
specialty shops)
- Marketing dlaims must be independently certlfied since consumers are sceptical of
corporate clainis.

Existing alternative trading organization's (ATO) sales do flot corne close to realizing this
potential 1-5% market share. Working capital and distribution outlets for ATOs are ver>' limited.
For example, 1 % of the Canadian coffce market is 1 million kilos of coffce per year. Bridgehead



History

Fair trade

Fair or alternative trade began in the 1950's as northern NGOs began to seli some of their project
partner's products in their home markets. A Dutch NGO, SOS Wereldhandel was formed in 1959
and began to, send milk powder to Sicily, eventually becoming Fair Trade Organisatie, the main
wholesaler to a network of some 350 Dutch world shops and $30 million a year in sales.

Fair Trade Labels

The first fair trade label, Max Havelaar Netherlands (MH-NL) was initiated in 198 8 in response
to the lack of direct access by small coffee growers in Mexico to international coffee markets.

The International Coffee Organization (ICO) marketing system at that time required that
producers have export quota certificates in order to seli coffee. These certificates were held
largely by large producers, state agencies and intermediaries who had littie interest ini helping
small coffee farmers get more money for their product.

The collapse of the ICO managed market in 1988, with the subsequent decline of world prices
from around US$ 1.30 per pound of green coffee beans to US$0.7011b. (and eventually below
even US$0.6OIlb.), created a crisis for most small coffee growers since their cost of production
according to ICO data was around US$1.- 10 or more.

Dutch NOOs working with small coffee growers and their co-operative representatives in Latin
America switched their efforts from advocacy for access to export certificates for the co-ops to
new market mechanisms which would benefit them directly. At one point, the developmcnt of a
Dutch NGO coalition coffee brand was considered, but circumstances resulted in a fair trade
label being promoted instead.

The label was instantly successfiil and moved Dutch 'alternative' trade coffee sales from less than
0.3% of Dutch coffee consumption in 1988, to around 2.4% today, a différence of over US$19
million over 9 years. lIn addition, through the elimination of intermediaries, even more of the
regular world coffee price reached the farmers, as their co-operative organizations learned how to
export coffee directly, giving many of them significant empowerment lin the marketplace.

Reviewing the success of the Max Havelaar label, the European Fair Trade 'Association (EFIA),
a federation of eleven ATOs based in nine countries, began discussing the development of a label
which would cover coffee as well as other products in the whole of Europe. Max Havelaar
participated in these discussions but were not initially intcrested in expanding their efforts
beyond coffee or beyond the Dutch market. Sirîci'EFTA consisted of 1 1 ATOs in 9 countries, the
dance of the dialectic around criteria for a mnulti-product, multi-national label was complex and
prolonged.



Around 1991, a large Swiss co-operative supermarket chain decided to introduce a fair tradelabel for coffee based on the success of Max Havelaar in Holland. Swiss ATOs and NGOs, toprevent the development of a "commercial" fair trade label, moved quickly to form anindependent fair trade label and essentially copied the Max Havelaar naine and concept fromHolland, since EFTA's discussions on a pan-European label were flot at a point where that optioncould be quickly implemented.

In 1992, the EFIA discussions resulted in the launch of the TransFair International fair tradelabel in Germany, the largest national initiative with respect to licensed sales. In addition to theDutch and Gerinan labels, national initiatives with the Max Havelaar name were started inBelgium, France and Denmark, while TransFair now includes Austria, Italy, Luxembourg, Japan,Canada and the USA. The Fairtrade Foundation also began in the UK and more recently, labelorganizations have sprung up in Sweden, lreland and Finland.

Discussions began ini nid- 1995 to, formn an overarching coordinating body to improvecommunications and effectiveness in the shared multi-commodity Registers (coffee, tea, cocoa,sugar, honey and bananas), both with respect to criteria development and to monitoring andverification. In April 1997, Fairtrade Labelling Organization International (FLO) was formed andopened its own office in Bonn in January 1998.

This was a dificult process since each of the national initiatives is a coalition of national NGOs,ATOs, churches, labour organizations, etc. which represents a national social/political base ableto independently certify that conditions of fairness are being met. Each organization is theproduct of its own national market and constellation of national actors: ATOs and World shopnetworks, donors, leading personalities, etc. To this clrmplex mix, one bas to add the history ofthe Second Worîd War, différences between ATOs, NGOs and Southem partners backed byEuropcan social democratic and/or Christian democratic organizations or by Catholic and/or

of national label



2. Governance

TransFair

The TransFair logo is owned by TransFair International and its use is licensed to national
members which have the authority to in turn license its use in their national markets. TransFair
offers a sort of national 'franchise' to its members in return for a share of license revenues (one
third) to cover central costs for monitoring, coordination and promotion.

Each TransFair member or affiliate is a coalition of national NGOs, ATOs, churches, labour
organizations, etc. which represents a national social/political base able to independently certify
that conditions of fairness are being met, within the framework of TransFair's overall product
criteria. A TransFair Council of Members meets twice a year to set overali policy and an
Executive Board meets three to four times a year between Council meetings. Members with
licensed sales have equal votes at Council meetings.

FLO International

FLO's governance structure is a modified form of TransFairs, with votes based on a 5-3-1
weighting system according to the sales volumes of the larger, medium and smaller national
initiatives.

Product Registers

Produet Register Committees meet three or four times' a year to deal with new Register
applications, modifications to criteria and oversight of the monitoring work of FLO Register staff
and consultants. The Committees are made up of members appointed by the FLO Meeting of
Members and include at least one outside independent expert for the. conimodity in question
(coffée, tea, cocoa, sugar, honey, bananas and frozen orange j uice concentrate).

Each product register is responsible for the monitoring of importer licence agreements and
import contracts for aIl FLO members. National label initiatives are responsible for monitoring
and auditing sales from licensed importers to licensed roasters and/or retailers in their markets.

Product Register staff are also responsible for monitoring the democratic "credentials't of
producer groups on their Register to ensure that producers themselves control the benefits
received from fair trade conditions.

National Initiatives

As noted above, each FLO member or affiliate is-a coalition of national NGOs, ATOS, churches,
labour organizations, etc. which represents a nationial social/political base able to independently
certify that conditions of fairness are being met.



Fair TradeMark, Canada is a registered with lndustry Canada as a "corporation without share
capital", the normal status of non-profit corporations in Canada. However, we do flot have, and
do not intend to apply for, charitable status, the normal legal formn of NGOs in Canada. Our
membership currently consists of. Inter Pares, CUSO, the Canadian Autoworkers Social Justice
Fund, the Steelworkers Humanity Fund, World Vision of Canada, the Canadian Catho lic
Organization for Development and Peace, Horizons Of FrÎendship, the United Churh of Canada,
the Christian Reformed World Relief Committee, Ten Days for Global Justice, Oxfamn-Canada
and a number of individual supporters.

We have a Board of four and a staff of one and are in the process of hiring one more staff person.

We signed a Co-operation Agrement with TransFair International in 1995 and joined FLO as a

founding memnber in April 1997.

3. Criteria

Fair tracte criteria touch on four primary elements: democratically organized producers, price,
ternis of credit and a conimitment to long-terni tracte relations. The attached table shows the
details of some of these criteria for the main FLO licensed commodities.

Produceirs

Importers and retailers must purchase fair tracte conimodities from democratically organized,
representative bodies of disadvantaged producers.

In the case of coffee, there are some 340 marketing co-ops on the FLO fair tracte coffee Register,
representing about 500,000 small family farmers, ie. farmers who do flot use outside labour,
except perhaps at harvest time when they might pay a neighbour or relative to help. For tea, there
are 36 estates which have cither a union or worker controlled committee which determines the



Credit

The roots of most of the exploitation of coffee farmers lie in informai local credit systems in
Latin America and Africa. Local buyers, who control access to credit, boan a portion of the price
of coffee to farmers in advance of the annual harvest, but charge exorbitant rates of interest for
this service. Even batiks in most areas charge small producers high rates for the credit they need
to buy necessities such as medicines, clothing, school books and.even food between harvests. In
addition, availability of credit and technical assistance is often predicated on farmers adopting
agricultural practices which increase yields through the use of new plant varieties, which need
chemnical fertilizers and pesticides, further increasing the need for credit. Worse, these supplies
are often only available from the very buyer or lender who also dominates local consumer goods
and farm input distribution.

In'the case of coffee, fair trade licensed importers are required to provide boans for up to, 60% of
the purchase contract if requested by the producer group. In practice, this makes credit available
at the European or North American cost of money, not the village level cost, which can range
from 30% up to 200% per year! These loans are negotiated directly between the producers and
the fair trade importer at mutually agreed rates of interest which can be repaid in coffee or cash.

Long-term trade relations

Fair trade importers are required to sign a letter of intent to purchase commodities for more than
one crop cycle, permitting a degree of stability in trade relations and allowing producers to plan
ahead for future investmnents based on relatively secure markets.

4. Monitoring

Importing

Upon the signature of a purchase contract, fair trade importers advise the appropriate FLO
Register of the Register supplier's name and the date, volume, price and quality of commodity
purchased. This contract information is verified by Register staff directly with the producers and
proof of the transfer of funds is provided through copies of sbipping documents and/or batik
statements.

Roasters/Retailers

Each national label initiative in FLO is responsible for monitoring the flow of coffee to their
national licensees from registered fair trade importers and for reporting these fiows to the FLO
Register office.

Licence agreements give each national initiative the right to inspect, the books of licensees,
including the undertaking of special audits of financial and inventory records by fair trade



appointed auditors. Normally, licensees have their own professional auditors produce special
statements on quantities of fair trade coffee, tea, etc. purchased, packaged and sold and separate
audits are requircd only if discrepancies are suspected. Special audits are financed from the
licence fées charged by each FLO national initiative.

Quarterly reports from. licensees based on actual sales are forwarded to FLO by each national
initiative to permit the calculation of licence fées and the tracking and matching of flows from
producers to importers to licensees. Obviously a degree of trust in involved in this monitoring
process, but it is unlikely, given the legal safeguards buiît into the process that a reputable
commercial company or their auditors would risk their business reputations by submitting false
reports. A number of licensees have been struck from the Register and/or national licences have
been cancelled as a result of monitoring carried out through this legal framnework.

Producers

FLO Register staff and local consultants monitor general membership meeting minutes and
annual financia reports and actually attend some meetings to ensure that member do control
decisions made about the distribution of fair trade benefits. Databases of producer group
information are maintained by FLO, together with commodity contract transaction/sales data.

Detailed questionnaires are provided to groups applying to join FLO Registers and staff or
consultants visit applicants to verify this information prior to submission of applications to the
Register Committee for approval.

Export quality commodity samples are also required to ensure that each group is capable of
meeting the requirements of importers and retailers. An appeal process is available for applicants



The Dutch, having started their project as an extension of solidarity work with specific coffee
co-ops, see things from the perspective of partnership. The Germans also, represent NGOs and
other development community organizations which act in the interests of their Third World
partniers, but in a very different market which is dominated by cut-throat competition from Phillip
Morris (General Foods/Kraftco). As fair trade label sales have exploded, taking market share
from the transnationals, the need for professionalism and highly organized monitoring of the
criteria and conditions of fairness have become more and more important.

To some, this is was a signal that partnership was taking second place to contracts and databases.
It is however, one thing to be in partnership with a few coffee co-ops in one or two countries and
quite another to certify fair trade transactions between some 340 registered coffee producer
organizations representing hundreds of thousands of growers, dozens of commercial importers
and over a hundred coffee roasters and supermarket chains.

This type of difference over technical questions becamne even more serious when it came down to
the negotiation of the structure of FLO between 15 national label initiatives. The tensions
between Max Havelaar and TransFair manifested themselves in a reluctance by Max Havelaar
Netherlands to give up control of the Coffee Register by virtue of its location in their offices in
Utrecht. This was couched in ternis of the Dutch national initiative wanting to maintain close
relations and therefore information about producers for their own market promotion through the
sharing of monitoring work - a valid concemr, but one which has also been mixed with the issue
of control. There was/is also the question of what to do about the Dutch staff who do not wish to
move to the new FLO Coordination office in Bonn, and the need to not disrupt the work of the
Register through changes in staff.

Recent coffee supply problems

World coffee prices swung wildly in 1997, beginning near US$ 1.80/lb and rising to $3.00 in June
before dropping to $1.60 ah year end. Prices rose to $1.50 in mid 1994 after 6 years of disastrous
lows of $0.60/lb between 1988 and 1994. The comparable fair trade minimum price is
US$1.26/lb.

Higher prices actually brought several problems for small farmers in 1997. One was the
perception that with higher prices, farmers are now well off, despite six years when prices didn't
even cover half their costs. During these 6 years, degradation of their lives and farms was
enormous, as witnessed, in part, by the 1994 Zapatista uprising in Chiapas, Mexico and
continued ini the form of military oppression today.

In addition to this mistaken sense of well being, higher prices also mean greater competition for
coffee beans between the farmers' own marketing co-ops and local buyers. One farmer told me in
March that, while his Co-op paid 26 Pesos a kifcý for his coffee and coyotes only 24 Pesos, the
Co-op only paid 19 Pesos on delivery and the remaining 7 when the'Coffée was exported months
later. He sold ho the coyotes because he needed the money right away and the Co-op didn't have



the working capital to pay up front.

The fair trade coffee register lists 340+ co-ops with haif a million members in Latin America and
Africa. These farmers c= produce 250,000 metric tonnes of coffee, of which their co-ops could
only afford ta purchase 85,000 ma.t. in 1996 and of which 12,000 m.t. sold on the fair trade
market.

Since their co-ops have working capital to purchase only a fraction of their member's coffee,
especially when prices are high, desperately poor farmers cannot afford ta tum down offers from
?coyotes' to support their own co-ops. Lack of credit at competitive rates is a major source of
exploitation since the coyotes'rates of interest range from 30% to 200%!

Within the registered Co-ops, there is a wide range of operational capacities. Many have been
able ta invest a portion of their fair trade premiums in quality control and administrative capacity,
educating members in the skills needed to trade intemrationally by themselves. Independent of
intermediaries, they know the real value of their coffee and capture a larger percent of the world
pnice for their members, even in the regular market without fair trade conditions.

Some smaller and less experienced Co-ops are stili developing their capacities and need
assistance if they are ta be reliable trading partners. Credit is the most important element of fair
trade, especially when world prices are above the fair trade minimum. But commercial importers
are reluctant ta pre-finance coffee from Co-ops with no credit history, sa unequal access ta fair
trade markcets is a problem. To this end, FLO and a number of churches and NGOs with fair trade
experience are building a support network of micro credit funds and loan guarantee facilities, as
well as technical and administrative support services for the weaker Co-ops on the Register.
These efforts are meant ta complement their own investment and educatianal efforts.

Development isn't a black and white process and there were problems with a few Co-ops in 1997.
They couldn't collect enouizh coffee from members at higher world prices ta meet contractual



These fair trade premiums, in addition to generating higher incomes for small farmers, were also
partly invested in co-op and community infrastructure and education which had an impact which
has flot been systematically quantified.

Many farniers however, have noted that the 5% of their coffee sold in fair trade markets has an
impact welI beyond the extra income from fair trade.

For example, just publishing the New York price on a regular basis in a village forces local
buyers to pay a price dloser to the market price. The availability Of fair trade credit for at Ieast a
part of their production allows farmers to wait for better prices, rather than being beholden to
intermediaries who monopolized credit.

Before their direct involvement in fair trade markets and the purchase of fax machines (and in
some cases computers with. modems) using fair trade premniums, farmers were flot aware of the
value of their coffee and accepted the word of local buyers as to the market price and the actual
quality of their beans. Even non co-op members benefit from this spin-off from the publication of
actual prices.

Sîilarly, co-op export grading infrastructure brought in because of direct fair trade relations
gives farmers an appreciation of the actual technical quality of their beans, again preventing
intermediaries from undervaluing their quality and therefore quality differentials. A number of
organizations connected to national label initiatives have begun to develop terzns of reference for
just such an evaluation. In addition, innumerable students have written or are writing terrn papers
and theses on fair trade labels which provide an abundance of partial and/or anecdotal
information through their interviews with producers atid other participants.

6. Conclusions

VWle a full evaluation of fair trade labels bas yet to be done, there is some evidence that the
overall impact bas been beneficial, although not without complications, some of which are
outlined above.

As with any other mechanism which promotes corporate social responsibîlity orthe transfer of
resources to disadvantaged producers (two admittedly différent objectives), fair trade labels
should be evaluated in ways which permit the measurement and comparison of complex forces
and allow an appraisal of whether overali progress is being achieved, despite movements which
are both forward and backward at regular (or irregular) inter-vals.

Any evaluation of labels or codes of conduct or must look primarily at the two main issues: the
setting of criteria or standards, and the monitoring of compliance with these criteria or standards,

I any given industry or area, there is a wide range of criteria which Could be applied, from
"watered down best practices" through to "utopiah impractical rhetoric". Similarly, monitoring



can be done in ways which range from "self serving internai monitoring" through to firigorously
independent comrnunity monitoring" of compliance. In particular, there is a need for
independent monitors who can bridge the gap between the expensive management consultants
used by industry, who aren't generally trusted by NGOs, and human rights advocates, unions and
NGOs, who aren't traditionally trusted by the business sector.

Last year, a nuznber of Canadian companies proposed a Canadian code of conduct for
international business with encouragement from Lloyd Axworthy. Canadian Business for Social
Responsibility, the International Centre for Human Rights & Demnocratic Development,
EthicScan, the Wearfair Coalition, thec Social Investment Organization, Rugmark Canada, the
Task Force on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility, Fair TradeMark Canada and others
are involved in many ways of looking at corporate social responsibility, ranging froni charitable
donations to codes of conduct to independently monitored labels.

There is a growing "business ethîcs" commnunity in both corporate and NGO sectors. There is
however, almost no co-ordination, and even signs of a growing elemnent of comapetition for
consulting contracts, in the race to prove responsiveness to growing consumer demands.

Each mechanism, codes or labels, bas its strengths and weaknesses and may or may not be more
or less appropriate, depending on the product, company and many other circurnstaces.
Experience bas shown that, while many companies sincerely wish to do good while doing
business, some merely wish to buy ie through lip service and resist effective refornis.

A national forum could provide a framework within which ail the competing schemnes could be
placed and allow consumers an informed means of making choices based on those which are
closest to their own preferences. One model with possible lessonis for a Canadian approach, is the
UK based Ethical Trading Initiative which is described in a document circulated before the last
Learning Circle meeting in Ottawa on February 9th.
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